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Executive Summary

Background and Motivation

Since the rmd-1970s, traffic congestaon on Cahforma’s urban highways has increased

markedly. The roughly 3 per cent annual growth in the ratio of vehicle-n’ales to lane-miles that

occurred dunng the 1960s accelerated to 4 per cent from 1974 to 1985 and 5 per cent after 1985.

Moreover, there was comparatlvely little upgrachng of emstang lane-males over this period. As

traffic density increased, so dad congestion. By 1988, some estimates put the economac cost of

conges:tlon to Cahforrua at $16 bilhon m tlme lost and $1 billion m fuel Despite a Cahforma

Davlsm,n of Haghways Plan, developed m 1958, calling for 12 thousand miles of 1~mted access

roadways, by 1990 less than 6 thousand had been completed.

The curtailment in urban road construction can be attributed to economac, polmcal, and

environmental forces. The 1973 OPEC oil embargo, inflation, dechmng fuel tax revenues, and

rising ,construction costs underm:ned the htghway financing mechamsm. Envaronmental and

politacal oppomtion, in:tially locahzed as citazens fought projects in thelr nmghborhoods, was by

the mtd-1960s accompanied by a national interest m mr quahty. In additmn to legaslatmn

requLring unproved emisslon controls on vehicles and measures to discourage automobile use,

there was passage of broader enwronmental leglslataon mandating that the env:ronmental

consequences of government projects be exphcitly idenUfied, assessed, and when possabte

rmtagated. Tins legislatmn s:gmficantly increased the resources and tame required to deliver road

projects.

Since road congestmn results an increased fuel consumption and vehacle emissaons per

vehicle-mile, st :s possible that the curtmlment an l~ghway investment has ampmred progress

toward improved air quahty and energy efficiency. However, since the early 1970s,

env:rom-aental advocates have opposed roadbuilding. They argue that roads generate traffic by

discom-agmg transit use, promoting urban sprawl, encouraging longer trips, and through other

mechanisms. Since the strategy of building roads to reduce congestion as doomed to fmlure, they

advocate the shift of resources out of roadbuilchng and into envaronmentally friendly alternauves.

Recent mr quahty and surface transportatmn legaslatmn seems to embody this view.
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Despite the evolution of the envkonmental posiUon into pohcy consensus, the reality may

be contrary. Even wlth the significant reducUon in roadbufldmg, and despite massave investments

m transit, vehicle travel has conUnued to grow both absolutely and m Its share of the urban

market. This suggests that traffic levels may in fact by rather msensmve to road supply. If tills

were the case, then highway capacity enhancement could result m both unproved mobility and

reduced vehicular emlssions and fuel consumpUon.

Thus the potential benefit of capacity enhancement will depend upon ~ts ~mpacts on the

quanuty of vehicle travel. If, as roadbmlding opponents clatm, traffic inducement is h~gh,

capamty enhancement will y~eld htfle improvement in traffic flow, reducUons in emissions per

vehicle-rmle wall be offset by increases m vehicle-miles traveled (VMT), and mobihty gmns from

increased speeds may be counteracted by increased travel distances. If, on the other hand, traffic

inducement is low, the impact of capacity enhancement will be more propluous in all these

respects. The purpose of this research is to assess the traffic reducing ~mpacts of l~ghway

capacity increases in order to better understand the potential benefit of capacity enhancement as

a strategy for reducing traffic congesnon and improving air quahty. The scope of the research

is lirmted to traffic inducement -- we do not attempt an overall apprmsat of capaclty enhancement

as a transportaUon improvement strategy. The research focusses on "pure" capacity expansmns

as opposed to the construcUon of new facihties or slgmficant upgrades (e.g. from. a regular road

to a controlled access facihty) of erasUng ones.

The core of the project consists of several complementary empirical studies. The effect

of increases m road capacity on the amount of vehicular travel is anaJyzed both at the tevel of

individual highway segments and at the regional level. The effect of capacity increases on land

development are examined m two studies: a series of case stuches based on interviews with

plarmers and developers, and an econometric model of building perrmt acUwty that employs

statastlcal techmques to examine impacts and relatmnshlps

Traffic Generation from Highway Capacity Expansion

To measure the effect of capamty expansion on traffic level, we use the concept of

eIastaclty In general, the elasticity of Y with respect to X Is the per cent change in Y resultang

from a 1 per cent increase m X The elasticity may also be measured as the ratm of the change

E-2



in the logarithm of Y to the change in the logarithm of X. For small changes m Y and X, these

measures yield virtually Identical results, but for large changes they diverge somewhat. The

elasticities presented m th~s report are, for the most part, based on the logarithm calculation

method.

Two chapters of the report are specifically concerned wlth estamating the elastacity of

traffic with respect to capacity. In Chapter 3, both traffic and capacity are measured for

mdlvldual road segments. In Chapter 6, the umt of observation is an area -- either a county of

an enttre urban regmn In this case traffic is measured m terms of VMT in the area, and road

supply in terms of lane-taxies.

The analysis in Chapter 3 is based on annual traffic counts for a set -- or "panel" -- of

t8 road segments belonging to the Califorma State Htghway System whose capacity was

expanded by adding traffic lanes at some ttme over the past 30 years. We estmaate models

retating the traffic on a segment to its capacity Two types of models are developed. In the fLrst,

the traffic level on a segment ~s related to the capacity of the segment, the proportaon of the

capacity that is new and how iong the new capacity has been m place, and the overall traffic

level on the state highway system. In the second model, traffic growth on the segment is the

dependent variable, and is related to the amount of available capacity (measured as the dafference

between 1 and the volume-capaclty ratio), and the growth of state baghway system traffic.

Estamation results for both the traffic level and the traffic growth models indicate that

traffic level (or traffic growth) is positively related to capacity (or avmlable capacity). The results

for bot]b models also reveal that, when capaclty is added to a segment, the traffic level responds

over ant extended period of tame -- at least one decade and possibly two It is therefore necessary

to define a tame-dependent traffic-capacity elasticity, which we designate eq~(t). For example, eq~(8

years) is the per cent difference between the traffic 8 years after a 1 per cent capamty expansmn1

and what the traffic would be m that same year had the expansion not occurred.

We use the calibrated models -- the growth model and several variants of the level model

wlth diffenng assumed values of a parameter -- to estimate values for eqc(t) for t values ranging

1Obviously, a 1 per cent capac,ty expansion is much smaller than what is obtmned when lanes axe added
to a roadway It is used for defimtmnal purposes only
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from 4 to 19 years. Different models yield different estimates. Taking mto consideration the

central tendency of these estimates, as well as reasons for chscounmng results of certmn models,

we estmaate eqc(t) to be in the ranges 0 15-0.3, 0.3-0.4, and 0.4-0.6 for t values of 4, 10, and 

years respectively. These esumates may not be accurate for any pamcular expansion project, but

reflect a statlsUcal composite of the 17 projects considered m our analysis. Quahtatively, they

imply that, while capacity expansion clearty results m additaonal traffic, it also reduces the

volume-capaclty ratao (since the elasticity is less than i), and thereby improves the level 

service, for an extended length of trine.

Our analysis of the relation between road supply and traffic at the area level is also based

on statastical analysis of panel data In this case, our panel consists of California’s urban counties

We also consider aggregates of these count.~es that form Metropohtan Statistlcal Areas (MSAs)

or, in the case of San Francisco and Los Angeles, ConsoLidated Metropolitan Stat.tstlcal Areas

(CMSAs). Using data for the period 1973-1990, and controlling for other variables such 

populataon and income, we estmaate log-hnear models2 relating VMT to lane-miles of state

highway at both the county and CMSA/MSA level. We employ two different VMT measures,

one for state highways only and the other for all pubhc roads. Unfortunately, the latter VMT

figure Is available only for five recent years° Thus, our most conclusive findangs concern the

relauonshlp between state highway VMT and state lughway lane-rmles

Different versmns of the basic model are estamated. The most important difference among

these versmns is whether a set of regmnal correctmn factors is employed. By including the

regaonal correction factors, we reduce the posslbility that effects of regmnal variables ormtted

from the model are mcorrectly attributed to road supply or some other included variable

However, these factors also absorb effects of interregional dafferences m the values of

independent variables that are consistent over t~me. In other words, when regional correctmn

factors are used, the estimated elasticxty of VMT w~th respect to lane-miles will reflect the

relatmn between mtraregional growth m VMT and mtraregmnal growth m lane-m~les over the

2A log-linear model has the form log(Ig=Ao+Al.log(X1)+...÷A.log(X~)

model is that elasUclties can be read directly from the coefficients er.x=A,

One convement property of the
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1973-11990 permd. Conversely, if the regional corrections are not employed, interregional VMT

and lane-mile variation will dominate the estimataon results. We therefore refer to the models

with regmnal correction factors as "mtrareglonal," and those without them as "interregional."

Our estamataon results for both intraregional and mterreglonal models reveal a statisUcaUy

s~grdficant effect of state highway lane-miles on state baghway VMT. At the county level, the

mtrareglonal model lane-mile elasticity is m the 0.46-0.50 range while for the mterreglonal model

it is around 0.32-0.33 At the MSA/CMSA level, the mtraregional lane-mile elast.mlty aa 0.54-0.61

and the mterregmnaI one is 0.24. In addition to the consistently posmve, statastacally significant,

lane-mile elastlc~ty estimates, our results indicate that mtraregmnal elastlc~taes are somewhat

bagher than mterregmnal ones. Our explanataon for this is based on the fact that the mtrareglonal

model is based on lane-rrdle addataons since 1973, while the interregional one is based on the

entire stock of state h~ghway lane-miles. We conjecture that most urban lane-male additions after

1973 were for the specific purpose of congestaon rehef, while earher constructmn was more

oriented toward creaUng the basic freeway system. Therefore the addmonal lane-miles added after

1973 had a more pronounced effect on level of service, and thus on traffic.

The relationshap between state ktghway lane-miles and total VMT Is more difficult to

mvesragate, because data for total VMT is avmlable for fewer years, and the period for whach It

is available saw htfle change in lane-miles Generally, the estimated lane-rmle elasticities of total

VMT obtained from the mtraregmnal and interregmnal models are close to the state baghway

VMT estanatesJ However, the mtraregmnal estnnate is statast~cally mslgmficant -- we cannot

reject, on the basls of tbas model, the null hypothesis that total regmnal VMT is unrelated to state

hghway lane-miles m the regmn. Since the mterregmnal estimate is statastacally sigmficant, and

since both estlmates are similar m magmtude to those for state highway VMT, we beheve that

the mtraregional estimate is inslgmficant because there slmply has not been enough change m

lane-miles over the period of the analysis to allow the effect of tlus variable to be observed.

Comparison of the segment-level and area-level analysis results prowdes further insight

conceraing the relationship between highway capacity enhancement and traffic generatmn It

appears that elasticity of traffic level with respect to road capaclty Is somewhat bagher at the

3The total VMT model was estamated only at the MSAJCMSA level
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regional level than at the segment level. The regional results reflect two effects not observed at

the segment level. The first ~s route chverslon, which would result m traffic losses on other

segments that are potenual substitutes for the expanded segment. The second, is additional travel

on segments that are complementary to the expanded one, l°e. segments that users of the

expanded segment also use on the same rap. Thus, since traffic-capacity elasticmes are higher

at the regmnai level, it appears that the complementary effect ~s stronger than the subsmuuon

effect -- an expanded segment generates more traffic on other parts of the system than It removes.

Land Use Impacts of Highway Capacity Expansion

The other main component of the study concerns whether and how baghway capacity

expansion influences land use. Land use impacts are gtven spemal conslderatmn because, ff they

occur, they are hkely to be an ~mportant part of the mechamsm leading to traffic generauon

Also, since conventional transportation planmng models treat land use as exogenous, they are

hkely to yield incorrect results if road capacity enhancements sumulate land use changes.

Two different approaches are used to study the retatmnship between land development

and capamty enhancement. Ftrst, we perform an econometric analyms of building permat actavity

m commumues likely to be affected by freeway capacity expausmns that have occurred over the

last two decades° We employ tkrne series data on pemut approvals of four different types: single

family housing, multi-family housing, office development, and industrial development. We then

esUmate models relating the affected communiUes’ share of permat activity, relaUve to the urban

region in which they are located, to a set of independent variables, mcluchng whether the

expansmn had occurred and, ff so, the time elapsed since the expansion We estamated the model

on a panel consisting of eight comdors where freeway expansion occurred° Thus, as in the other

traffic impact analyses, our results characterize the composite impact of a set of expansions on

a set of corridors, rather than what occurred in any specific comdor.

We find that single family residential development increased sharply after completaon of

the capacity additmns but the rate of development decreased after the mmal spurt. The impact

on multi-family housing land use ~s smatlar to that on single fam.tty housing but lower overall in

magnitude. The rate of commermal land use development rises after compleuon of the capacity
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enhancement and conunues to accelerate, albeit at a dechnmg rate, for a period of several years.

In the case of industrial development, capacity enhancement does not appear to have an

Immediate effect, but does seem to imtaate an upward trend m corridor actavlty. These results

maply that the land use changes brought about by the increase m highway supply w111 lead to

greater traffic potenual along the corridor. Ttus does not, however, in and of Itself imply an

increase m either comdor or regional traffic, because increases m tnpmaking resulting from the

intensification of land use may be partly or wholly offset by reductaons m average trip lengths.

We also do not know whether the development reduced m the corndor displaced development

that would have taken place elsewhere in the region, had the capacity expansmn not occurred.

The results of the statast~cal analysxs of land use changes are m apparent conflict to the

conclusions of the case study analys~s. Planners and developers indicated that capacity

enhancements played a neghgible role m then" decisions to allow or undertake developments m

nearby commumties, even though they recognized highway access as an important factor xn

making decismns. We believe that such apparent contrachctory results arise from a different focus

of planners and developers, who consider land variables, such as price and accessibility, rather

than haghway variables, m making decisions with regard to buitchng and developing. Thus, xf a

change m highway capacity changes land pnces, development may be affected wlthout developers

recognizing the role of the road project Similarly, developers acknowledged that commute tames

and local road conditmns were important m then" declsmn-makmg. These tend to be haghly

correlated with baghway capacity expansion and yet the developers perceive the correlates, wtule

oveflookang the capacity expansion itself.

Implications

Our results do not provlde a conclusion to the questmn, "should we expand haghway

capacity to alleviate congestaon and reduce en-asslons?" Our results do, however, provide

mformauon that may temper the pos~taons of both road proponents and opponents To advocates

of roadbuflding, we point out that -- at least for state haghways -- capacity expansmn does

increase traffic both on the expanded facihtles and m the larger urban area. The magmtude of

the impact grows with time. There is also evidence that conventmnal transportataon planning

models; tend to underestimate traffic generation of capacity enhancements, since they fail to
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consider land use impacts. To opponents of roadbuilchng we stress that capacity expansion

reduces volume-capacity mtlos~ increasing the level of service for an extended, if not indefimte,

period of time Traffic does not expand to fill this capacity for over 20 years In short,

roadbuflding can hardly be viewed as a futile effort to satlsfy an insatiable demand, except

perhaps m the very long run

We conclude that the debate over urban roadbmtchng as a means of relieving traffic

congestion is to a large degree a question of the relative importance of short run and long run

considerations. Capacity expansion pronuses nnmediate congestion rehef, and probably an

accompanying reduction m ermssions and fuel consumpUon As traffic levels respond, the

congestion benefit as reduced, and overall emissions and fuel consumption may increase.

Expected improvements m automotive technology, that wall enhance fuel efficiency and reduce

ermssions further comphcate the issue, since these should reduce the environmental and energy

costs of congestion, and vehicle traveI generally, in the future. In hght of these considerations,

much further study is required before a comprehensive assessment of roadbmlding as an urban

transportauon Improvement strategy can be made.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

1.1 Background

Since the rmd-1970s, traffic congestion on Cahforma’s urban highways has increased

markedly. The raUo of velncle-miIes traveled (VMT) to lane-miles on the system has increased

consistently since well before that time -- indeed, since records have been kept. Dunng the 1960s,

however, the increase was moderate (roughly 3 per cent annually) and largely absorbed by the

quahtat~ve improvements to the system (upgrades from regular to controlled access facihues).

From 1974 to 1990, the traffic-capacity rauo increased at an accelerating pace, averaging 4 per

cent ow~r the enttre period and 5 per cent after 1985. Further, tills penod wltnessed comparatively

htfle upgrading of existing lane-miles

As ratios of vehlcle-rmles to lane-miles have increased, so has the exposure of Callforma

drivers to sluggish and stop-and-go traffic, both in periods of the day when volumes regularly

approach capacines (recurring congestaon), and when accidents or other events result m temporary

reductions in capacity (non-recurnng congestion). The Road Information Program (TRIP), a group

that tobbles for increased roadway investment on behalf of the constructmn industry, estimates

that m 1988 congestmn cost Cahfornians some $16 bilhon m time and $1 bflIion m fuel (TRIP,

1990).

The data clearly show that increased congestion derives, not from a surge in vebdcle

travel, but from a curtailment in tnghway builchng in the face of steady traffic growth. Between

1963 and 1974, California state highway lane-mile growth averaged 2.2 per cent armually, while

traffic grew at 5.2 per cent per year. After 1974, traffic growth decreased shghtly -- to 4.4 per

cent, but annual lane-mile growth wrmally stopped, averaging 0.3 per cent through 1990. These

figures reflect the coIlaose of one of the most ambmous pubhc works programs of modern Umes

The 1958 Califorma Dlvlsmn of Highways Freeway Plan (Califorma Divismn of I-hghways,

1958), prepared to grade state highway programming for the next several decades, called for 

system ultimately consisting of some 12 thousand miles of hmited access roadways. As of 1990,

less than 6 thousand n’ules had been completed.
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The collapse of the Freeway Plan can be attributed to several factors. First, the 1973

OPEC oil embargo undermined the ~ghway finance mechamsm. As vehicles became more fuel

effiment, receipts from the per gallon gasohne tax shrank. Meanwhile, inflatmn accelerated. These

events resulted m a sharp curtailment m the level of highway construction that could be

supported Real dollar expenditures for tughway construction m Cahfomxa dropped 75 per cent

between 1970 and 1976 (Jones, 1989).

Other factors also played an tmportant role m curtaihng the highway program. From the

tame work on the system began, highway construcUon projects encountered fierce local oppositaon

m some areas. In Cahforma, the f~st such confrontation occurred in San Francisco, where, m

1956, neighborhood groups protested plans to build a second generat.~on of freeways through

resldentlal areas (Jones, 1989). Such "freeway revolts" eventually spread to other citrus, including

Sacramento, Santa Barbara, Monterey, and Los Angeles (Jones, 1989)

Beginmng m the mid-1960s, these locahzed concerns were accompamed by a nataonal

interest m mr quaht3,, resulting m state and nauonal leglslaUon that mandated improved emissmns

controls on vel~cles, established ambmnt air quahty standards, and called for the use of

transportatmn control measures to dascourage motor vebacle use m areas not meeting the

standards. Additmnally, the late 1960s witnessed the passage of broader envn’onmental Ieglslataon,

both in Califorma and nataonally, that reqmred that the envn’onmental consequences of

government projects -- mcluchng tughway construction -- be exphcNy identified and assessed in

a declsmn process open to pubm particlpatmn.

Although there are instances of nmghborhood and environmental opposition stopping

specKic road projects, theJ_r more important ~mpact was to increase the resources and tmae

reqm.red to dehver highway projects. Ttus effect Is difficult to measure premsely, but indexes

reported by Jones (1989) for Cahfornia are suggestaVeo According to these figures, real

construction expenchture (adjusted for the escalating cost of constructmn) in the 1977-80 period

was 31 per cent of its level m the 1970-73 permd, but miles of freeway completed m the later

period was only 13 per cent of that in the earher one. In other words, constmctaon cost increases

and declining gas tax revenues led to a 2/3 reductmn in roadbmlding between these two permds,

while other factors -- undoubtedly including increased requirements for environmental rewew and
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nutigatxon -- led to an adchtional 50 per cent cut i

1.2 Highway Investment and Clean Air -- The Roots of Polarization

In retrospect, a case can be made that both the environmental and economac forces that

underrmned the Califorma tughway program had, by virtue of the resulting increases in traffic

congesl~ion, perverse effects. Congested traffic conduuons lead to frequent accelerations and

decelerations, as well as low operating speeds where engine operarzng efficiency is suboptimal.

Thzs re:mlts in increased ermsslons of hydrocarbons (HC) and carbon monorade (CO), and greater

fuel use per vetncle-mile. Wlule other changes brought on by fuel cost increases and

environmentahsm, such as enusslon controls, hghter vehacles, and improved engine efficiencles,

may have more than counteracted the negatlve mapacts of increased congestion, one can certam/y

questma whether the near cessaUon m highway bmldlng aided the cause

Yet, since the 1970s, roadbmldang has been wewed by enwronmental advocates and many

others as antttheucal to their goals. The basic prermse for tl~s posxuon ~s that roads generate

traffic. Thus, m the 1970s, the ever increasing growth m motor vel~cle travel and resulting an"

pollutmn was wewed to be, at least m part, the result of past roadbuildmg excesses. According

to one version of tbas theory:

The problem is that Cahfomlans are really trapped in a closed circle of tax and
expenchture and constructmn that will contanue to build roads endlessly ... The
cLrcutar trap is roughly as follows. Cars use gasohne and taxes are collected. The
taxes must be spent for new roads, there ~s no choice. New roads are built. As
these roads are built, they encourage more and more people to drive more and
more miles. More miles mean more gas, more tax, more revenue, more roads and
on and on (Stanford Enviroranental Law Socmty, 1971).

In another versmn of the "roads generate traffic" theory, Mogndge (1985) emphasizes the

interaction between haghway and translt level of service. According to his theory., commute travel

tLmes by auto and translt will equahze. If road capacity is added to reheve congestaon, the

reductAon m travel times will attract translt users untal travel times are again equal. However,

because’ of econormes of scale (m particular, servlce frequency and route density effects) 

IOn lop of this, pohtlcal opposllaon to roadbufldmg undoubtedly played an important roIe m discouraging efforts
to address the shortfall m gas tax revenue caused by OPEC od price increases
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transit, the new equihbnum -- by v~rtue of having lower translt ridership -- will have hagher

transit travel tlmes, and hence hagher auto tames as well. Thus, adding road capamty is predacted

to generate so much traffic that a reduced level of servme on the facility results.

Others, while admittang that adchng road capacity may increase travel speeds, argue such

benefits are offset by longer trip lengths. Altshuler (1979) notes that Los Angeles residents,

despite having a more extensive and less congested freeway system than Bostomans. spend an

average of 20 per cent more tlme commuting. From this, he concludes that "urban residents have

bastorically purchased reductlons m land use density with their tughway expenditures far more

significantly (and durably) than they have purchased travel ume savings."

The traffic reducing effect of roadbufldmg as often hnked to its impacts, along with those

of other infrastructure investments, on land use. According to the Council of Enwronmental

Quahty (1976).

The econormc and envn.ortmental Impacts of development reduced by new
infrastructure are of growing concern to all levels of government, for the dn-ect
local benefits prowded by the infrastructure may be seriously reduced or even
outwelghed by mdarect changes resulting from changes m local land use.

Perhaps it is William Mulholland, former water superintendent of the of the city of Los Angeles,

who states ttus positron most succinctly. "If you don’t get the water, you won’t need xt (Smrra

Club, 1982)."

While diffenng m then" detmls, all of the above arguments unply that adding road capacity

to prevent or reduce highway congestion is likely to be a futile strategy. By the same token, they

point to another solution, suggesting that motor vehicle travel could be substantxally curtailed by

shafting resources out of highway construction programs and into envu’onmentally fnendher

alternatives such as mass transit and transportatmn systems management. Combined with other

changes -- land use intensification, balanced development patterns, pedesman-oriented design --

this redirection of transportation resources as expected to result in urban areas with cleaner air,

more open space, and long-term sustmnablhty.

Now, some two decades after roadbuildmg became a focus for envn"onmentahst critimsm,

its de-emphasis as a solution to the urban transportatmn problems has seemmgly become a pohcy

consensus. This is suggested by recent legislation, such as the 1990 Clean Atr Act Amendments
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(CAAA), the 1991 Califorma Clean Air Act, and the 1991 Intermodal Transportation Efficiency

Act (IS, TEA). The CAAA ldentafies 16 types of transportataon control measures (TCMs) 

conslderataon by areas that have not attained an" quahty standards (Altshuler and Howatt, 1992).

Of these, just one --"traffic flow unprovements" -- could be construed as revolving road capacat-y

enhancements. On the other hand, 11 of the suggested TCMs, ranging from xmproving bxcycle

facJlmes, to improved public transit, to &rect restrictions on vehicle use, are solely mined at

reducing the number of vehacles on the road. The Transportation Performance Standards of the

Calfforma Clean Aar Act (California Aar Resources Board, 1991), m calling for "substantaal

reductions" m vehicle travel and a 1.5 passenger per vehicle occupancy standard (but no adequate

road capaclt-y standard) also reflect tbas philosophy. Likewise, the funding provisions of ISTEA

greatly increase the opportumties for states and localmes to shift Federal funds from road

programs into transit and other programs intended to reduce vebacular travel. The ISTEA mandate

that transportation improvements further mr quahty goals has been anterpreted as a reqmrement

to de-emphasize road improvement projects, rather than inmate them m congested areas.

Polmcal support does not amply emptrical verification. Recent Ieg~slation notwithstanding,

the last two decades have not been kind to many of the arguments amculated m the previous

sectmn. Despite a sharp reductaon m roadbuildmg, growth m vehtcle travel has continued almost

unabated (see Section 1.1). Despate substantaal Investments m urban transat, ats share of the urban

travel market has continued to shrank. Increasingly stnngent measures to increase commuter

vebacle occupancy have found only marginal success. These and other developments since the

1970s point to an interpretation an sharp contrast to Mulholland’s adage. We chdn’t get the road

capaclty, but we still need it.

1.3 Objective and Approach of the Research

With congestion at bagh and ever increasing levels in many urban areas, congestion rehef

is a widely accepted means for both amproving mobility and reducing vebacular enussions. As

noted above, envtronmental and transportauon pohcy has increasingly focussed on traffic

reductmn rather than capacity addmon Although efforts to reduce vehicular traffic will

undoubtedly continue to play an amportant role an urban transportatmn planmng, the potential

contnbutaon of capacity enhancement must also be considered. Compared with demand reductaon
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strategies, capacity enhancement is less coercive, less dependent on behavior modification, and

potenUally more conducive to mobihty. But for all these advantages, the potenual benefit of

capacity’ enhancement measures depend on the extent to wl~ch they reduce traffic. If, as

roadbuilchng opponents clmm, traffic inducement is lugh, capacity enhancement will y~eld htfle

improvement m traffic flow, reductions m emissions per veincle-male will be offset by the

increased VMT, and mobility gains from increased speeds may be counteracted by increased

travel dlstances If traffic inducement as low, the impacts of caoaclty enhancement wilt be more

propitious in all these respects.

The purpose of the research reported m these pages is to assess the traffic reducing

impacts of highway capacity increases, in order to better understand the potenual benefit of

capacity enhancement as a strategy for reducing traffic congesuon and ~nproving air quailty The

focus is limited to traffic inducement -- a comprehensive assessment of the capacity enhancement

strategy is not attempted. On the other hand, m hght of the concerns dxscussed above, this

research represents a cmcml first step toward such an assessment.

Haghway capacity increases can take many forms, but m fins report we consider only the

clearest cut examples -- projects that revolve constructing addiuonal lane-n’ales of highway. This

restricuon was mouvated by our retention to estabhsh quanutatave relations, and consequent need

to quantify capacity m a simple, straightforward way. Although our focus is on lane-mile

adchtions, many of the results tLkely apply to other types of capacity enhancements as well.

Lane-mile adchuons themselves take various forms. In tins research, we are mainly

concerned with projects revolving the widening of exasting facilmes. This emphasis is m part

pragmaUc -- based on the paucity of recent experience with and hrmted future prospects for

construcung enurely new facKitles. Adchfionally, we wlsh as far as practicable to focus on "pure"

capacity increases rather than improvements that also increase mobility under free flow

conditions, the traffic reducing impacts of winch are poten~ally qmte different. However, since

many road improvements, even those to existing facihUes, offer some benefits even under free

flow conditions, we cannot be too rigorous m applying tins criterion.

Wtnle reformed by theory, our inquu’y is empnacal, based on a postenofi analysis of the

~npacts of projects in the 1970s and 1980s. Using different units of analysis (indiwdual road

segments, urban regmns, etc.), we assess how traffic and traffic-generatang activities respond to
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lane-rmle additions. The "raw empiricism" employed in this study distinguishes at from

conventional techniques for evaluating transportation improvements, using transportation plan-lng

models We have adopted tins approach because conventional planning models, for all the

lmprow~ments they have undergone in recent years, have shortcomings that severely hmlt their

credibility and utahty in predicting the impacts of incremental changes in urban road systems. We

place more reliance on methods that help us see impacts as they have actually occurred in the

real, If statistically "noisy", world than those based on the simulated, if "noiseless", world of

transportation planning models.

1.4 Research Components and Organization of the Report

’Flus research cons~sts of several self-contained, yet complementary, studies. First, a

hteratuie review examines previous work on road supply-demand relationships, ranging from

before-~ffter studies on individual segments to state-of-the-art transportation/land use models. The

literature review as presented in Chapter 2 Second, the supply-demand relationslup as studied at

the level of mchvldual highway segments. Chapter 3 presents the analysis of how segment traffic

volume responds when the capacity of the segment is increased

In the next two chapters, the level of analysis slurs from individual links to corndors.

These chapters focus on whether, and how, highway capacity increases affect land development

in nearby areas. Although other impacts could also be studied at the corridor level, we

concentrated on land use unpacts for two reasons. First, land use impacts are typically not

considered in conventional transportation planmng models Second, data for the analysis were

readily available. Chapter 4 analyzes these data, m order to determine whether rates of land

development increase in response to road widening projects In Chapter 5, the same question is

addressed in a different way, through a series of case studies involving review of plan_nmg

documents and mtervmws with planners and developers. Interestingly, fmchngs from these

investigations are, at least superficially, an substantial conflict.

]ha Chapter 6. our analysis moves to the regional level. Here, we investigate the

reiatlonship between highway lane-miles and area traffic at the county and metropolitan levels.

These relationships are analyzed both mterreglonalty, through analysis of variation between

different regions, and intraregionally, through analysis of the relationslup between lane-mile and
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traffic growth m mdividual regions.

Finally, m Chapter 7, we attempt to draw together results from the previous chapters into

a coherent picture of the traffic-inducing effects of road capacity enhancements. We aiso assess

the po/acy imphcatxons of our results, and xdentify further research needs.
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Chapter 2:

Literature Review

2.1 In|roduction

Tins chapter reviews the hterature on the traffic reducing impacts of roadway

improvements. As noted in the mtroducuon, the practice of highway planning, both in the U S.

and m ,other countries, has long been cnttcized for fading to adequately consider traffic inducing

effects In its more extreme mamfestataons, this view becomes one m which any adchtions to

roadway capacxty are qmcldy and completely absorbed by additaonal traffic, creating a system

with equal congestaon and more vehicles. A moment’s reflection refutes tins notxon -- it lmpties

that all roads operate at capacity. On the other hand, it is equally unplauslble to deny that

roadway capacity increases have any traffic inducing effects. Tins would imply either that

congestaon is unrelated to capacity, that (generalized) travel cost is unrelated to congestion, 

that quantaty of travel as unrelated to cost. All the links m tins causal chain have strong empirical

and theoreucal bases

But while it is easy to rule out either of the above polar posmons, It is considerably more

chfficult to establish where between them the truth lies. As Is the case with many other

transportaUon research questions, a fundamental problem ~s the mabihty to conduct controlled

expenraents. Each urban region is unique, and m a constant state of change in response to a host

of influences, many of them stronger than adjustments to the road system. It is therefore difficult

to attribute a gaven change in the region to a specific change m roadway supply The task is

made even more challenging because baghway supply changes are not made randomly, but m

response to or antic~pataon of traffic conditions, thus clouding the direcuon of causahty

Fortunately, these challenges have not discouraged researchers from mvestagatmg

relataonsinps between roadway supply and traffic° To the contrary, the lmposslbihty of arnving

at definitwe resutts, combined with the wide range of applicable research methods, has led to a

rich and varied hterature. If, m the end, the relationships of interest remain eIuslve, much more

is known about them now than was three decades ago
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Thus chapter surveys current knowledge on the relationships between roadway supply and

vehicular travel in urban regions. Following tins introduction, Sectmn 2 2 presents a taxonomy

of possible links between these variables. Section 2.3 overviews the research methods that have

been used to study these links, while the next several sectmns &scuss findings from selected

studies employing the various methods. Conclusions from the hterature rev:ew are offered m

Sectton 2 4.

2.2 Linkages between Roadway Supply and Vehicular Travel

Travel patterns m an urban region are the outcome of multaple, and for the most part

private and decentrahzed, demsions revolving trave!, actav:ty locataon, and land development. The

re:pact of roadway supply on urban travel derives from its :mpaets on these various decis:ons.

It is therefore appropriate to categorize the ampacts of increased road supply m terms of the type

of demsmn that is affected. The ampact categories w:11 be described m the context of the specific

type of roadway supply change of interest to this study -- an increase m capacity to a pre-exastang

roadway Further, the different types of impacts w:I1 be related to the travel variables of primary

interest to this study -- those relating to the overall amount of vetucular traffic an an urban

regmn.

2.2.1 Travel Decisions

As used here, "travel dec:sions" refers to choices of what trips to make, when to make

them, what modes to use, and what routes to take. We also place vetucle ownership dec:sions in

this category, while admitting that they are of a somewhat chfferent order than the others. Travel

dec:stuns are closely taed to locatmn decisions, but for present purposes at is useful to distinguish

them. W:th the possible exceptaon of vehicle ownership, at as apparent that travel decismns are

comparatzvely easy to change, and thus can respond to an increase an road capacity m a fazrly

short period. Despite this, travel behavior, hke that in many other contexts, is subject to a high

degree of mema that may substantially prolong the adjustment perxod.

Of the different travel dec:stuns, route cho:ce as the most reachly adjusted. If the capacity

of a congested roadway as increased, the reductaon in congestion should qmckly attract some of

the traffic from alternate routes. Imt~ally, too much traffic may be attracted to the expanded
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facility, recreaUng the congestion and resulting in a subsequent adjustment in the opposite

direction. Smaflar, though less pronounced, adjustments occur throughout a wader area, as routes

parallel to the amproved roadway become more attracUve as a result of traffic daverfing to the

improved one.

Although the traffic reassignment impact of a roadway improvement is often pronounced,

its impact of regional traffic levels is slight, and may lead to either an increase or decrease

depending on the circumstances. As a general rule, reassagnment toward Ingher level faciliues

such as, baghways and freeways tends to increase total travel, because such facihties have, on the

average, greater access chstances

Roadway capacity increases may atso affect mode choace. The impact would be expected

to occttr when the relatave travel time between altematave modes as affected -- if rail transat is

employed or If buses make little use of the improved facdaty. The slgmficance of the impact will

be greatest where the transat mode share as greatest, for example central caty work trips as large

metropohtan areas. In contrast to traffic assignment, any impact of a roadway n-nprovement on

mode split will translate dLrecfly into an ampact on total regional travel. As noted in Chapter 1,

the impact would be parUcularly strong ff a transit patronage loss triggered a reductlon m transit

service levels, resulting in a further mode sinft.

Trip retanung can occur in response to a roadway capacity increase. When a road as

congesl:ed during peak periods, peak broadening often results as trips are rescheduled to avoid

the worst of the congestion. Conversely, a capacity increase would be expected to result m some

narrowmg of the peak. Obvaously, retmaing does not m and of atself have any Impact on the

quantiv.¢ of travel either on the improved facihty or m the region as a whole. It wall, however,

affect the proportxon of travel made In congested conchtions.

A fourth travel decision that may be affected by a roadway capacity increase lnvolves

choices that affect the number of tnps, or trip generation These choices arise m a wide range

of contexts. One broad category revolves choaces between acUvataes winch do and do not requtre

travel -- for example between watcinng telewsion and going to the movies A second major

category concerns the level to which actavataes reqmmag travel are chained or consolidated m

order to reduce the number of trips or amount of travel. Although the proportion of trips affected



is probably qmte small, there are undoubtedly cases where traffic conditmns influence trip

generation choices.

Roadway supply may also affect car ownership and car availability, and, through these,

mode choace, activaty locaUon, and trip generation. For example, if a work trip as made by

automobile, then the vehicle is not avaalable to others m worker’s household during the workday.

A mode stnft from transat to auto for the work t_up may thus result in a net reducuon m vebacular

travel. On the other hand, since the utihty of motor vehicles as greater when the road system

offers a bagh level of service, vehicle ownersbap may increase, leading to an adddtmnal increase

in vebacular travel.

Finally, at should be relterated that in some situaUons -- shopping, for example -- travel

declsmns overlap wath location decismns. However, most location decisions are somewhat more

long term m nature than travel decismns, and are thus discussed below as a dastinct category.

2.2.2 Activity Location Decisions

Actawty location dec~smns made by firms, households, and individuals determine the

origins and destmataons of urban t_nps, and through these travel chstances and the vmbility of

different modal alternauves. In making location choices, dec~ston makers balance transport

considerations against other factors, such as land rent, avallabihty and quahty of servmes,

compatibihty with neighbonng land uses, and neighborhood and environmental amenitaes. As

urban mobility increases, non-transport considerations become increasingly influential, resultang

in longer trips and a more decentralized travel pattern.

The most important locataon decisions are those involving home and workplace. The role

of improved transport m encouraging employees to hoe further from their workplaces is well

recogmzed. While most everyone would prefer a shorter work trip, the abihty to make longer

trips vastly increases the number of residential alternatwes avmlable. If roadway capacity

enhancements increase feasible commutang distances, they are hkely to increase actual commute

distances as well.

The same pnnclple applies to other location decisions. Just as workers are willing to

commute longer distances m order to attain a less expensive or more des~able residence locataon,

so are employers willing to locate at a greater distance from sources of labor supply m order to
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benefit from agglomeration economaes or from lower land rents. Likewise, shoppers are wilhng

to travel considerable &stances to reach stores with low prices or a large selection of

merchandase, while retailers, m turn, are wflhng to sacrifice proximity, to customers in order to

increase scale and reduce costs. In alI of these cases, roadway capacity expanslon can change the

optimal point of trade-off between transport cost and other considerations.

There are, however, exceptions to tlns general pattern. When congestaon ~s hm~ted to a

few specific links -- m the case of estuary crossings for example -- relatavely short trips in certain

comdors may be suppressed m favor of longer ones m less congested comdors. In these

circumstances, a capacity increase, by unprowng accessiblhty from less &stant points, could 1earl

to a reductaon in overall regional travel.

2.2.3 Development Decisions

Location decisions are condataoned by the avmlablhty of suitable housing, commercial,

office, and industrial space. The supply of such space is the outcome of a comphcated process

in wbdch both the private and pubic sectors play Important roles, and m whach both sectors can

be influenced by roadway supply. Private developers want then, properties to be attractave to

prospective tenants and buyers. Recogmzmg the importance their customers pIace on

accesslbfl.ity, developers can be expected to respond when a roadway improvement increases the

accessibility of a parcel Local and regional governments, on the other hand, are concerned wlth

the impact of proposed developments on traffic, parucularly when affected roadways are already

congested. Exasting or planned expansions of such roadways may therefore increase the prospects

of a proposed project bemg approved

Just as increased traffic volume on an improved corridor may be either "new" or merely

reassigned, development attracted to an improved comdor may represent eather a net adcht.ton or

a rechstributaon from other parts of the region. Even if the impact is re&stributlve, however, the

development may have slgmficant net impacts on regional travel, particularly ff it represents a

shaft to the suburbs from the central city. Many suburban office developments, for example,

appear to represent an exodus from downtown areas In hght of the greater competativeness of

transa for central csty as compared with suburban commuting, such a shaft m activity location
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increases the share of person-raps made by low-occupancy veNcle, and possibly (depending on

the impact on trip length) VMT as well.

The relationstup between development demslons and roadway supply changes extends

beyond the Impacts of individual projects to the overall policy toward roadway expansion.

Developers must anticipate the future, and their expectataons about the future rest on past

experience. Thus, a developer may build m an already congested corridor if this experience leads

him to believe that the congestion will be alleviated in the future through road improvements.

By influencing tins clunate of expectaUons, capacity expansxon projects may affect development

demslons throughout an area much larger than they directty influence.

2.3 Prior Studies of the Impact of Roadway Capacity Increases

While it Is comparatively easy to identafy possible links between roadway capamty

enhancement and roadway traffic generation, at is dafficult to isolate and quanufy these effects.

Many factors other than road investment influence the ~fferent declsmns described above.

Further, m a modem American city, any specific road Improvement ~s unltkely to have more than

a marginal influence° These two factors contribute to a tow "slgnal-to-no~se ratm" wNch must

be overcome in order to obtain rehable measurements of the ~mpacts of interest.

At the broadest level, previous research efforts fall into three categories those based on

direct empmcal analysis, those based on slmulatzon using regional models, and those based on

expert judgement.

In empirical stuches, impacts of changes m road supply on traffic, land use, and other

outcome variables are examined through chrect observatmn of the real world. Empmcal studxes

depend on naturally occurnng vanataon m road supply, either over space or over time. Given tl~s

variatmn, investigators attempt to refer relataonships between road supply and other variables. The

references may be based on observed covanataon between road supply and these variables, or on

testamony of decxsionmakmg agents -- travelers and developers for example -- whose behavior

may be affected. Studies based on covanatlon may employ simple before/after (or with-without)

comparisons, or more elaborate and formal statistmal methods The umt of observation in

empirical stuches ranges from specific road segments to entire regions.
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The second broad category of stuches consists of those based on regional models. These

studies do not attempt to directly observe the xmpacts of changes in the roadway system, but

rather to simulate these impacts° The pnmary advantage of tins approach Is that in simulataons,

unlike the real world, one specific variable can be changed winle holding all others constant.

Thus, lhe impact of a change m road supply on the outcome variables can be dtrectly and

unambiguously observed° The primary disadvantage of the model-based approach is the

tremendous chfficulty of developing and credibly validating a model of a regmnal

transportation/land use system Consequently, regional models offer clarity, but not necessarily

truth.

W~tinn the category of model-based stuches, there are two pnnclpaI subgroups. The fi_rst

uses models that roughly follow the tradiUonal four-step urban transport modelhng process, m

winch lxavel demand is predicted based on exogenous land use variables. In the second set of

stuches, models that predict land use as well as travel demand, and capture the mutual mteractmn

between these variables, are employed.

The tl~d category of studies, those based on expert judgement, contmns far fewer

examples than the first two. Indeed, only one dn’ectly relevant example was found in the

hterature, although there are a number of others that apply slmflar methods m dafferent contexts.

The key feature of studies of this type is that they replace the electromc brmns used m computer

models with the human brains of experts whose experience and knowledge lend credibility to

their predlctmns. The studies employ systematac methods for obtaining and synthesizing opmmns

of different experts in an effort to reach consensus judgements.

2°4 Empirical Studies

As noted m the prevmus section, empirical studies dafter along several chmenslons.

Howew~r, for purposes of this rewew they are dxwded into two primary classes. The first set of

studaes consider the impacts of specific facflmes or projects Witinn tins set, wbach we term

"facility-specific" studies, a further chfferentmtmn xs made between mvest~gatmns that focus on

~mpacts on traffic levels, and those that consider land use impacts. The second set of studies

focus oa more aggregate relauonships between inghway supply and traffic or land use variables.

Following Rmter (1979), we term these "area studies."
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2,4.1 Facility-Specific Studies

The traffic-generataon impacts of at least several dozen road projects have been studied.

Most of these studies follow the same general approach. Beginmng before the improvement,

traffic volumes along the project comdor are measured. Measurements are conUnued through the

opening of the project and some period thereafter. Additaonally, m most of these studies some

attempt is made to refer how traffic volumes would have evolved in the absence of the

improvement. The difference between the observed growth and the growth expected in the

absence of the project is traffic generated by the project. Figure 2-1 summarizes results from

several of these studies, plottang estimated increases m traffic on the expanded roadway or

corridor resulUng from the expansaon, as a function of tame since project compleUon.

Stuches of tins general form date back at least to the 1940s. The work by Jorgenson

(1947) is prototypical. Jorgenson stuches traffic generated on the corndor between New York City

and New Haven, ConnecUcut by the opemng of the Memt and Wilbur Cross Parkways. These

new facfliues together form a parallel route to U.S. 1, the only slgmficant alternate route at the

tame of the study. To assess the traffic generated by the parkways~ annual traffic counts m the

corridor are tracked from several years before opemng of the parkways through the decade after

opening. Gasohne sales for the state of Connecucut are also tracked over this period. It as found

that gasohne sales growth followed traffic growth in the corridor qmte closely prior to opening

of the new facilities. Consequently, gasoline sales growth after opemng is used as a basis for

determining what traffic would have been without the new route. Using tlus method, Jorgenson

esttmates that opemng the Parkways increased traffic m the corridor 25-30 per cent.

Jorgenson’s work, like most of the early studies, involved facflitaes primarily interclty an

character. Studies mvolvhag urban facihtles date at least to 1955, when the Cook County

Highway Department reported on the traffic diversion and generation impacts of the Eden

Expressway, which connects the city of Chicago with its northern suburbs (Mommer, 1955).

Traffic counts were taken on three screenlmes, each 4-5 miles m length, passing through the

expressway and several parallel routes on either side of it. These counts are compared with

counts through the same screenlmes taken four years earlier, prior to the opening of the

expressway. Growth m total motor vetucle regxstrations for commumt~es located m the Eden

comdor is used as a basis for estamatmg what traffic growth would have been without the
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expressway. 16-hour traffic levels through the outer, middle, and xrmer screenlines all grew faster

than the motor vehicle registrations. Based on this comparison, it appears that the Eden

Expressway increased traffic passing through these screertlmes by 3, t0, and 33 per cent

respectively over the four year period. Whale the report gives considerable attentaon to the

dJstmcUon between generated and diverted traffic, at is inconclusive as to the source of the

apparent increase m comdor traffic resuIUng from the expressway.

Studies of traffic diversion and generation unpacts of urban expressways m the Chicago

area continued with the Chicago Area Transportataon Study. Frye (1964a) analyzes traffic changes

arising from the Dan Ryan Expressway. Traffic through a 5-mile screenhne centered on the

expressway increased 11 per cent m the fh’st 4-5 months after the expressway opened (Frye does

not attempt to assess expected growth m this period without the new fac~hty). On the basls of

an origin-destinauon survey, Frye concludes that almost all of the addmonal trips result from

changes in route choice -- "new traffic resulting from a change of mode or change of destination

appears to be too small to measure." In a study of the impact of the Exsenhower expressway, Frye

(1964b) reports a 21 per cent VMT increase m the area of the expressway between 1959 and

1961, as compared with a 14 per cent increase m three control areas. Again, route diversion from

outside the study area, and to a lesser extent route lengthemng m order to access the expressway,

are argued to be the primary sources of the addational traffic.

Yager (1973) stu&es peak traffic levels on a corridor through the Canadaan city 

Kitchener, Ontario, after a major bottleneck was removed. Corridor traffic increased roughly 10

per cent one month after the ~mprovement The increased traffic is attributed to &version. Yager

finds that response to the roadway change was qmte rapid, with most users decIchng upon their

preferred routes within one week of the project opening.

Holder and Stover (1972) exanune the traffic generaUon impacts of eight urban baghway

projects in Texas. They are pamcularly interested m the level of "reduced traffic", winch they

define as "new trips made because of added convenience," as opposed to raps d~verted from other

routes or modes, or created as a result of factors such as population growth, land use change, or

socio-economic change. Lackang adequate data to measure reduced traffic, they instead measure

"apparent induced traffic," which they refer from comparing comdor traffic growth after project

opening with elther regmnal trends or corridor growth prior to project completaon. Estimates of
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apparent induced traffic range from 5 and 21 per cent m six of the eight projects studied. No

evidence of traffic inducement is found in the other two cases, a result the authors attribute to

the av~ulabfllty of other routes offenng comparable travel tames in the project corridors

Pells (1989) reports on the traffic generation impacts of several roadway maprovements

in the London, U.K° area. A portion of Westway, a radial route m West London, was converted

to a grade separated, elevated highway. Tins apparently caused daffy traffic m the Westway

"corndor" (it is not clear what if any other arteries th~s includes) to increase 12 per cent, and

morning peak traffic 19 per cent. within 2-3 months, based on a comparison with a control

comdor centered on a route (Fmchley road) winch approaches London from the north. The

greater increase m the peak penod is attributed to mode shifting from raft, but evidence for this

is not presented. Comparisons with the same control corridor suggest that the improvement had

stamulated an 80 per cent daffy traffic increase in the Westway corridor after five years, after

whach traffic growth on both comdors equaltzed

A second project dlscussed by Pells is the A316, a rachal route m Southwest London that

was wldened from four to six lanes The M4, a West London route, is used as a control After

six years, both peak and daffy traffic m the A316 corridor had increased about 25 per cent more

than traffic in the M4 corridor. Unhke Westway, the daspanty in traffic growth between the

expanded and control comdors persisted for several years thereafter After nine years, peak and

daffy traffic on the A316 had respectively increased 56 per cent and 34 per cent more than traffic

on the M4. (Dunng this latter period, however, traffic on the M4 declined, suggesting the

presence of confounding factors.) Land development in West London, partacularly near Heatin’ow

A~rport, is asserted to be the primary stimulus for additaonal traffic in the A316 comdor, but it

is not (:lear whether the A316 unprovement contributed to tins development.

Pells also presents evidence concerning the impact of adding an additional tunnel at

Blackwall, doubling the capacity of this East London crossing of the Thames. Applying the same

methodology used m the previous two cases, after four years tumuel traffic is estimated to be 65

per cent higher, on both a daffy and peak hour basis, as a result of the capacity increase. After

14 yem’s, the increases are estimated at 89 per cent and 98 per cent for daffy and peak traffic

respecttvely Insofar as transit service in tins comdor is hmited, it is concluded that the adchtaonal
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trips represent a net additaon to cross-Thames travel, believed to have been suppressed previously

due to 1treated capamty.

Finally, Pells describes one addiUonal study based on driver interviews The survey asked

drivers on the newly opened Rochester Way Rehef Road about the effect of the new facility on

the pamcular trap they were mal~ng when they receaved the quesnormaire. Of 184 drivers

responding (response rate 24 per cent) to the survey, the vast majority indicated that they had

merely shafted thmr route. Among the exceptmns, 6 reported a change m trip destination, 5 a

mode shaft, and 18 that they make the trip more frequently. These results suggest that, at the time

of the survey, between 10 and 15 per cent of traps on the road represented net additions to

regional travel°

Addison (1990) compares actuaI and forecast traffic on several expanded facilitaes 

northern California. Although such comparisons do not directly measure induced traffic, they are

relevant because the forecasts often overlook traffic-inducing effects

The tin’st project Addison considers mvolved expansmn and construcuon of anterchanges

on 1-680 in eastern Contra Costa county, completed an 1985. 1986 ramp counts are compared

with forecasts for the year 2005, prepared an !983o While traffic levels on most ramps were, as

expected, well below 2005 forecasts, 7 out of 18 ramps already had counts an excess of the

forecasts.

The second project consldered by Adchson is an upgrade of a 12-mile sectmn of Route

101 in San Clara county from an artenal to a grade-separated highway, completed m 1984. Daily

traffic levels on the improved section observed m 1985 exceeded 1995 forecasts by 21 per cent,

while traffic m the peak was 25 to 30 per cent greater

In the third project reported by Addison, another sectmn of Route 101, south of the one

consadered above, was wadened from sax to eight lanes m 1988 The only post-amprovement

traffic counts available were for one freeway interchange along this section Morning peak counts

taken in 1989 exceed 1995 predictions for all four off-ramps and off-Ioops, but for none of the

entrance factories.

Addison reports one case m which forecasts are hkely to exceed actual counts. The

Rosevflle Bypass, opened in 1987, routes through traffic around the signahzed highway through

the Sacramento suburb for wbach it as named. Counts on the bypass taken m 1989 are found to
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be 30 per cent less than what is forecast for 1991. Tins apparent overprediction probably results

from the failure of anuclpated industrial development to materialize in the Rosevllle area.

One way in which road improvements may stimulate traffic is by attracting traffic-

generating land uses to thelr vmmity. Babcock and Khasnabls (1971) mvestxgate land use changes

near interchanges of controlled access highways m North Carohna In rural areas, little

development other than roadway oriented businesses such as servme stauons occurred. In the 76

suburban interchanges studied, 85 industrial developments and 65 retail developments occurred,

with locations near larger cltaes the most likely sites. The 40 urban interchanges were more

intensively developed, with 6I industrial developments, 64 retail outlets and shopping centers,

26 office developments, as well as a number of mulmfamily housing developments Interchanges

along clrcungerentml highways with prevmusly undeveloped land are found to be parUcularly

attracuve for shopping centers and office developments. Multl-famaly housing developments are

observed near urban interchanges where the prior land use was predominantly resxdentlal.

The xmpact of capacity increases to exxsUng facdatles, as opposed to new facilmes, on

land use is addressed by Chin et al. (1983). Focussing on census tracts m the viclmty 

expanded facilities, tl’as study attempted to develop statmUcal relaUonshaps between the proportmn

of land developed for chfferent uses (single famdy residential, mulU-farmly resldenUal,

commercial/industrial, governmental, and streets and roads) and the stage of the expansion project

(before, during, and after). The data set is based on 18 tracts m Texas metropohtan areas. 

statistically significant relationsbaps between the pace of land development and the completmn

of expansmns projects are found. The small number of observations upon wluch the analysis is

based, combined with the large number of other factors which must be controlled for, lirmt the

rehability of these results.

Payne-Maxle Consultants (1980) study the mapacts of beltways on urban development 

U.S. c~ties. In one part of the study, ~mpacts of the beltways are assessed through case studies

revolving mtervmws wlth local informants and review of pertinent data. Four types of

development -- housing, retmYcommercmt, office, and Industrial -- are considered.

The most consistent beltway impact on housing ~s the attracuon of multi-family housing

development to the beltway corridor, mainly for the Vlslbihty and accessibility afforded by such

a locatton. The mapact is seen as rechstnbutive, drawing complexes which would otherwise have
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located closer to downtown areas. In a few cases, the belt-way is also believed to have encouraged

a low density, dispersed pattern of single family residentxal development, but for the most part

this influence is considered shght in comparison with other factors contributing to dispersal.

The beltways are found to have influenced the specific locataons of some retail centers

in most of the case study crees, but played only a rmnor role m shafting retaiI actavity from

downtown to the suburbs. Rather, such a shift, if st occurred at all, derived from retailers

following the suburban populauon In most of the cities, fewer than half of the shopping centers

were located in the beltway corridor.

Suburban office development does, however, appear to have been spurred by the beltways.

In several of the crees, there ~s evidence of a "one-time" spurt of office development in the

beltway corridor m the first few years after the opemng of the facility. The degree to whmh

suburban office growth came at the expense of downtown areas vaned In Atlanta, for example,

g is estmaated that between 7 and 9 thousand white collar jobs rmgrated from downtown as a

result of the beltway. In other cases, however, the office development attracted to the beltway

appears to have come from other suburban areas instead of downtown

In several cases, the beltways also attracted industrial development, as evidenced by the

large share of such development occurring in the beltway corndors. In some instances, most

notably Columbus, Ohio, the large supply of accessible land created by the beltway made the

region more attractave to warehousing and dastributmn industries, tn other cases, such as Atlanta

and Minneapohs, the beltway Is beheved to have encouraged a shift of blue collar jobs out of

the central city. Other factors, such as the obsolescence of downtown facilities, urban renewal,

and desire of suburbs to increase then" tax bases, are also important m contributing to such shifts,

however. Radml routes have proved to be equally ff not more attractive draws to industrial

development.

2.4.2 Area Studies

In area studies, the umt of observation is shifted from specific roadway facihtaes or

comdors to some larger areal unit, such as crees, states, or even counmes. Travel characteristics

in the unit are related to aggregate transportatmn demand and supply factors, through multiple
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regression techmques. A summary of area stuches dealing with the relation between road supply

and ve.hmIe travel is presented m Table 2-1.

Table 2-1 provides estmaates of the elasUci~ of traffic with respect to road supply from

the various studies. The elasuclty concept is used extensively t~hroughout our study. It is defined

as the per cent difference in one variable resulting from a 1 per cent difference m another.

Suppose, for example, a change m an independent variable from X to X+AX leads to a change

in a dependent variable from Y to y+Ay. One way to calculate the elasticity m ttus case is by

simple: clivlsion:

AXIXexy - A YIY

This quantity Is known as the arc elastmlty. One drawback to the arc elasticity is that it is

asymmemc: the elasticity calculated from a change in X to X+A and Y to Y+AY is generally not

the static as that calculated when X+A goes to X and Y+A goes to Y. An elasticity that does not

have this problem xs the point elasticity, given by:

log(Y+AD -log(Y) &log(Y)
C1¢X = log(X+AJO-log(X) Alog(X)

If AX and AY are small relative to X and Y, or if the elastlcity is close to 1 or -1, then the point

and arc elasUclties are nearly equal, but they diverge otherwise In light of the symmetry property

of the point elasticity, we normally use It for calculating elastlcmes m this report.

The f’~st area studies of the relationshap between traffic and road supply were m the early

1970s, when there was interest m developing macroscopic techniques to support multi-regional

transportation planning. For example, Kassoff and Gendell (1972) present relatlonsbaps between

urban area VMT per capita mad roadway supply per capita for different urban area size classes,

based on U.S. observations. They use a "system supply index" for the roadway supply variable.

The index is defined as:
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SSI = 100000 ̄  5freeway miles + arterial miles
population

Kassoff and Gendell report that as the SSI goes from 75 or less to 150 or more, VMT per capita

increases roughly 50 per cent. An elasUclty cannot be inferred from tlus result, although a value

of 0.58 is evidently an upper boundJ The method of developing the relaUonsh.tp between SSI

and VMT was not reported, but it appears to be based on graphical analys~s, stratified by urban

area s~ze category.

Koppelman (1972), using about 20 cltaes for winch detailed data were available, estimates

a series of equaUons relating trip makang and mode cholce to transportataon supply charactenstacs.

The elasticities from the &fferent equations are combined to estmaate a elast~mty of VMT with

respect to highway lane-miles of 0.13 The standard error for tiffs result is not reported, but

insofar as xt was developed from a series of esumated regressmn coeffiments, each with a

considerable standard error m its own right, the elasUcity standard error must be quite large.

Payne-Maxie et al. (1980), in then" prewously cited study of beltway mapacts, developed

a regre..~smn equation relating daily VMT per capita to beltway and non-beltway freeway route

mileage. The esUmates are based on 1975 data for a cross-section of 54 metropohtan regions

located in the U.S. It is estimated that one additmnal mile of beltway generates 85 ad&tmnal

daily VMT per thousand population, while an addmonal mile of other freeway induces 18

additmnal daily VMT per thousand populaUon. Both coefficients are significant at the .05 level,

and imply VMT elasUcmes with respect to beltway and non-beltway rmleage ff 0.12 and 0.10

respecttvely at the mean VMT per capita and mileage values.2 The elasUclty of VMT per capita

1Assuming the SSI increases from 75 to 150, we calculate the point elasumty as

erx = Iog(1.5)-log(I) = 0.58log(150)-log(75)

2I~1 this case, the elasticity is calculated from the results of a hnear regression If we have a relataonsNp
Y=A+BX, than the point elasumty at the mean values of X and Y is

f _ B.f=
El, X - Ax p r
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with respect to total freeway miles is the sum of the beltway and non-beltway elasticities:

0.22.

Burright (1984) estimates a model m which private vehicle miles per household, bus trips

per household, and urbanized land area are treated as endogenous variables, and modelled as a

s~nultaneous system using two-stage least squares. Roadway suppIy is not exphcitly included as

an explanator; rather the Ume cost of travel, estamated as the reciprocal of the average transit bus

speed, Is used. Using a panel data set consisting of two years of observations (1968 and 1970)

for 27 urban areas, Bumght estimates an elastacity for private vehicle n~ales with respect to travel

time cost of -0.27 when ufbamzed land area is held constant, and -0.51 when the mdtrect effects

from urbamzed land area changes are taken into account. Like Koppelman, Burright does not

report standard errors for these results, so thetr precision cannot be assessed.

More recent area studies have been motivated by energy conservation and environmental

issues. Newman (1989) analyzes travel and land use charactensUcs of 32 crees, w~th the retention

of showing that crees with the htghest service levels for roadway traffic (and therefore the most

energy efficient traffac) also have the highest levels of automobile use (and therefore the least

energy efficient transportatton). Their cluster analysxs yields five groups of citaes, w~th average

meters of road per caplta ranging from 8.8 to 1 1, and average car passenger kalometers per capita

ranging form 12.8 thousand to 3.0 thousand. Comparing the groups on elther extreme, and

assuming (implausibly) that the entire chfference in car travel can be attributed directly 

md.trectly to the chfference in road supply, an elastmlty of 0 70 ~s obtmned.

The area studies above produce a wide chspanty m estimates of the sensitivity of VMT

to roadway supply, ranging from 0.13 m the case of Koppelman (1972) to 0.70 for Newman

(1989). One might conclude on this basis that area studies are not very useful, but an equally

defensible interpretation is that the work to date has suffered from methodological shortcomings,

and bruited data sets. Koppelman considers only 20 crees, while Newman does not perform the

multavanate analysis required to isolate the effect of roadway supply Further, all of the studies

are based on cross-sectional data only When only cross-sect~onal data are used, there is no

mformataon concerning the actual response of a given area to a change m its transportataon

system, even though this is precisely the matter such models are intended to elucidate There is

also a strong possibility that cross-sectaonal analyses will be biased by the problem of omitted
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variables. That is, road supply may be correlated with some variable excluded from the model

that also affects traffic, m winch case the traffic effects of the excluded variable will be

rmstakenly attributed to road supply.

2.5 Model-Based Studies

As mentioned above, model-based stuches can be chvlded into two categories, according

to the type of model employed. One set of studies uses conventmnal regional transportation

models in winch land use variables are defined exogenously, while the second set is based upon

more comprehensive models m winch activity locataons are pre&cted rather than assumed.

2.5.1 Studies based of Regional Transport Models

There has been a vast amount of research invoIvmg the development and use of urban

transportataon planrting models. In principle, these models offer a means of assessing the ~mpact

of any given road improvement (or set thereof) on veincular travel. In practice, tins impact is not

adequately assessed m most cases, because of failure to adequately address feedback effects. In

particular, effects of a roadway capacity ad&taon on mode spht, trxp distributmn, trip generatmn,

and land use patterns are generally neglected. When used m tins way, transportataon models

assume away the impacts of roadway capacity expansion of primary importance m assessing their

effect on regmnal VMT

Thus, of the countless planning studies in which regmnal transport models are used to

assess the impacts of roadway improvements, only a handful are of relevance here. Beardwood

and Elhot (1985) report on several runs of the STEM model, which was used to predict mormng

peak period travel in London U.K. under several different roadway supply scenarios. Mode spht,

traffic assignment, and trips redistribution effects are considered. A capacity increase on the

North Circular Road, London’s tuner beltway, is predicted to increase regional travel 1 per cent,

with increases m certain burroughs exceeding 5 per cent. An addltaonal Thames crossing m East

Londola increases northbound river crossings 24 per cent m the morning peak. absorbing vu’tual/y

all the addltional river crossing capacity the crossing prowdes. Impacts of the quantity of regional

travel ,are not reported for this change, however.
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The most careful and systemarac effort to use transportation planning models to pre&ct

the impact of road capacity expansion on vehMe travel xs probably the work of Ruiter et al.

(1979). Their work is notable in three respects. First, thetr modelling approach ks designed 

capture trip generatmn, as well as mode spht and trip &stnbutiom impacts. Shi~ng of traps

between peak and off-peak periods is addressed as well. Second, they pay considerable attentaon

to the matter of model validation (although we will questaon thexr interpretation of the validation

results below) Tb_trd, they report summary measures of traffic sensltlvlty to roadway supply

change, such as the elasticity of VMT wxth respect to lane-miles

Rmter et al consider two projects revolving Cahforma Route 24, a freeway linking

Oakland with eastern Contra Costa country The first project involved extending the freeway from

Contra Costa county into OakIand. Five miles of route and 69 lane-miles (incluchng ramps) were

included m thxs project. In the second project, 13 miles of freeway were expanded by one or two

lanes in each dn’ection, y~eIchng 50 adchtmnal lane-miles.

The researchers used a state-of-the-art transportaUon model which they applied to the

entare nme-country Bay Area Runmng the model with and without the fn’st project, they found

that the 69 ad&tional lane-males, which represented a 0.88 per cent increase m Bay Area road

capacity, resulted in an increase in dally VMT of 187 thousand, or 0.33 per cent. The elastlmty

of daily VMT with respect to road capacity is thus 0.38 The regional VMT increase m the peak-

hour was found to be 31 thousand, yielding a peak-hour elasticity of 0.56. In the Route 24

comdor itself, the increase was 62 thousand, half of which represented redistributmn from

elsewhere m the region.

The second project chffered from the first It that it was a widening of an existing famhty

rather than an entirely new one This appeared to substantmlly alter the VMT impact. While the

peak period increase was eqmvalent m magnitude (26 thousand) and lmphed elasticity (0.64) 

that generated by the first project, the daffy VMT was found to decrease very shghtly (3

thousand). Two explanations for this unexpected result are offered. Fu’st, the second improvement

offers no improvement m level of service during the off-peak period. Second, the greater auto

use for peak period work raps reduces the availability of autos for off-peak raps. In other words,

the extra VMT generated by additmnal auto trips by commuters xs more than counteracted by the

loss of VMT from depriving other household members access to autos.
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The crediblhty of these results hinges on the validaty of the model. As noted, Ruiter et

al. are unusually scrupulous m their efforts at validataon At the regional level, person-rap and

mode share results are within 1-2 per cent of observed values. Comparison of predicted traffic

volumes and traffic counts on road hrdcs in the vicimty of the project mchcate an average

unsigne, d difference of 10 per cent. The researchers also attempt a more rigorous form of

vahdatmn, in wluch they compare model predictions of hnk flows m the no-project scenario with

flows estimated based on extrapolalaon of pre-project trends to the analysis year The results of

this exercise are far less encouraging: the medl~ unsigned difference between model forecasts

and prc~ected counts is 67 per cent, while the projected count total for the comdor ~s 41 per cent

less tha~ the model forecast. Thus, while the model does an adequate job of predicting basehne

conditions, it appears considerably less satasfactory m predicting how condataons would be

different m the absence of a particular road Improvement. Yet these are exactly the prechctmns

upon whach issues of traffic generataon lunge.

2.5.2 Studies based on Transportation/Land Use Models

All of the modelhng efforts dascussed m the prewous section assume land use variables

to be exogenous. Consequently, they fail to capture xmpacts of transport system changes on land

use. Insofar as such land use impacts will m turn affect urban travel demand, tins may be an

Important deficiency.

Efforts to model land use m urban regmns have taken many different forms over the past

three decades (Small and Berechman, 1987). Two sen-anal modeIs, the Alonso-Wmgo

monocentnc mode1 and the Lowry model, appeared m the early 1960s. In the monocentrlc model,

households cluster around a downtown area where all employment is located Households are

wilhng to pay more for a housing locatmn nearer the employment center in order to reduce

cornmuting costs Tins, m turn, drives up land prices, forcing households to tradeoff housing

consumptaon, housing cost, and commuting cost Further, as land price increases, housing

supphers are encouraged to substitute capital -- m the form of higher building costs -- for land,

and therefore build taller structures. The monocentric model thus results in a three-dunenslonal

city with taller structures nearer the city center.
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Transportation supply is represented by a single parameter -- the commuting cost per umt

distance -- m the monocenmc model. If transport is improved, tins cost goes down, and

households are generally willing to locate further from the employment center. Near the center,

thas has the effect of reducing land prices and thus development intenmty. On the other hand,

land prices and development intenmties increase m outlying areas Through tins mechanism,

improved transport generates increased regional travel in the form of greater-commuting

distances.

The monocenmc model, while an enormous stmphficauon of actual urban areas, has been

~ghly influential. Its sample and powerful geometric maagery has, rightly or wrongly, graded the

thinking of a generatmn of urban econon-usts. At the same tame, at ~s recograzed that the model

as not statable for esttmatmg impacts of incremental changes m the transportatmn network.

Further, the suburbantzation of employment over the past century, partacularly the creatmn of

suburban office centers in more recent years, as well as rapid growth an non-work related

tnpmaking, has made the downtown commute an ever smaller part of the overall urban travel

market. Consequently, the dtrect relevance of the monocenmc model to contemporary crees as

quite hmited. Nonetheless the tradeoffs between land rent, land use mtenmty, and transportatmn

cost continue to play an amportant role an shaping urban form.

In contrast to the monocenmc model, models demgned for apphcation to real world canes

axe computer based, and can be used to assess the ampacts of specific scenarios involving

transportataon supply, land use pohcies, regional growth, and other factors. These models are

diverse: according to Small and Berechman (1987) they vary with respect to behavioral basis,

time scale, endogenous sectors, extemalmes, and solutaon method. The behavioral basis may be

microeconormc, m winch case actors are assumed to maximize utility or profit, or based on

physical analogies such as gravity and entropy. The tame scale may be either a single point in

time or a permd of lame over wNch changes an the regmn are predicted. The endogenous sectors

may include employment, res~denlaal populataon, and housing, all of wi’uch may be d~vided into

severn different categones. Lastly, soluuon methods include iteration, samutation, and

mathemaucal programming.

Of fundamental maportance to this study is the manner m which transportauon as

incorporated into the models. In most of the models, the location of activities ~s affected by
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transportation supply through relationsinps Ieadmg to location outcomes wlt.h comparativeIy low

total transportation costs, and wl~ch imply that reductmns in transport costs per umt distance

result m greater travel distances. The majority of these models, however, fail to make transport

costs endogenous, or to conslder altemaUve modes of transport.

Our primary interest is with those models that do endogemze transport cost. The

Integrated Transportation Land use Package (ITLUP) is a well known example (Putman, 1980).

ITLUP begins by &stributing an exogenously forecast level of basic employment throughout a

reglono From tins, non-basic employment and residences are allocated, using a gravity model and

based on an imtlal set of zonal travel tn’ne matrices From these resuks, regional trip tables are

created and loaded onto the transportation network. The loaded network is used to update travel

Umes, and the non-basic employment and residence allocatmn repeated Iteratmn continues until

convergence is actneved.

The ITLUP rnodel was apphed to the San Franmsco Bay Area to predlct the consequences

of a number of policy scenarios (Putman, 1980, 1983). One set of runs involved hypothetical

changes in travel tune on the Bay and Golden Gate Bridges, as could result from changing the

capacity of these facihties. Results of the runs are reported only in a qualitative way-. A travel

tame re, duction on these bridges was found to increase populaUon in the northern and eastern

tuner suburbs that the bridges hrd¢ to San Francisco, and a reductaon m the populaUon of San

Francisco ltsetf. Thus "the concern of Mann County that bridge improvements would make more

chfficult the control of land use m the county seems to be strongly supported by these results

(Putman, 1980, p. 86)." On the other hand, expanding bridge capacity appears to reduce regional

VMT, with average trip lengths decreasing for the inner suburbs where growth is induced, and

remalmng unchanged elsewhere. Tins somewhat surprising result seems to derive from the bridge

xmprovements encouraging relatively short distance, but previously heavily congested, commutes

to San Francisco from the north and east.

Although popular, the ITLUP model has several weaknesses. First, the land use

component lacks a strong theoretical base, especially in its failure to reflect market mechamsms

O.e land and housing prices) m detenmmng locataon outcomes. Second, its transportation

component is unimodal, thereby precluding analys~s of transport supply changes on mode cholce

or the impacts on land use from accessibility afforded by modes other than the automobile.
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Several other transportation/land use models, all of European or Japanese origin, improve on one

or both of these shortcomings. Four such models have recently been used m a comparatave study

by the Internataonal Study Group on Land use/Transport Interactaons (ISGLUTI).

Two components of the ISGLUTI study involve comparisons of impacts of specafic

scenarios both to assess the consistency of prechctmns of the different models and to compare

impacts of similar changes in chfferent types of crees. In one component, three different models

were applied to the same city -- Dortmund, Germany (Wegener et al.. i990). Of the several

dozen policy scenarios consadered, the most relevant involve systemwide changes m car and

pubhc transport speeds. Table 2-2 summarizes the Impacts of scenarlos m wtuch a 20 per cent

speed increase as assumed for both modes, and a 20 per cent increase m pubhc transport as

accompanied by a 20 per cent decrease in car speeds. Under the former scenario, both average

trip dastances and pubhc transport use increase. The models diverge, however, wath respect to the

magnitude of the latter unpact and, by extension, with respect to whether the speed change would

increase or reduce the total amount of regmnal travel. Under the latter scenario, m which car

speeds are reduced, there as, as expected, as stronger shift toward pubhc transport, although the

magmtude of the prechcted unpact again varaes widely. Larger, but still modest, ampacts on

central clty employment, average trip distance, and car ownershap are also predicted under the

latter scenario.

Although the above results reflect the variation m predicted impacts stemming from

differences among models, they are based on just one city. Differences m impacts m different

ciUes were assessed in another part of the ISGLUTI study (Webster, 1991). The caries revolved

considered are Dortmund, Leeds, Tokyo, and Bilbao (Spare) Four dafferent models were apphed,

but not every model was apphed to every city. Results thus reflect both chfferences between

models and between crees. The pohcy tests were sm’nlar to those used in the Dortmund study

Table 2-3 summarizes results for the two pohcy scenarios involving systemwlde speed changes

In general, the results suggest that other cities are somewhat less sens~Uve to the speed changes

than Dortmund. The apparent reason is that Dortmund is a lower densaty, more auto-oriented city

than the other three.

As in the Dortmund study’, the four-city study shows consaderable variaUon m the

pre&cted magmtudes of different impacts relative to the mean of the predictdons. The
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Table 2-2.
Predmted Impacts of Speed Changes m Dortmund, Germany

20 PER CENT DECREASE
IN CAR SPEEDS AND 20

20 PER CENT SPEED PER CENT INCREASE IN
INCREASE--CARS AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT

VAPdABLE CHANGE PUBLIC TRANSPORT SPEEDS

Proportion of Maximum -1% +3%
Employment
m Central Minimum 0% -0.5%

City Mean -0.5% +1%

Average Tnp Maximum +6% 0%
Distance

Minimum +3% -8%

Mean +5% -3%

Share of Maximum +16% +24%
Trips by
Pubhc Manlmum 0% +4%

Transport Mean +4% +19%

Change m Maximum O% 0%
Car

Ownershap

l
Mlnlmum 0% -2%

Mean 0% -1%
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Table 2-3.
Predicted Impacts of Speed Changes m Bilbao, Dortmund, Leeds, and Tokyo

20 PER CENT DECREASE
IN CAR SPEEDS AND 20

20 PER CENT SPEED PER CENT INCREASE IN
INCREASE--CARS AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT

VARIABLE CHANGE PUBLIC TRANSPORT SPEEDS

Average Tnp Maximum +5% O%
Distance

1VIinlrnum +2% -3%

Mean +3% -1%

Share of MaxlmLlm +11% +18%
Trips by
Pubm Minimum -1% +3%

Transport Mean +4% +9%
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conclusiveness of the results depends on the question of interest. One can safely conclude from

these results that the elasUcity of trip distance with respect to travel speed is less than one One

the other hand, the effect of the 20 per cent increase in all travel speeds on total regional travel

is ambiguous, w~th greater mp chstances canceling mode shifts toward punic transport m some

model.,; and cities, but not in others. Given such uncertmnty concerning the impact of a

systemwlde travel speed change, the effect of any specific incremental change in the

transportation network must be seen as beyond the resolutmn of existing transportationfland use

models.

2.6 Studies based on Expert Opinion

As explained earher, studies based on expert opinion replace exphmt analysis with the

informed judgement of inchvlduals beheved to have a t~gh level of knowledge and experience

with the system of interest The only known study employing tins approach m the context of

urban l~ransportation planning xs that by Cavalli-Sforza and Ortotano (1983), who use the Delphi

method to project the land use and urban travel xmphcations of three alternatave transportataon

improvement programs in Santa Clara Count)’, Calfforma.

In the Delphi method, a panel of experts are asked to make a set of prechctmns concerning

some unknown relationships of future events, based on a common set of assumptions and

informatmn. After a round of prechctxons is completed, each pamcipant is given reformation

concermng the responses of other panel members, and asked to make a new set of predictaons

The procedure contanues for several lteraUons, after winch predictions are expected to converge

or at least stabihze.

In the Cavalli-Sforza and Ortolano study, a panel of 12 mdiwduals -- including

acadermcians, planners, local offimals, business people, and neighborhood actavlsts -- were asked

to prechct selected land use and travel variables for the year 1990 and 2000 under three

alternatave transportation programs, winch emphasxzed respectavely, auto, bus, and rail

improvements. Three ~terat_tons were completed, after winch results had largely stab~hzed,

although a considerable range m prechctlons remmned. Panehsts appeared to view the auto and

bus programs, both of which involved substantial inghway improvements, as having roughly the

same land use implications. As compared wlth the raft alternatave, these include shghtly (between
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2 and 8 per cent) lower levels of study area population and employment, wl[h the central San

Jose area primarily affected, a higher proportion of single family umts in the housing stock (62

versus 58 per cent), a slightly higher propomon of commuters from outside the study area (48

versus 46 per cent; m tbas case, the results for the bus and rail altemauves were qmte sunilar),

and a t’agher fracuon of drive-alone commute raps (78 versus 68 per cent).

2.7 Summary and Conclusions

Tt-us chapter has revmwed previous studms concermng the relatlonshap between roadway

supply and roadway traffic m urban areas. A broad range of approaches -- from before-after

analyses, to cross-sectaonal area studies, to regional models, to case stuches, to the gathering of

expert opinion -- have been identified The variety of methods points to the difficulty of the

issue, a consequence of the diffuseness of the impacts, the time that may be required for them

to appear, and the role of other traffic-influencing factors.

Before-after stuches of the mlpact of spemfic road projects have found substantial traffic

increases begirmmg m the first few years or months after the completion of amprovements. Few

stuches have attempted to follow tmpacts beyond thas imtlal period Those that have suggest

accelerated traffic growth conunumg for from five to over 10 years after proJect completaon The

changes m traffic resultang from improvements vanes widely, from under 10 per cent to close

to I00 per cent. This range is hardly surpnsmg m hght of the differences in the magmtudes of

the ~mprovements and the severity of congestmn prior to them. It is unfortunate, however, that

these studies do not report results on a more comparable basis -- in terms of elasticity, for

example. Furthermore, these studies do not attempt to identify the sources of additional traffic -

- mode shift, route diversmn, etc. -- m more than aa ~mpressmnisUc manner. Therefore, the

quesUon of whether, or how much of, the increased traffic represents a net additaon at the

regmnat level Is left unanswered.

Empirical studies of the land use impacts of roadway improvements are subject to similar

criticisms. As before, in the absence of impact measures that can be compared across cases,

generalizations from these studaes can go little beyond the stage of identifying the nature of the

impacts and roughly ordering their importance. Also, while st is easy to observe land use changes

in an improved corridor, it is difficult to assess what would have happened m the absence of the
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improvement. This is a problem even when the improvement is a major new facility, as was the

case m the studies cited above. The impacts of an incremental capaclty addation would be even

harder to &scem wlth this approach.

Empmcal studaes at the area level have found statlstacally slgmficant relaUonsinps between

aggregate roadway supply and aggregate traffic Unhke the before-after corridor studies, these

yield a comparable metric: the elasticity of traffic with respect to capacity. The area-wide studies

do not, unfortunately, ymld consistent esumates for this parameter, w~th their range extending

from 0.1 to 0.7. This divergence may result from the use of cross-sectmnal analyms m these

studies. Urban areas vary along many dimensions, and cross-sectional results will vary depending

upon which factors are controIled for. This cholce is a difficult one, because it requn-es a

judgement of whether a given factor represents a separate influence, or is an mtermedmte variable

(that is, one winch is itself deterrmned by roadway supply) A further source of uncertainty 

these studaes is the possibikty of simultaneity blas resultang from the fact that roadway supply

is Itself influenced by demand

Regional models represent a tinrd approach to studying relauonsinps between roadway

supply and traffic. By modelling m a detailed way the transportatmn (or transportation/land use)

system, these models can sunulate the ~mpacts of any given change m roadway supply on traffic

throughout the system. Efforts m tins area are subject to three mare cntlclsms. First, many of the

studies employ models m which potentially important hnkages, such as effects on land use and

trip generatmn, are missing. Second, the models are exceedingly chfficult to validate, particularly

if one goes beyond the commonly accepted but overly tement standard of being able to replicate

a baseline system. Third, modelers have developed the bulk of their attention to methodological

issues, and have not by and large attempted to use their tools to estabhsh the general relatmnsinps

sought in this study. The ISGLUTI study is certainly a step forward m this regard, but is still

more oriented toward comparing models than extractang generallzataons from them.

Use of expert opmmn, like regmnal models, seeks to isolate retafionsinps between

variables of mterest by constructing scenarms m which other variables are held constmlt. This

approach is motivated by the perception that many computer models reqmre a ingh level of effort

to use, while yielding unrehable results. Wtnle good human judgement may indeed be a superior

alternative to bad computer models, it is clearly not a substatute for systematlc research. Rather,
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expert opinion should be viewed as a pragmatic short-cut when decisions must be made and the

time or resources for research are lacking.

In sum, despite considerable prmr research, our knowledge and understanchng of the

traffic generating impacts of road capacity expansion is hmated. The &rect impacts of major

projects can, luke a strong radio signal, be reachly discerned, but as the signal dissipates over

space and tLme, it is easily lost m the "background noise" of other processes influencing urban

growth and change. Researchers have tried different means -- from s~aUstlcal analysis aimed at

chstmgmsbmg sagnal from nolse, to recreation of the signal m the nolse-free environment of a

computer model, to consultation with experts attuned to the local enwromnent -- to deal with this

problem. The outcome of these efforts as a set of interesting, but lsolatec[ and qmte possibly

inaccurate, readangs A coherent, crechble, pmmre has yet to emerge.
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Chapter 3:

Direct Traffic Impacts of Highway Capacity Expansion

3.1 Imroduction

In this chapter, we consider the impacts of highway capaclt--y expansion on traffic at the

individual road segment level. If we add capacity to an urban hxghway, how does this affect the

volume of traffic on that facihty’~ As suggested in Chapter 2, there are two extreme -- and

implausible -- positions on this questaon The fh’st is that the volume of traffic is unaffected, so

that the sole impact of the improvement is a higher level of servlce The second is that the road

will quickly "fill up" so that level of service is unchanged, implying that the only impact of the

improvement is a higher level of traffic. We have argued that the truth almost certainly hes been

these two positions -- that the elasticity of traffic with respect to capacity, which we will denote

aq¢, is ~eater than 0 and Iess than 1

The value of Eqc is of cntacal ~mportance to both the envn’onmental and economic

assessment of capacity expansion. As this value approaches 1, it becomes increasingly certmn that

expanding the capacity of a roadway increases ermsslons from vehicles on that roadway, since

at the hrmt we would have more vehxcles operatang under essentaally the same traffic conchtions.

The enfisslons imphcatlons of a low eq~ are somewhat more complex. In tl-as case, a capacity

increase will improve level of serwce and increase travel speeds. The impact of these changes

on erm:ss~ons is uncertain, since the relataonship between speed and en~ssmns rate depends on

both the speed range and the pollutant being considered. Nonetheless~ it is mtmtavely reasonable

to expect that a substantial reduction in stop-and-go traffic conditions and assocmted accelerataons

and deceleratmns would reduce emassmns.

With regard to economic assessmenL it is well known that the lower the value of aqc, the

greater the increase in user benefit from a capacity expansion This is illustrated m Figure 3-1.

Suppose a roadway has an lmtial capacity such that the supply curve -- that is, the relaUon

between user cost and traffic -- ~s given by $1, and that lmtaat traffic on the facflxty is P1-A.

Suppose now that the capacity is expanded, so that the supply curve becomes $2. If DI is the

demand curve, then the increase in user benefit Is glven by the area P1-A-C-P2I. If, on the other
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Impact of Demand Elasuc~ty on Highway Expansion Benefits
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hand, the demand curve is the more elastac DE, the benefit is represented by the smaller area P1-

A-B-P2E. In this case, most of the new capaclty is absorbed by new traffic, greatly reducing the

effect of the improvement on user cost.

Before attempting to measure ~qo, it is Important to recogmze that traffic levels may

respond to capacity changes gradually. As noted in Chapter 2, traffic levels derive from a host

of ind:vldual choices concerning travel, activity locataon, and land development. Wtule some of

these choaces can be modified quickly in the face of changes in transportaUon supply, other

changes may take many years. Furthermore, the effect of a capacity increase on travel conditions

may itself be delayed, particularly If there is httle congestaon at the tame of the expansion. Thus,

we expect eqc to be tune dependent. To make tills explicit, we will use the expression eqc(t),

meaning the percentage change in traffic resulting from a 1 per cent change in capaclty t years

after the capacity change occurs. We measure E~(t) as:

eoc(t) (3-1)

Where"

Q e
Qfe
C~

c~e

IS the traffic on a roadway in year t assuming a capacW expansion t=0;
Is the traffic on the roadway in year t assumang no capacity expansmn;
is the capacity of the roadway after the capacity expansmn;
is the capacity of the roadway prior to the capacity expansion.

When considering traffic inducement, It is important to apprec:ate the chfference between

before/after and cause/effect relationships. As equation 3-1 indicates, traffic inducement should

be measured by comparing traffic under different capacity scenarios at a given time, rather than

traffic before and after a capacity change. Since traffic growth on Cahforma baghways has been

nearly ubNuitous during the period of study, whale capacity has been expanded on only a small

fraction of the system, it is clearly inappropriate to assume that traffic on an expanded segment

would have remained constant without the expanslon. But while the constant traffic assumption

is clearly wrong, there is no darect way to observe what the evolution of traffic on an expanded

roadway would have been if the expansion had not occurred. One must instead resort to statistical
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methods whose results, while undoubtedly superior to the constant growth assumption, are subject

to inherent error and uncertainty.

Several of the studies described in Chapter 2 examine the traffic-reducing effects of new

roadway capacity, but it ~s difficult to extract from these general lessons apphcable to the State

of Cahforma. First. many of the earlier studies focus on additmns to capacity that also increase

travel tlmes under free-flow conchtions, such as the opening of a new grade-separated baghwav.

Second, most previous stuches are fac~hty-speclfic. In addltaon to the obvious limits to

generalizability from mchvldual cases, there is no reason to beheve that the cases studied, taken

collecravely, are representative of capacity expansion projects m genera1 Finally, even if these

cases are broadly representatave, their impacts may not reflect what occurs m Cahforma, wlth its

unusually high levels of automobile dependence and freeway development.

The study reported here avoids these shortcomings. First, it focusses on capacity additions

to exastmg facihtaes whose xmpacts on free-flow travel speeds are hkely to be shght or non-

existent. Second, it considers a large number (18) of projects~ all m Calfforma urban areas,

selected m such a manner that results should be representative of capacity increases on Cahforma

urban freeways m general

The study reported here is, however, limated m several respects. Fn’st, only mainline

segments - not ramps or interchanges -- are considered. Second, we do not consider how a

capacity adchfion to one roadway segment affects traffic on other segments. Clearly, any

additxonal traffic on the improved segment must also use other links on the roadway network as

well. Further, a large proportion of the additmnal traffic may have diverted from other routes.

These complement-substitute relationships between different links m a road network unply that

if a change to one hnk has a substanual traffic impact on that hnk~ other hnks are likely to be

significantly affected as well.

The remaimng sections of this chapter are orgamzed as follows. Secraon 3.2 explains the

methodology and models used to esttmate aqc(t). Section 3.3 describes the data collectmn and

analys~s methods used to estunate the models. Section 3A presents and discusses esumation

results. Sectaon 3.5 evaluates the accuracy of the altematave models in prechcting post-expansion

traffic levels. In section 3.6, estimates of traffic inducement derived from the models are

compared, while conclusions are offered m Section 3.7.
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3.2 Methodology

Tl~s analysis employs the counterfactual ap2roach FLrst, a statistical relationshap between

the traffic and capacity is developed for a set of road segments whose capacities have changed

over tlme. The model is then apphed under two scenanOSo The f=st scenario assumes the capacity

increases that actually" occurred, whde in the second -- the counterfactuat -- it is assumed that

these capacity expansions did not occur. The difference m predicted traffic under the two

scenarios, for t years after the expansion, is aa esamate of the traffic reduced by the expansion

m yea~- t, which is m turn used to estamate £qc(t).1

Two dafferent statastmal models relating traffic to capacity are used. The first model

relates traffic level to total capaclty. The second model relates traffic growth to unused capacltZ.

By applying the counterfacmal method using two different models (and different variants thereof),

we obtain quasi-independent estimates of eqo(t), based on different underlying assumptmns about

the nature of the retaraonsbap between road capacity and road traffic.

3.2.1 Traffic Level Model

The proposed traffic level model is:

NCn +
I--%

Where:

(3 -2)

is time, measured in years and such that the capacity expansion is completed at
t=O;
lS the traffic volume on segment i in year t;
Is the capacity of segment i m year t;
is the vehicle miles traveled (VMT) on the Cahforma state haghway system 
year t;
is a variable equal to the capacity added as a fraction of total capacity for t>0 and
equal to zero for t<0;
is a multaphcatave factor for segment i, esumated dunng model calibration,

~As Is standard practice, the model is used to predmt traffic in the capac,ty expansmn scenario, even though data
are avaJlable. Tbas procedure einmnates the effects of any systemarac tendencies of the model to under- or over-
estamate traffic
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are coefficients to be estamated during model cahbrataon;
is a stochasUc error term, drawn from a normal chstributmn with mean 0.

In this model, the effects of capacity on traffic are reflected in the coefficients ~3, ~., and ~. [3

represents the long run elasumty eqc(O*). That is, if capacity is increased by 1 per cent at tame t=0,

then the eventual traffic increase resultang from ttus change will be 13 per cent. However, traffic

is expected to increase to this new level gradually, not immechately after the capaclty is

increased. ~ and c characterize this gradual adjustment process ~. whach we expect to be

negative, measures the magnitude of the adjustment. In particular, consider a given road under

two scenarios that chffer m only one respect. In one case, the road has had its current capacity

for an extended period of tame, long enough for traffic to adJust to xts long run level, whale m

the other a certain fraction, X, of ~t current capacity has been added one year before Then the

traffic m the latter scenario Is prechcted to be ezx (which is less than 1 assurmng )~ Is negative)

ttmes the traffic m the former scenario. The pace of the adjustment depends on ~. Tbas parameter

detenmnes the rate at which the traffic level approaches the long term traffic level as the tame

since the capamty additaon increases.

The segment-specific multaphcatave factor, oq, captures charactenstms of the segment that

remmn constant over the period of analysis. These factors absorb purely cross-sectional vanataon

m traffic. Suppose, for example, that there are two road segments, one of four lanes and the other

of eight lanes, and that the latter consistently has twice as much traffic as the former° We should

not conclude from these observaUons that the adchUonal lanes "cause" the adchtaonaI traffic, since

~t xs equally possible that latter road has more lanes because planners antacxpated higher traffic

levels. Accorchng to the model, the traffic difference m this example could result either from a

segment effect or a capacity effect. The model can chstmgmsh these effects orgy when the ratio

of the two roadway capacities changes over tame.

The state traffic term, SQ, captures the effect of systemw~de traffic growth. Traffic on

Califorma state highways has grown steadily over the last three decades. Growth has occurred

throughout the system, not just on segments whose capacity has been expanded. The state traffic

term is untended to distinguish this "background" traffic growth from traffic growth resulting from

a capacity increase.
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Finally, the error term, Ezt, lS included because the proposed model is statistical m nature,

so that ~ts prechctions are subject to random error. The assumptaons about the form and

dls~butaon of the error term support estimation using linear regression, as discussed belowo

There are many other variables that may also affect traffic on a roadway segment.

However, we exclude these from the model for two reasons. First, many of the relevant variables,

for example those pertaimng to land use xn the vmmity of the roadway, may themselves be

affected by capacity (see Chapter 4). Second, obtaimng the adchtional data would have

represeated a major collectmn effort.

The traffic level model reflects the maintained hypothesis that the estimated coefficmnts

~, 31, )~, and cr are constant across the roadway segments studied Thas may not be true, since

there is no 1inherent reason why all roadway segments, or even all Califorma urban haghway

segments, should have the same demand characteristacs. As will be chscussed below, however,

data are not sufficmnt to obtain rehable coefficient estmaates for mchvideal segments. The

proposed model, on the other hand, can be estlmated by poohng data from chfferent segments

The resulting estxmates characterize the relationsbap between capacity and traffic for an "average"

Califomm urban baghway segment,2 but may not be very accurate for any mdlwdual segment.

The traffic level model is estnnated using ordinary least squares (OLS) hnear regression

Talang logs of both sides of equatmn (3-2), we obtain

NC~t
log(Q,t) = log(a) + ~.log(C~t) + y-log(SQt) 

(t-t0)° + % (3-3)

The transformed model is linear or log-linear m all coefficmnts except or. We therefore assume

different values for o0 and then use OLS to estimate the other coefficients. A range of plaumble

o values ~s determined by ~dentlfymg the models w~th the lowest prechctive errors.

2More precisely, the results characterize the relataons~p for aa "average" segment that underwent a capacity
expansmn over the period of study
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3.2.2 Traffic Growth Model

The specification for the traffic growth model is:

- a .(--~t ) "(1-~-~,t) "e~ (3-4)

Where all terms are as defined for equation 3-2 It is assumed in this mode1 that Clt+A--C~t -- that

capacity over the period of an mchvidual observatmn is constant

According to the traffic growth model, traffic growth on a roadway segment between year

t arid year t+A depends upon the available capaclty m year t, 1-Q/C,t. Further, the form of the

relationship is such that ff Q,t<<C,t, then C,t has lit-de impact on traffic growth, while as Qc->C,t

the sensitivity of traffic growth to capacity becomes stronger.

Like the level model, the growth model includes a segment-specific correctmn factor.

However, tins factor is expected to be less important an the growth model because differences

in traffic growth among segments are less persistent over time. Therefore, we also tried a

specification without segment specific multIphcative factors, that Is wath cz~ = cz Vi.

The growth m state highway VMT is included to account for general traffic growth As

in the traffic level model, including this term allows the effect of the "background" growth rate

to be chstmgulshed from growth resulting from high levels of available capacity.

The stochastic error term, e,t, is included m the model because, hke the traffic level

model, the traffic growth model will not be perfectly accurate. As before, the assumptions about

the dastribution of this random variable are made for convenience, so that the model can be

estimated using least squares regression.

The traffic growth model does not yield direct predlctions of traffic level, but it can

readily be used to generate such predictions. Gaven the traffic level an some baseline year, the

traffic growth predicted by the model can be used to estimate traffic A years later. The traffic

forecast for A years later can then be used to predict traffic 2A years Iater, and so on. If capacity

of the roadway is increased m year 0, then begmmng at 0 traffic growth will be faster than it

would have been without the improvement. One can estimate Eqc(t) by comparing traffic forecasts

for year t after the improvement under the scenarios m which a capacity increase at t=0 does and

does not occur. Unlike the traffic level model, however, the traffic growth model does not mctude
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an exphcit estimate for the long ran elasticity, en~(Oo). Indeed. assurmng the combined state traffic

and segment effects yield constant positive growth, the growth model prechcts that segment traffic

will increase until It reaches some limiting fractaon of capacity. Imphcltly, therefore, the traffic

growth model assumes that the long run elasticity is 1. But tins may be true only m the very long

run. For a reasonable planning horizon, say 20 years, the elasuclty may be considerably less than

1.

The traffic growth model, like the traffic level model, is estimated using OLS. Talong logs

of both sides of equation 3-4 yields:

-Q") (3-5)log( ) = log(cx,) + j3-1og(-~t , + ~,’1og(1 C,t %

Equation 3-5 is linear or log-linear m all parameters to be estimated.

3.3 Data

Our primary data sources are the "Traffic Volumes on Califorma State Highways" and the

"State ~ghway Program Financial Statements and Annual Reports", both published annually by

Caltrans The former publication contains traffic counts for all roadway segments in the

Califorma State Haghway system Three counts, the peak hour, peak month daffy, and average

daily, aa’e glven, all on a bld.trectional basis. We estimate models for peak hour and average daily

traffic. Annual VMT data for the state l’nghway system as whole is also obtained from the

"Traffic Volumes" pubhcataon.

The "Annual Reports" document contains a listing of all ~ghway projects completed

during the year, mcluchng a description of the project, the locataon, and the start and completion

dates. From these hstmgs, winch go back to 1970, eighteen projects meeting several criteria were

chosen All revolved adchng lanes to a section of state highway located in a metropohtan area

and were completed prior to 1980. Furthermore, we requ~e that the "Annual Reports" listing

specify- the number of lanes before and after the widening. The eighteen projects meeting these

criteria are hsted in Table 3-1. S~ projects in the San Francisco Bay Area, rune in the Los

Angeles-Long Beach Area, two m Sacramento, and one in San Diego are included. Some projects

were completed in a single year, but most extended over two, three, or even four years. Ini~al
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widths of the widened sections range from two to six lanes (counting both directions), while

widths after completion of the project vary between four and exght lanes. Every possible

combination of pre- and post-proJect wldths is represented, with the exception that no proJect

involves an expanslon from two to elght lanes.3 In most instances, the ~mproved segment was of

freeway grade both prior to and after the project completaon, but m two cases the wtdening

involved an upgrade to freeway grade from baghway grade, wNle m one an expressway was

upgraded to a freeway.

For each project, a tlme senes of traffic counts is developed° The counts are obtained for

the years 1,4,7,10,.. years before the wldemng project was begun and 1,4,7,10... years after it

was completed. The three year interval is used because, although counts are pubhshed annually,

traffic on any g~ven segment is actually counted just once every three years While it ~s not

poss~bte to tell which of the published counts are "real," use of tri-annual count data assures that

each observation is based on a count taken since the prevmus observauon, and not merely the

apphcation of an assumed growth factor to the prewous count. Excluding the years over wbach

the widening takes place ehrmnates effects of the constructaon actlwty ltsetf, which often hampers

traffic and may therefore suppress demand.

Since the expansmns occurred m dafferent years, and the traffic count data are available

only for the years between 1960 and 1990. the range of years for wbach traffic counts are

available vanes from segment to segment. More post-expansmn counts are avealable for segments

that were expanded earher, whtle more pre-expansmn data are available for the segments

expanded later. Thus, as t, the number of years since the capacity expansion, increases, the

number of segments for which there are traffic count data decreases. The maximum value of t

for which some traffic count data are avaalable is 19 years. Data for tlus year are available for

just three of the 18 expanded segments.

Widening projects typically involve segments with muluple counting stations. Traffic

counts at adjacent segments, however, rarely vary much Therefore, to reduce data collection,

3In one proJect, the roadway was widened to 6 Ianes on some stretches and 8 lanes on others We set the lane
wadth after the capaclty exp~smn to 7 in ttus case
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counts at the stations nearest to both ends of the improved sectmn are averaged to estimate traffic

for the segment as a whole.

It xs necessary to calculate a volume-capamty raUo for the traffic growth rhode1 A

capaml-y of 2300 vehicles per lane-hr is used, rather than the more standard value of 2000 vplh.

The higher value is consistent with upcoming changes m the I-hghway Capacity Manual, and is

beheved to be the best single estimate of lane capamty over the period covered in this analysis.

Finally, to take account of imbalance m peak penod flows, we use a dlrectionai factor of 0.66

(cited m the I-Iaghway Capacity Manual) and calculate the volume-capamty ratm m the peak

dtrectmn

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Traffic Level Model

As noted above, estimation of the traffic level models mvolved repeated apphcations of

OLS under dafferent assumed values for G. The values of this parameter that mamrmze the sum

of squ~a’ed errors (SSE) are 0.40-0.45 for the peak model and 0.2 for the dmly model. In order

to assess the confidence mtervat for these estimates, we calculated F stat~stlcs for hypotheses

constrmmng t~ to some other value, by companng the SSE at that value with the nmumum SSE.

The results are plotted m Fxgure 3-2. The range of values yielding a F statastlc below the critical

value (for 95 per cent confidence) of 3.92 is from 0 1 to 2.0 for the peak hour, and from 0.04

to 0 75 for daily traffic.

Table 3-2 summarizes estmaauon results for the peak and dmly traffic level models For

both models, three sets of estimates are provided, based on three assumed values of cr covering

the plausxble range. (Estamates of the segment-specific multlphcative factors, al, are ormtted,

since they have no intrinsic significance.) All models yield coefficient estimates with expected

signs Also, all t statistics, calculated by dividing coefficient esumates by their standard errors,

have absolute values over 2 When the t statastac for a coeffiment meets this criterion, we can

relect w~th a 95 per cent level of confidence the null hypothesis that the coefficmnt is actually

zero Ix, t other words, all of the variables m the models have statlsucally slgmficant effects on

traffic. Fmally, all of the models ymld good fits with the data, as shown by the high adjusted R2
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values. These statistics indicate the proportion of variation in the dependent variable explained

by the model.

In the peak period, the best estimate of eqc(~) -- wluch is equal to ~ -- is approximately

0.6, while for the daily model it is in the 0.8-0.9 range. However, since the cr values associated

with these estimates are low, t must be very targe before eqc(t) approaches tbas lirmt. Since our

data set does not include observations for t>19 years, these long run elastaclties are of httle

practmal sxgnificance.

Table 3-2 shows that there are strong interdependencies among 6, ~., and or. As cr

increases both ~ and )~ decrease. Tbas suggests that the data support two somewhat contrasting

mterpretataons. In one interpretation, the long term elasticity ~s bagh, but there is a large

difference between long and short run effects (high)~), and a long adjustment process (low 

Alternatively, the long term elastaclty as lower, the chfference between long and short run effects

is less. and the adjustment process xs more rapad These &fferences tend to offset each other over

the fn-st two decades after a capacity expansion, so that the different models, despate the wide

variation in thear coefficient values, yield esttmates of Eqc(t) that are fmrly consastent This 

shown in Fagure 3-3, where ~qc(t) is plotted against t for the three daffy traffic models presented

m Table 3-2, assuming a hypothetical project m whach the capamty of a roadway as doubted The

results for the lugh and mid-range a models are very close. The er=0.05 model yields elasticity

values that are somewhat lower, but still of the same magmtude. (In any case, we will argue

below that the cy=0.O5 model is less credible than the other two.) One can see that as t increases

beyond the plotted range, divergences become greater. Since we lack observations for such 1-dgh

t values, it is not surpnsmg that the models do not agree m tbas domain

3.4.2 Traffic Growth Model

Table 3-3 summarizes the results for the traffic growth model. This model is fully log-

linear, so estamataon is straightforward. The only issue is whether to include segment-specific

adjustment factors. Results with and without these factors (whose estamates, as in the traffic level

model, have no intrinsic meaning and thus are not included) are therefore presented. Comparason

of the SSE for the models wath and without the adjustment factors provades the basis for an F

test of the null hypothesas that these factors are zero. This test is rejected for the peak hour traffic
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model, but cannot be rejected for the daily model. For either case, however, the adjustment

factors explain much less of the variation m the dependent variable than they do in the case of

the traffic level models. Consequently the adjusted R2 values are much lower for these models

Desplte the lirmted explanatory power of the traffic growth models, the esttmated

coefficient on the available capacity term consistently has the expected posltave sign, and ~s

statistically sxgmficant (t statastic > 2). Tins coefficient can be interpreted as the elasticity 

traffic growth rate to available capacity. Thus, using the dmly traffic model w~thout segment

adjustment factors as an example, a 1 per cent increase m avaxlable capacity in year t results m

a 0.8 per cent increase in traffic growth (e.g. from 10 per cent to 10.8 per cent) between year 

and year t+A.

The available capacity elastmlty is substanually higher m the daily traffic models. Tins

does not, however, imply that an increase m capacity will accelerate daily traffic growth more

than peak penod growth. If there is slgmflcant peakang, than the propomonal increase m

avallab,le capacity m the peak period from a glven increase m total capacity will be slgmficantly

greater. For example, ff peak hour traffic were 80 per cent of capacity and dmty traffic 20 per

cent of capacity., then a doubling of capacity would (prior to any demand response) increase

unused capacity m the peak 500 per cent, while increasing dmly available capacity only 125 per

cent°

3.5 Assessment of Predictive Performance

We have now discussed two types of models that can be used to estimate the traffic

reduced from expanding road capacity, or more specifically Eqc(t). Before using them for that

purpose, we assess their performance, in both comparative and absolute terms, by comparing their

predicttons with observed data for the observataons taken after the completmn of expansion

projects. We focus on post-completaon observations because ~t is for these years that we will need

to predict traffic for the counterfactual scenario m wtuch the capacity expansions dld not occur

In t~h~s and subsequent sectaons, we confine our attention to the daily traffic models, for

two reasons. Ftrst, daily traffic is more directly relevant to the objectives of this research. Second,

we ha’, e more confidence in the dmly traffic data.
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The level model prechcts daiiy traffic volumes dtrectly. To use the growth model to

prechct such volumes, the traffic level one year after project completaon is used as the basis for

prechcting traffic four years after compleuon. Tiffs prediction is then used as the basxs for

preclacting traffic seven years after completion, and so on. Thus, traffic volume predictions from

the growth model are available beginning in the fourth year after project completaon.

We assess the performance of the models, first, by companng pre&cted and observed

traffic levels for selected individual segments, and second, by calculatang standard errors and

biases of the model prechctmns for the set of segments as a whole. Figures 3-4 to 3-9 show the

individual comparisons for six sections, chosen quasi-randomly as those whose arbltranly

assigned section numbers are muitaples of three These plots reveal that model performance vanes

widely. Segments 6, 12, and 18 have qmte good fits, wlth the leveI models outperforming the

growth model m the latter of these. Segments 3 and 9 show somewhat wider daspantms between

prechctaons and observations, wlth significant overpredictmn m the case of Segment 3 and

underprechction for Segment 6. In both instances, the disparity is w~der m the later years. Finally,

the models are wldeIy inaccurate for the later years m the case of Segment 15, the traffic counts

for which are puzzlmgly errauc.

Table 3-4 summarizes the aggregate performance of each model, by year since expansion

completmn. Two measures are presented. The standard error is the route mean square of the

predicUon error divided by the mean pre&cUon value. The bias is the mean sxgned pre&cuon

error, also divided by the mean predicUon value. Thus, for observauons four years after project

compIeUon, the growth model has a standard error of 16 per cent, and a bins of +2 per cent.

The standard errors of the models are m the 10-15 per cent range for the fn’st decade after

project completion, increasing to 20-30 per cent m the second decade. These substantial errors

demonstrate that none of the models can predict traffic on mdavldual road segments following

a capacity expansion very accurately. Bmses, or, the other hand, are much lower, implying that

the models accurately pre&ct total traffic across the segments on a year-by-year basis For all

models, predictions for total traffic are wxthin 5 per cent of observed values for years 4 and 7

after the improvement, and within 4 per cent for years 13 and 15 after the improvement. The

models perform least well for years 10 and 19, with errors as high as 6 per cent in the former

year and approaching 10 per cent -- based on just three observaUons -- m the latter. The models
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exhibit a consistent tendency to slightly overpredict traffic for the first decade after expansion

and underpredlct it for the second decade. These results suggest that roughly I0 years after a

capamty expansion, there is an increase m traffic that none of our models adequately explains

Referring to the individual segment results shown in Figures 3-4 to 3-9, evidence of such an

Increase is seen for Segments 3 (Figure 3-4), 9 (Figure 3-6), 15 (Figure 3-8), and I8 (Figure 

Furthel research is needed to verify and explain this phenomenon.

Comparing the performance of the different models, the level models have virtually

identic~d standard errors for any gwen year. Standard errors of the growth model predictions are

somewhat higher than the level models for years 4, 7, and 16, and roughly the same for the other

years. With regard to bias values, the level models with cy=0.05 and 0.20 are consistently better

than the others for years 4, 7, 10, and 13, while the growth model performs best for years 16 and

19.

3.6 Eslhnates of Induced Traffic from Capacity Expansion

We use each of the four models to estimate the reduced traffic from the 18 capacity

expansion projects. To do tins, we use the models to esttmate the dmly traffic on each segment,

both with and without the capacity expansmn, for the tame penods 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, and 19 years

after the expansmn occurred. By companng estunated traffic under the expansion and no-

expanse, on scenarios, we estimate the traffic inducement from expansmn, for each of the years

considered

There is a difficulty in making these calculations for the growth model. The problem Is

that this model apphes only to periods when the capacity at the beglrmmg of the penod is the

same as the capacity at the end of the period. Suppose the capacity of a roadway is Increased at

time t=0. We cannot use the growth model to predict the growth m traffic from t=-I to t=l. In

order to estimate reduced traffic using the growth model, we must assume that traffic at t=l

would be the same with or without the capacity Increase, and then simulate traffic growth

thereafter with and without the added capamty. If in fact traffic at t=l is higher as a result of the

capaclVy expansion, then tins calculatmn method will underestimate induced traffic dunng the first

years after the expansmn. The magnitude of the underestamate will, however, decline over t~me,
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since the higher baseline traffic value will increase the impact of the capacity expansion on traffic

growth.

Although the calculatlons are made on a segment by segment basls, the results of the last

section mdlcate that results for any spemfic segment are not very rehable. Since the models are

fmrly accurate m prechctmg aggregate traffic over all segments, the aggregate esUmates of

induced traffic are much more crechble. The aggregate results reflect the average response of

traffic level to capacity increase, taken over a representative sample of road wldemng

projects.

We agmn use traffic-capacity elasticity, eqo(t), as our measure of reduced traffic. For each

model and year, we calculate th~s value as

Where"

is the traffic on segment 1 in year t assuming the capacity expansmn at t=0,
is the traffic on segment t m year t assunung no capacity expansion;
is the capacity on segment 1 after the capacity expansmn;
is the capacity on segment i prior to the capacity expansmn.

Table 3-5 gives the elasUcity results for each model and specified year after project

completion. For example, the f~rst entry on the table indicates that, according to the growth

model, a 1 per cent increase in capacity will, on average, result in a 0.08 per cent increase in

daily traffic on the improved segment four years later

The growth model yields a year 4 elasticity esUmate well below those obtained from the

traffic level models. This chspm’ity results from the problem described above -- namely, that this

estimate neglects any reduced traffic that matenahzes up to the first year after project completion.

Setung the growth model estxmate aside, the other three models suggest an elasUclty for year 4

in the 0.15-0.3 range.
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The growth model elastimties rapidly "catch up" wlth those of the level models,

surpassing them by year 16. Tins pattern of rapidly increasing elastimties reflects the fact that

the growth model predicts reduced traffic to be greatest in cases where the additional capacity

has the greatest ~mpact on the available capacity, 1-Q/C. The impact is greatest when, in the

absence of the new capamty, the traffic on the roadway would have been reaching its tirmt This

may be some years after the expanslon, depending on the levei of traffic at the time of its

compleuom

Between years 10 and 16, three of the four models y~eld compaUble elasUclty esumates.

These are in the range 0.3-0.4 for year 10. In year 13, all three estimates converge to 0 4, while

in year 16 the range becomes 0 4-0.6. The one "chssenting" model for these years is the traffic

leveI model with c=0.05, wbach ymlds an elasticity of about 0.2 throughout this period (and

indeed for the enUre period covered m the table). There are several justificaUons for discounting

the results from this model. Fu’st, ~ts ~ value was chosen as the lower extreme of the range that

yield models that adequately fit the data. Second, such a law a value is implausible, since it

lmphes an extremely protracted adjustment process.4 Finally, the long run elasticity for this

model is over 1 -- implausibly high since this implies that a capacity, increase ulumately results

in a higher volume-capacity rauo.

In sum, despite the substanUal variation in elasticlty estimates shown in Table 3-5, there

are good reasons for dlscountmg many of the outlying values. When this Is done, a credible range

of eq~(t) can be identified for values of t up to 16 years. This range is 0.2-0.3 for t=4 years, 0.3-

0.4 for t=10 years, and 0.4-0.6 for t=16 years. The models do not ymld a consistent result for

higher t values, reflecUng the lack of empirical observations in this domain. Nor as there a

consistent estmaate of how eqc(t) changes with time. The growth model portrays the elasumty

growing markedly even 10 years after the capacity expansmn is completed, white the level

models suggest a much slower pace of adjustment after the first few years.

~fhe length of the adjustment process can measured as the value of ¼, defined by the equauon eqo(t,,0=e~(~,,)/2
For the model with ~---0 75, ~/~ ~s about 2 years, whale for the g=O 2 model it is approximately 15 years For the
model w~th ~=0 05 on the other hand, t~ is about 50,9f30 years~
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3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have investtgated how expandang the capaclty of an urban highway

affects the level of traffic on that haghway. Using traffic count data from 18 segments that have

undergone such expansions, all located withan urban countaes in California, we have sought

genera] relatlonstups charactertzing tins effect We recogmze that the traffic inducing impact of

a given project will depend on many pamcular features not considered here. These m&vidual

&fferences ought not, however, discourage the search for broad generahzations.

Our analysis has produced three concluswe results. The first is that capacity expanslon

does reduce traffic on the expanded facihty Second, thls effect occurs over an extended period

-- at least one decade and quite posslbly two. Tim:d, even after two decades, eqc Is well below 1,

implying that expanding the capacity of an urban haghway normally leads to a long term

reduction m Its volume-capaclty ratio. Thus, a capaclty expanslon is likely Improve level of

servxce on the expanded facihty for an extended period, although perhaps not indefinitely.

Despate these points of convergence, we have found different models with contrasting

lmphcatlons fit the data used m our analysis. A traffic level model that amphes a low long run

eIastlclty and rapid ad3ustment fits the data roughly as well one with a bdgh long run elastacity

and slow ad3ustment. A growth model that portrays acceleratang traffic gains some ten years after

a capacity expansion performs nearly as well as traffic level models in wbach such gains have

slowed markedly by that tune. These uncertamt~es reflect variability m the data, wbach in turn

derive from the fact that the traffic inducement unpacts of adding capacity chffer from segment

to segment. In this respect, our results are consistent with the w~de range of traffic inducement

impacts found in previous research, discussed m Chapter 2.

More data and better models would allow a much richer portrayal of the traffic inducing

effects of ~ghway capacity expansion. Annual traffic counts, as opposed to the m-annual figures

available for tins study, would allow time series models for individual segments to be developed.

More general model specificattons that are compatible w~th the assumptaons of both the traffic

level and traffic growth models would allow a more complete picture of how induced traffic

grows folIowmg a capacity expansion. Together, these enhancements would enable us to

accurately characterize the traffic inducing Impacts of specific projects, and to relate these

impacts; to roadway and project attributes. Such results could enable us to make reliable,
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empirmally grounded, estimates of how a specffic expansion project will affect future traffic. This

would greatIy improve our ability to make reahstic environmental and econormc assessments.
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Chapter 4:

Freeway Expansion and Land Development: An Empirical
Analysis of Transportation Corridors

4.1 Introduction

Freeways as part of a region’s transportation infrastructure can, together with other

factors, influence locataon choices and development decisions involving residential, commercial,

and mdusmal development. The network of roads and lughways provides a means for access for

workers and materials as well as a way for dlstnbutang products and services. Greater access not

only lowers the costs of transportation and transactions but also increases the supply of many

resources. For example, more land of a given type is available, a larger labor force from. which

employers may select is accessible, and a broader set of supphers is at hand. Therefore, an

mvest~tent in highway infrastructure can have a variety of land use outcomes depending upon

winch of the above factors have been affected and whether they are important. The impact will

also vazy with the nature of the investment. For example, if a new freeway is built where none

existed previously, we might expect both the type and magmtude of impact to differ from cases

m winch capaclty of an exxstmg facihty is expanded. The impacts of enhancements to radial and

cxrcumA’erentml routes may also differ.

There is a s~able literature concerning transportauon investment impacts on land use, land

values, development acUwty, social and community variables, and local and regional econormes.

The stuches have been carried out m a number of different commumtaes m the U.S. and have

used several chfferent evaluataon methodologies. There, however, is a paucity of work with a

solid analytical bas~s or that employs staustacal models that can dxsfingmsh among the various

effects on the variables of interest. Much of the literature uses a case study format that is inghly

descnplave and yields anecdotal informataon. In the end such stuches are often inconclusive

concerning the e×lstence of linkages, and invariably so with regard to then" magmtude. Also, the

hterature has faded to chstmgulsh between the building of a new road where none had existed

prevxously and expanding the capaclty of an existing facihty.
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To fully assess the impact of a lzaghway improvement it is necessary to address the

following four quesUons: (1) what effects chd the investment have on populataon, employment,

trade, travel and environmental variables, and residential mobihty? (2) why did the effects occur,

m other words, what was the mechamsm through which the investment affected the other

variables? (3) who was affected? and (4) how could the effects be managed in order to obtain

the mammum benefits possible or ensure the desired objectaves are reahzed?

In the absence of the capacity enhancement locataon declsions and the rate of development

across a region will be determined by market condmons combined with the land use planmng

and process environment Development and changes in land use will respond to a combination

of forces including population trends, income growth, interest rates, zoning approvals, and

planning decisions. Consequently, there will be some flow of 1and from one type of use to

another. If a transportaUon enhancement ~s undertaken, such as adding capacity to an existing

freeway, tNs flow may change If, for example, the added capacity makes a particular parcel of

land more accessible or reduces congestion and thereby decreases travel Ume, the value of the

property along with the type and intenslt 3, of land use may respond. The consequence of the

investment may be adchtaonal net development or alteratmn of its Ummg° This is Illustrated m

Figure 4-1 m whach some rate of land development (mcIuding the net addiUon to total developed

land and the net increase m development mtenslty) is mchcated by three alternative lines marked

path 1, path 2, and path 3. The figure illustrates land development occurring at some pace over

Ume. Suppose a capacity enhancement takes place at some point m time. The addiUon to

infrastructure may affect land development and may do so m chfferent ways] Path 1 represents

a case in which land development is temporarily accelerated, but without a net Iong-run impact

m the amount of development. In paths 2 and 3 there is both an accelerataon and a net increase

m development; m the former the acceleration ~s gradual and temporary, and the net increase is

shght, while in the latter the impact is more sudden, stronger, and longer lasting. The paths are

likely to be chfferent for different land uses.

1Land use may not be affected m whach case the path would be horizontal
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There is a consensus in the hteramre that while growth and development will be hmited

without adequate transportatlon capacity, transportation investment m and of itself is not a

sufficient conchtmn for growth and development; see, for example, Payne-Maxxe (1980). A key

fmchng consistent across much of the literature :s that capacity investments will have some site-

specific effects but that primarily they serve to redistribute econormc actlv:ty e:ther (or both)

temporally, shifting development forward in time, or spatially, shffang the locaUon of

development from one point to another. It is also w:dely held that addmonal capacity will

marginally increase the growth rate of growing areas, but :s generally not suffiment to change

an undesirable investment area into a destrable one

Land use as governed by the demand for land, the available supply, and the restnctmns,

such as zomng, placed on use by government. The use of land for housing w~I1 be affected by

the trade-off between people’s desire for more land for hous:ng and thmr chstaste for commuting.

According to the standard (and admattedly oversunphfied) theo~, household will locate where

the reductaon in housing costs are just offset by the adchtmnal cost for commuting to

oppormmties.2 As access becomes more &fficult, people will try to lower theJ.r access costs by

moving closer to their primary destinatmn - generally the:r work location. People, for example,

may start out m aa urban area hwng in the suburbs because they have a bagh preference for more

land and housing and access to work is relaUvely high. As traffic and congestaon bmlds, access

costs rise and households may seek to move closer to work and be wilhng to pay more for

housing in order to reduce access costs. This will increase the demand for more dense housing

or multi-family housing and decrease, relatively, the demand for single family homes. Land use

will change when the rate of return m alternaUve use ~s adequate to justify a transfer. For

example, land closer to employment centers, m an estabhshed urban area, may shift from single

family homes to multa-family dwellings ff there is an excess demand for land with lower

commuting costs and/or ff the land ~s made more accessible vxa an investment m transit or

automobile infrastructure

20ppormnmes include work, shopping, recreauon, and v:s~Ung friends and relalaves
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As rent or the return to land changes the use to which partacular parcels of land are put

also changes. Land holders at the fringe will adjust the amount of land winch is being held m

mventory for furore development This means that m the absence of any investment in road

capacity there would be some rate of inventory adjustment. A transportataon investment may alter

tins rate. Similarly, the rent to land is determined m land markets by demand and supply The

demand for land will be deterrmned by its ablhty to be productive or to generate utility. If land

rent is "too high" relative to current use, ~t must be made-more productive or made to yleld more

utihty. Both of these may be accomphshed by increasing the density of land use Thus, for

example, we may see more of a upping of land from single fatmly residentaal to multa-farmly

dwelhrtgs as a result of a transportation capacity improvement.

As an example, consider the consequences of adchng a lane to an exastmg facihty m a

given Lwban comdor where population growth or m-nugration are held constant for the moment.

With the expanded Iane capacity housing beyond the locataon of the investment becomes

relative, ly more valuable since the cost of the commute has increased. Since it is more valuable,

households will increase thetr bids. Rents will rise and the boundary of the urban area will

expand Rents close to the employment center will fall since these locations will become less

valuable relative to other locatmns m the region, so households will be wtlhng to bid less for

them l:f we now take account of the fact that these types of investment are takang place m a

dynamJtc urban environment, the conclusmns are not substanUvely altered. The increase m

demand for land and housing closer to the city center wilt be relatively less wlth the

transportation investment than without it. Land values near the center may" sttI1 rise but part of

the increase may now be diverted to those parcels which are made relatively more attracuve

because of their greater accesslbdlty resulting from the capacity expansion.

G-riggs (1983) and Palmquist (1981) both found that capacity investments such as 

interchanges and roadway expansion affect property value apprecmtaon Netting out the

extemahty of increased noise, property value apprecmUon was approxamately 15 per cent. Such

apprecJataon means that developers wall desire to use less land and more capital to create a given

amount of building space. Thus, the effect is to shift the land use from low to Ingh denslty.

Additions to road capaclty may catalyze such changes. They wilI not, however, cause land for

which there was no demand prior to the expansion to suddenly become valuable. The evidence
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Is that income generating properties such as retail space, office buildings, and mulUple farmly

dwellings may be affected by capacity investments or adchUons (Payne-Marae, 1980). However,

the level of development will depend, for the most part, upon a combmauon of econormc,

financial and land supply variables. TransportaUon investments enhance tlus process, but they do

not create it.

In tins study we mvesugate land use impacts of highway capacity expansion projects in

several comdors, all located m California’s four largest urban areas. Our interest as m

deterrmning whether, controlhng for other factors, the expansxon had a significant effect upon

land use in the comdors served by the expanded roadway Section 4°2 prowdes a descnptmn of

the analyUcal framework used in the research. SecUon 4°3 contrans a description of the variables

used in the staUsUcal analysis and the areas from winch the data were collected. Summary

statistics are used to provide a picture of the overall growth trends m each area. Section 4.4

presents an exploratory analys~s of development impacts from road capacity expansion, based on

simple graphical techniques, and argues that thxs mchcates the need for more rigorous stausucal

analysis. Section 4.5 documents the procedure for this analys~s, and SecUon 4.6 discusses ~ts

results. A summary and conclusmn are contained m Secuon 4.7.

4.2 Analytical Framework

Our approach in this research is to develop an analytical framework through winch the

impact of capacity enhancement projects can be staUst~cally evaluated using empirical data. To

meet this objective, it is important to have sufficient variation in the data. This is accomphshed

by creating a "panel" of corridors in winch highway capacity expansmns have occurred. The

"panel" includes a number of corridors wlth a large number of years of informatmn for each This

enables us to detect significant, generahzable, land use changes arising from completion of a

capacity enhancement project° Furthermore, by having a number of chfferent projects included

m the data, we avoided dravcmg conclusions based on one or two projects that maght involve

unique cxrcumstances. The projects we selected reflected the broad set of ctrcumstances that exist

in Califomm, as opposed to one geograpluc or urban area

Different types of land use changes, including resldential, commercial, and industrial

development, are considered. Much of the prevmus literature has focussed upon one type of land
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use when examining the outcome of a new highway facihty or a capacity enhancement project.

We want to ascertmn whether one type of land use is affected more than, or m a different way

from, another

In order to empirically mvestagate the land use consequences of a capacity enhancement

project, a broad set of data is needed. First, an accurate representation of the land development

actlvity before and after the project is necessary. Second, we require demographlc,

socio-econormc, and financial variables that can affect land use, so we can be confident that any

measured impact of a capaclty expansion Is not m fact capturing the influence of other, excluded,

variables.

Development acuvlty m an urban region Is subject to both local and regional Influences.

For ex:maple, growth in single family homes in Contra Costa county may result from housing

demand associated wlth econormc actlvlty in downtown San Francisco, rather than a recently

completed capacity enhancement project in a comdor in Contra Costa Therefore, the mformauon

contained in corridor data is partly reflecting what is occurring at the broader regional level and

partly due to what is happening m the corridor. It is thus Lmportant to distinguish and controi for

these broader regnonal Influences by normahzing the variables used in the empnfcal examanataon

This is explained in greater detail below.

4.3 Data Description: Variables and Geographic Study Areas

Our analysis is based on a set of comdors located in the four largest urban areas in

California. There were many capacity enhancement projects in these regions in the past two

decades. Projects are selected from an annual publication from Caltrans entitled State Hi~

Program, Financial Statements and Statistacal Reports which provided the size, cost, and date of

completion of projects. The single most important cntexSon m setectmg a project for inclusion

m the data set is that It be a capacity enhancement of a controlled access radml artery, completed

between 1970 and 1985.3 These years are selected so that mformatmn covering a sufficient

period on either side of the project completion date is available. Once the projects are chosen,

3One project m the Los Angeles area had a second phase completed in 1988
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the communitaes most darectly impacted by them are ldent~fied. Any corcgrmmty located m the

affected corridor, and whose route to the central city of the regmn would normally include the

expanded road sectaon, is chosen.

All corridors are located in one four major metropohtan regmns of Cahfornm: the San

Franmsco Bay Area (9 countms); Sacramento (6 counUes), Los Angeles-Long Beach (3 countms),

and San Diego (1 county). Over the past three decades all of these areas have experienced high

rates of growth. They have also had a slgmficant amount of investment in highway infrastructure

m the past twenty to thirty years. Three of the corridors are m the Bay Area, one m Sacramento,

and m’o each m Los Angeles and San Dingo. The comdors are identified and described m Table

4-1 Note that m four of the eight cases more than one capacity expansion occurred over the

study period. Tins comphcated the analysls, since for years after the second expansmn the

impacts of both expansions must be consadered. Our procedure for doing this is d~scussed below.

A preliminary examinataon of data for the four regmns prowdes some insight into the

differences m their sizes and growth trends. These data are plotted in F~gures 4-2 and 4-3, where

populaUon growth and income growth, respectively, are illustrated. The San Francisco,

Sacramento and San Dingo areas all have sxmflar trends in poputataon growth. All three

experienced a steady increase m populatmn m the early 1980s that has since slowed. Los

Angeles, on the other hand, expanded throughout the 1970s and 1980s, with a remarkable surge

m populatmn after 1980. Trends in income growth are more vaned. Los Angeles is again the

leader m both size and variabihty. Income growth has trended upward with slight dips in 1971,

1975 and 1982, all years of nataonal recession Los Angeles has a clramaUc income increase after

1982, wlth a growth rate far exceechng any prevlous period or any of the other regmns. San

Francisco seems to have a steadier income growth than Los Angetes w~th only shght decreases

from the trend m the recession years, w~th the exceptaon of 1982 In further contrast, San

Franmsco’s income growth after 1982 is only margmal!y stonger than the prevmus trend° San

Dingo and Sacramento both have relatively smooth income trends over time; the s~gmficant

presence of government expenchture m thetr economic base may explain this. San Diego seems

to have suffered a sigmficant downturn an t987 but has recovered m subsequent years.

As noted above, the data set consists of exght corridors in the four regions. It is intended

to support a reasonable empirical test of the null hypothes~s that "baghway capaclty enhancements
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Table 4-1.

Study Comdors

Year
No Route Improved Segment Region Crees Affected Completed

1 1-580 Dubhn to San San Francisco Castro-Valley, 1978 &
Leandro Dubhn, Lavermore, 1988

Pleasanton &
San-Leandro

2 1-680 Walnut Creek to San Walnut Creek 1974
San-Ramon Francisco

3 SH-I01 GG Bndge to San Francisco Mall Valley, 1975
Pdchardson Bndge Larkspur & Corte

Madera

4 1-80 Auburn to Rosevllle Sacramento Auburn, Loomls, 1977
Rocldm &
Rosevalle

5 SH-101 Oxnard to Thousand Los Angeles Camanllo, Oxnard, 1975&1988
Oaks Port Hueneme,

Thousand Oaks &
Ventura

6 I-5 San-Juan-Cap:strano Los Angeles San-fuan-Caplstran 1973&1982
to San-Clemente o & San-Clemente

7 1-15 San-Marcos to San Diego Escondldo, Poway 1977&1982
Maramar & San-Marcos

8 I-5 Chula-V1sta to San Diego Chula-Vasta, 1973
Imperial-Beach Nauonal-City &

Impenal-Clty
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have no effect on land use." Farst, the number of projects exceeds the number of regions m order

to insure that the results are robust and not umque to a pamcular project, corridor, or regaon.

Second, to dastmguish the ampact of the capacity enhancement from the effect of factors

influencing the region as a whote, dependent and independent variables for the study comdors

are no~raahzed by their values for the regmn. For example, the income in the corridor is

normahzed by daviding at by the income level for the reglon. All dependent variables are also

normalized m tills way.

Several dependent variables are used as to explore the Impact of capacaty enhancements

on land’ use. AII are based on building perrmt activity, data for wNch are available at the city

level from the UoS. Census. Resldentaal permit actavity as measured m terms of the number of

housing umts for winch penmts were granted. Commercaal and industrial permit actavlty as

quantified based on cost of perrmtted constructmn. Note that these variables are all flow variables

that measure the rate of development. For example, one dependent variable employed in the

analysis is the growth m single famaly homes as measured by the number of such umts for winch

building permits issued m a given year. Tins variable measures the additaon to the emstmg stock

of single farmly homes each year rather than the total number of such homes.

Thus, after normahzing for regmnal trends, the four dependent variables are:

1. annual permits issued for single family umts m the comdor/
annual permits issued for single family units in the regmn;

2. annual permits issued for multa-family units m the comdor/
annual permits issued for multi-famdy units m the regmn;

3. annual total cost of permitted commercial constructmn xn the corndor/
annual total cost of permitted commerclal constructaon m the regmn;

4. ,annual total cost of permitted indusmai constructaon m the comdor/
.annual total cost of permatted industrial construction m the region.

The set of independent varmbles form several groups and encompass reformation on

socm-economic variables such as income and population, transportataon mformatmn such as

tranmt expenchtures and the status of the expansmn projects (whether they are complete, and, ff

so, for how long), and planmng variables such as the "available population capacity" of the

regaon. The socm-economlc variables included as independent variables were population (obtained
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from the California Statisucal Abstract), total personal income (from the U.S. Census Current

Population Reports), gasohne price index (from the Califorma Stat~sucal Abstract), construction

cost index (from the Engineenng News Record), and the "avealable population capacity" as

measured by the difference m the populataon predicted by planners (obtmned from the varlous

regmnal planning agencies) for the region for the year 2001 and the current populationJ Where

appropriate the comdor varmbles are normalized by regmnal vamables.

The group of transportaUon variables include transit expenditure mformataon and

compleUon dates for the capacity enhancement project. The transit expenditure variable, defined

as the sum of local transportation fund (TDA), federal, state, and local capital grants and

non-governmental donataons, controls for the nnpact of these expenchtures on land use changes,

but is found to be statastlcally inslgmficant. Also included within the transportaUon group of

variables are the key set of independent variables designed to measure the land use impact of the

expansion These include dummy variables used to identify when a project was completed: that

is, a variable is set to 1 for the year after a project was completed and for each subsequent year,

while for all other years it has the value 0. We also include a Ume variable equal to 0 m the year

the project was complete and incremented by 1 in each subsequent year. Thus, a project

completed m I985 would have a value for this variable of 0 m i985, 1 m 1986, 2 in 1987, 3 in

1988, 4 m 1989 and 5 in 1990. When warranted, the square of the Ume variable is also included.

Together, the expansmn completion dummy and the time varmble(s) define a fu’st or second order

polynomial m time since project complet~on designed to capture the dynarmcs of the land

development response to a road capacity increase.

Because of gaps m the data and changes m the composition of some of the urban

comdors area over the penod of analysis, the dummy variables DC 1 and DC2 are included m

the model. These vanables mchcate cases m which a new city was incorporated m a corridor

somettme during the analysis period. Correctmns are necessary m these cases because pernm data

for unincorporated areas are available only at the county level, so that perrmts m umncorporated

areas affected by the capacity expansmn cannot be counted.

4Populatmn densILy would have been a better measure for our purposes but not all crees m the sampIe had
projeclaons regardang their size
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Two addiuonal dummy variables, FREEZE and CAP, are used only for the 1-580 corridor

(Corridor 1 in Table 4-1) The City of Pleasanton placed a freeze on land development in 1972,

because of inadequate sewage treatment capacity. Tins event is reflected in the FREEZE vanableo

In 1976 Pleasanton received federal financial assistance for new sewage treatment faclhties, and

the city terminated the freeze but placed a 2 per cent lirmt on growth of residenual projects that

is still m effect. The years dttrmg which the hmit was in effect are indicated by the variable

CAP.

4.4 Graphical Analysis of Capacity Expansion Land Use Impacts

Before undertaking any regressions, we exatmne the data for each of the dependent

variables, disaggregatang the mformataon by comdor and region Stmply observing the cumulatlve

and annual values for the land use variables over time and correlatang them to the year of

compleUon of a capacity enhancement project provides a first pass at determining if there are any

lmpacls. Results for two of the eight corridors contained in the panel are presented below to

illustrate the approach.

Figures 4-4 and 4-5 illustrate cumulatave single family housing permit actlwt-y for the two

example corridors Figure 4-4 is based on an expansion of 1-580 m eastern Alameda county (part

of the San Francisco Bay Area) while Figure 4-5 is the same variable but for I-5 m the San

Diego area. To provide a plcture of what Is happening over tame to the total or cumulative value

of single family home pernuts, the value for each year Is added to the previous year, using 1966

as the base year. The difference m the values between 1966 and 1989 represents the total number

of pertmts for single family homes issued between these years. There are clear differences

between the 1-580 and I-5 areas. For 1-580 the growth of single family homes in the corridor

differs markedly from that in the region and there Is a dlscermble accelerataon m single family

housing construction after the completion of the capaclty enhancement project. However, this

acceleraUon also comcldes roughly with the lifting of the development freeze in tNs corridor in

1976. Thus the graph sheds httle light on the individual contnbutaons of these two events. For

I-5, the behavior in the corridor parallels that of the regmn with no apparent impact from

completaon of the capacity enhancement project. These differences are made clearer ff the annual

values for the single family home variables are graphed, as in Figures 4-6 and 4-7. It is evident
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in Figure 4-6 that the 1-580 corridor behaves quite differently than the region and that after

completmn of the capacity enhancement project, there is an increase in stogie famdy home permit

approvals relative to the region. The ewdence is different for I-5 wit5 the annual changes for the

corridor and region movmg together and no clear change after the capacity project is

completed.

In F~gures 4-8 and 4-10, the cumulauve and annual numbers of approved permits for

family homes are exhibited for the 1-580 comdor. From Figure 4-8, the behavior of the region

and comdor agmn appear qmte different, with a significant retaUve increase in the cumulatave

comdor permits after the capamty ad&tion. TI~s is also evident m Fagure 4-10 in wl~ch a_rmual

permits for multi-family homes are plotted As with single farmly homes there is an upward trend

after the year of completion and the increases for the corridor are larger than for the regmn, but

also as before the lifting of the development freeze precludes a defimtlve mterpretatmn. The

comparable figures for the I-5 area are contained m Figures 4-9 and 4-11. As in the case for

single family home approvals there Is httle mdicauon that the I-5 expansmn stimulated family

housing development. Indeed, at appears that pernut acUvlty in the corridor decreased relative to

the region after the expansmn.

Figures 4-12 and 4-13 dlustrate the cumulauve constructaon cost (m constant $) of non-

residential building permits -- both commercial and industrial -- for the 1-580 and I-5 corridors,

respectively. Annual permit levels are plotted m Figures 4-14 and 4-15. In this case, there is

ewdence of the expansion affecUng permit acUvlty on both corridors. However, the timing of the

Impacts appears to &ffer. In the case of 1-580, there is a prolonged acceleratmn in development,

extending at least through the first dozen years after expansmn. Non-resldenUal development m

the I-5 corridor increases dramatically during the first four years after the expansion. While the

pace continues to be bagh m years thereafter, this seems to result from a regional trend rather

than circumstances unique to Ne corridor.

Scanning these figures it becomes ewdent that they do not support defimuve conclusions

as to whether a capacity enhancement project has an impact on land development. From the

ewdence contained in these figures at sometimes does and sometames does not. Furthermore, even

when there appears to be a positive correlation between capaclty enhancement and pertmt

activl~, the net contribution of tlus event relative to other factors cannot be reachly discerned.
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For example, development constraints resulting from lack of sewage capacity may have

influenced activity on the 1-580 comdor as much or more than the haghway expansion dad. It is,

therefore, necessary to utti~ze a more powerful statistical technique that allows us to consider all

the influences mmultaneously and will yield test staUstics that measure the significance of the

influences.

4.5 Statistical Analysis of Land Use Impacts: Procedure

Regressions are estamated using ordinary least squares (OLS) for each of the dependent

varmbles described earlier. A number of different models and functaonal relations~ps are

mvestlgated and their statlstacal performance compared. All are estamated on the data described

above, which are organized into a "panel" -- a combmataon of cross-sectional and Ume series

data. The panel is created by stachng the data by region so the variables vary across regions as

well as over tame. Models could be estlmated separately for each region and tests for stat.tsncal

chfferences in coefficients across regions conducted. Our focus, however, is to examine the extent

to wbach freeway capacity expansion in general has a stalastically slgmficant impact on 1and use.

Therefore, the empmcal investigation concentrates on the entire set of data, using dummy

variables to control for persistent differences between corridors.

Several different functaonal forms, mcluding linear and log-linear models, and

combinations of variables are investigated StaUstacal testing clearly shows that the log-linear

model J s superior for all dependent variables. The preferred Iog-lmear model has the form:

where:

L~ is the land use variable for land use 1 in comdor k m year t (l= 1 for single
family housing, i=2 for family housing, i=3 for commercial development,
and 1--4 for mdustnal development);
are continuous independent variables;
are dummy variables;
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Cm/~

At,~

are capacity expansion dummy variables (m=l for the fn’st expansion and
m=2 for the second expansion);
xs the mayamum of the number of years since completion of capacxty
expansion m and 0;
are parameters to be estmaated;
is an error term assumed to be normally, identacally, and independently
distributed

Four different dependent vanables are used in the empirical analysis. Two are related to

residential land use, one to commercial land use, and the other to industrial land use The

residential variables are the annual number of single farmly housing umts for which permits were

granted m year t for comdor k and the annual number of permltted multi-family housing umts

m year t for corridor k. The cormmerclal land use variable is (real) dollar cost of commercial

construction for winch permits were granted m year t m comdor k and the industrial land use

variable is the (real) dollar cost of permitted industrial construction m year t m corridor k. The

cost of new constructaon Is used as a proxy smce physmaI measures (such as floor area) are not

avzalable for non-res~dennal development. The constructaon cost measures the extent of new

commercial (or industrial) actlwty and is correlated with the amount of land devoted to that

purpose as well as the intensity of development. The dependent variables are normalized by

daviding through each of the comdor values by the corresponding value of the varlable for the

entire region m order to control for factors -- such as macroeconomic variables -- expected to

exert a regionwlde influence on development acnvity.

The coefficients of primary interest m the model are the ?zmuo These coefficients specify

a polynormal of degree N m At that characterizes the impact of the ruth capacity expansion m

a corridor (m=l or 2) on the ~th type of land use (1=1,2,3, or 4). Consider, for example, 

coefficient 3’110- Tins coefficient pertains to the tmpact of an lmtial capacity expansion (re=l) 

single family housing (i=1). Furthermore, since n--0, the coefficient measures a shift in permit

actlwty that occurs just after the expansion occurs and remmns constant through time. Simtlarly,

the coefficient ’Y211 pertzans to the impact of an imtaal capacity expansion (m=l) on muln-family

housing development (i=2). In tins case, n=l, so the mapact is one whose magmmde (whether

positive or negative) increases linearly with tame since complenon of the expansion project (At).

In theory, a polynonual of sufficmnt order can closely approximate any "well-behaved" dynamic
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response of a land use variable to a capacity expansion. In practice, we found statistically

significant coefficlents only for n=0,1, and (in the case of commerclal development only) 2. Tlus

does not mean that responses are in fact characterized by first (or second) order polynomaals, but

rather that the mformataon available is sufficlent to esttmate only a f~st (or second) order

apprommatlon of the "true" response.

A number of the independent variables m our model are haghly correlated. Rather than

run large numbers of regressmns with different combinations of variables and select the "best"

one m some ad hoc way, we use principal components analysls to select the subset of variables

to be included m the regressions. Pnncxpal components xs a multivariate statlsticaI techmque that

analyzes mtercorrelations among variables; how variables jointly "hang together.’’5 The goal of

pnnclpal components is to summarize a multivariate data set m a small number of components

thereby ehrmnat.kug varmbles whose contribution to the explanation of the variauon is negligible.

This was, therefore, a useful techruque to screen our large set of independent vanables and

choose a subset for the subsequent regressions.

4.6 Statistical Analysis of Land Use Impacts: Results

The results of four regresslons are reported below m Tables 4-2 through 4-6; one for each

of the iour dependent variables. Table 4-2 contains the results for single family housing permits

(1=1). "[’he regressmn equation fits well, m a statistical sense, explaining 82 per cent of the

variaUon in the dependent variable based on the adjusted R2 statisrac. As m most of the models,

the response is approximated by a fn’st order polynonual m At -- higher order terms are

statistic ally insigmficant.

Our prmaary interest is m the q? coefficients since these characterize the impact of capacity

expansion on development activity. However, it is useful to briefly discuss the results for some

of the other variables m the regressmn equation. A few variables are not statastically slgmficant

including three of the corridor dummaes, the population capacity variable, PCAP, the relative

SPnnclpal components differs from regression in that regressmn Is concerned v~th pre&ctxon
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Table 4-2.
Dependent Variable: Corridor Share of Single Farmly Housing Penmts (Housing Umts)

OLS STANDARD ASSOCIATED
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR T STATISTIC VARIABLE

-6 60 2 84 -2 32 Constant for Single Famaiy Housing

~II 051 0 32 i 61 Dummy variable Comdor 1

-0 74 042 -1 761 Dummy variable Comdor 2

0~13 -1 88 0 56 -3 351 Dummy varmble Comdor 3

-0 36 0 43 -0 85i Dummy variable Corridor 4

13£15 -0 33 0.52 -0 63] Dummy variable Comdor 5

i Cfq6 -1 49 0 45 -3 34! Dummy vanable Comdor 6

I(%17 -0 45 025 -i 78] Dummy variable Comdor 7

O~18 0.00 - Dummy variable Corndor 8 (Forced to 0)

033 0 24 1 341Populauon Capacity

~IOPR -0 52 0 26 -2 04 Gasohne Price Index

~IINC 0 19 0 15 1 26 Income m Comdor/Income m Regmn

~IDCl 0 84 021 3 901 First City incorporataon Dummy

003 0 21 0 14 Second C~ty IncorportaUon Dummy

~IFRZ -0 94 0 26 -3 56 1-580 Development Freeze Dummy

~ICAP -0 80 0.29 -2 7511-580 Development Cap Dummy

~110 0 40 0 14! 2 83 Dummy for Years after Farst Capacaty
Expansmn

!%~0 04O 0 20 1 98 Dummy for Years after Second Capacaty
Expansmn

-0 O4 0.02 -2 54 Number of Years after First Capacity
Expanmon (0 if before)

~121 0 05 0 03 1 68 Number of Years after Second Capaclty
Expansmn (0 if before)

Number of Observatmns 192
Adjusted R2 = 81
Standard Error = 0.54
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Table 4-3
Dependent Variable: Comdor Share of Multi-family Housing Permits (Housing Units)

OLS STANDARD ASSOCIATED
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR T STATISTIC VARIABLE

-6 15 408 -1 51 Constant for Multa-farmly Housing

(Z21 -102 0 45 -2 25 Dummy variable Comdor I

az~ -0 50 061 0 83 Dummy vanabte Comdor 2

-i 70 0 80 -2 11 Dummy variable Comdor 3

-I 60 062 -2 58 Dummy vanabte Comdor 4

~z5 -1 49 0 75 -1 98 Dummy variable Comdor 5

J~6 -3 30 O64 -5 17 Dummy variable Comdor 6

oh7 -0 86 0 36 -2 38 Dummy variable Comdor 7

0 O0 -- Dummy variable Comdor 8 (Forced to 0)

032 035 0 92 Populauon Capacxty

~2OPR -0 83 0 37 -2 25 Gasohne Price Index

~2iNC 0 07 0 22 0 34 Income m Corridor/Income m Region

079 031 2 57 First C,ty Incorporatton Dummy

-0 06 0 30 -0 21 Second City Incorportalaon Dummy

~)’2FRZ 0121 038 0 31 1-580 Development Freeze Dummy

~2CAP -0 33 0 42 -0 78 1-580 Development Cap Dummy

~210 0 45 0 20 2 21 Dummy for Years after First Capaclty
Expanmon

7~ 0 09 029 0 30 Dummy for Years after Second Capacity
Expansion

~211 -0 08 0 02 -3 17 Number of Years after First Capacity
Expansion (0 if before)

~22I 0 17 O04 3 79 Number of Years after Second Capacity
Expanmon (0 if before)

Number of Observations 192
Adjusted R2 = 67
Standard Error = 0 74
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Table 4-4.
Dependent Variable: Comdor Share of Commercial Building Permits

(Cost of ConstrucUon)

OLS STANDARD ASSOCIATED
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR T STATISTIC VARIABLE

z~ -4 09 4 50 -0 91 Constant for Commercaal Development

531 -1.34 0 52 -2 58 Dummy vanable Comdor 1

0~32 -I 69 0 60 -2 81 Dummy variable Comdor 2

C~33 -2 55 0 78 -3 23 Dummy variable Comdor 3

-0 91 0 63 -1 45 Dummy vanabte Comdor 4

(~35 -1 46 0 77 -1 88 Dummy vmable Comdor 5

~36 -3 93 O74 -5 30 Dummy varmble Comdor 6

~37 -0.12 051 -0 23 Dummy variable Corridor 7

~8 0 00 -- Dummy variable Comdor 8 (Forced to O)

~3FCAP -0 02 0 38 -0 05 Popuiauon Capacity

~3C~R -0 O4 04I -0 10 Gasohne Price Index

~3tNC -0 11 0 22 -0 51 hncome m Comdor/Income m Regmn

058 0 46 1 23 First C~ty Incortmratmn Dummy

~3DC2 -0 33 03i -1 05 Second City Incorportataon Dummy

~FRZ 0 96 O45 2 11:1-580 Development Freeze Dummy

~’3CAP 0 46 044 1 0411-580 Development Cap Dummy

~310 059 0 22 2 70! Dummy for Years after First Capacity
Expansmn

..

~¢37,0 -0 45 0 33 -1 35 Dummy for Years after Second Capaclty
Expansmn

~311 0 15 0 02 -2 54 Number of Years after F~rst Capacity
Expansion (0 if before)

~321 0 05 003 1 68 Number of Years after Second Capacity
Expansmn (0 ff before)

~312 -0 01 0 003 -2 31 Number of Years after Second Capacity
Expansmn, Squared (0 if before)

~322 -0 O1 0 0O9 -1 26 Number of Years after Second Capacaty
Expansmn, Squared (0 if before)

Number of Observanons 168
Adjusted R2 = 74
Standard Error = 0 74
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Table 4-5.
Dependent Variable: Comdor Share of Industrial Bmlding Penmts (Cost of Construction)

OLS STANDARD ASSOCIATED
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR T STATISTIC VARIABLE

-475 6 72 -0 71 Constant for Industrial Development

0~41 0 29; 0 73 0 40 Dummy variable Comdor 1

~2 -451 0 98 -4 57 Dummy variable Comdor 2

0~43 -3 71 1 17 -3 17 Dummy variable Comdor 3

~44 -1 42 0 89 -1 59 Dummy variable Comdor 4

(~45 -0 14 1 07 -0 12 Dummy vanable Comdor 5

~6 -3 20 1 O1 -3 20 Dummy variable Comdor 6

~7 I 82 0 69 2 64 Dummy variable Corridor 7

IX48 0 00 -- Dummy variable Comdor 8 (Forced to 0)

~4PCAP 0 06 0 57 0 11 Populanon Capacity

[~4GPR -0 25 0 57 -0 04 Gasoline Pnce Index

-0 09 029 -0 32 [ncome m Comdor/Income m Region

~4DC1 -0 66 059 -i 09 First City Incorpomtaon Dummy

0 67 0 42 1 58 Second City Incorportatmn Dummy

~4vaz -0 23 06t -0 37 1-580 Deveiopment Freeze Dummy

~CAP -0 48 061 -0 78 1-580 Development Cap Dummy

~I0 -0 O9 031 -0 29 Dummy for Years after First Capacity
Expanmon

0 53 044 1 2t iDummy for Years after Second Capacity
I Expanmon

~411 0 09 004 2 19 Number of Years after First Capacity
Expanmon (0 if before)

013 0 06 1 87 Number of Years after Second Capamty
F Expanmon (0 if before)

Number of Observataor~ 135
Adjusted R2 = 76
Standard Error = 0 97
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income vanable, INC, and one of the dummy variables for cllSes entering the data set m the

permd of observation, DC 1. On the whole, however, the coefficmnts are qmte significant.

The corridor dummy variables, CORRD1-CORRD8, are designed to capture &fferences

between the several corridors used in the study. They enter as 0,1 dummy variables and then"

coefficient values are added to the value of the constant term when using the regresslon equation

to prechct the share of single famaly housing permit approvals for a particular comdor; in effect,

they act to shift the regression equatton up or down depending upon then sign. All corridor

dummies except CORRD1 have a negaUve sign meaning the constant term in the equauon must

be adjusted downward to obtmn an accurate predictmn of the dependent varmble for a partacular

corrador.

The gasoline pnce variable, GPR, is of the expected sign and statasucally slgmficant. A

nse m the price of gasoline appears to decelerate constructmn of single family homes in the

corridor Our explanation for tl~s result is that development m the corndors considered in our

analyms is likely to be more automobile-dependent than development m the regions in general.

Consequently, when ~gh gasoline prices increase the cost of automobile travel, the corridors

become less attractive to residential development.

The dummy variables that capture the land development controls m the 1-580 corridor are

also sig~dficant. As expected both are negauve, mdlcatang that controls d~d what they were

designed to do: reduce the rate of development. As structured m tl~s model, the dummy variables

would serve to shaft the 1-580 corridor share downward for the years the controls are m

effect.

For the single famdy housing model, all four capacity enhancement variables are

staUstmally significant at the 10 per cent level, and three -- T121 is the exceptmn -- are slgmficant

at the 5 per cent level The estimates for "t’110 and Y120 posltave and of the same rnagmtude. The

positive value indicates that capacity enhancement leads to an mmal upward shaft m the corndor

share of single family home permit approvals. The estimates of 71~i and ~(m are also mgmficant

but of oppomte sign, the former being negative while the latter is posltive. The former result

Implies that after the lmtml capacWy increase and consequent upward shaft m the corridor share

of single famdy housing development, thas share decreases with time. However, if there Is a

subsequent capacity expansmn, it causes not only an upward shaft m the corndor share of single
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family housing development, since T~20 is positive, but also an upward trend in tlus share, since

Tm posmve.

The impacts of a capaclty enhancement project can be interpreted m the following way.

At sorne point t, 1975 for example, the proporUon of single family home permits issued for the

corridor relative to that m the region has some value. An nutial capaclty enhancement project is

then completed. This may be 1978, for example. From the regression of the impact on single

family home pert’rots, the corridor share of pemuts for single family homes increases by an

amoun~t gwen by exp(%10)-l, or 49 per cent. 6 The negative value of 7m imphes that the impact

of the capacity expansion chnumshes with tame If the project has no adchtlonal phases tlus is the

end of the story. If, however, there is an additional expansion, the positive slgn of the Y~20

estamate imphes that the comdor share of permats is shifted upward stall further. Since, however,

the Y~2~ is posiUve (although of marginal sigmficance staastacally), the unpact of a second

expansxon project seems to grow (or at least persist) over tame.

The main conclusion from the analysls of permlts for single family housing constructaon

xs that capaclty enhancement encourages tl-as form of development. The completion of an mataal

capaclty enhancement results an mmal surge xn perrmts tssued for single family homes, but this

xmpact substdes in succeeding years. If there is an additional capacity enhancement, t~s results

m a further, and sustained, increase in single family home permit actavlty.7

Table 4-3 contains the empmcal estimates for mulu-family housing (1=2). Before

exanuning the project impact variables, it is useful to look over the other variables and model

as a whole and compare it to that of single family homes (Table 4-2). First, It is clear that the

mukl-family housing model has less explanatory power, its adjusted R: is .67 as compared with

.82 for the single family model. Tins implies that varmbles excluded from the models have a

STo see thas, recall that the dependent variable xs the natural log of the corridor pemut share According to
the resutts, eompleUon of an expansion increases flus functaon by 0 4 Adding 0 4 to the natural log of a variable is
eqmvalent to mulUplying that variable by exp(0 4), wlueh Is approximately 1 49.

7However, permit acuvlty after the second expansmn is assumed to be affected by the first expansmn as
well Since Ym xs negaUve and greater in magmtude than Y~2~, there will conunue to be a downward trend m comdor
pernut share after the second expansmn The impact of the second expansmn ~s "sustained" m the sense that
(accorchng to the model) m every year after the second capacity expansmn, pernut acUvlty ~s greater than at would
have been without tins expansion Ths is true even though the cumulauve impact of both expansmns dmumshes w~th
time
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stronger effect on development activity involving multi-family units. The corridor dummy

variables are significant except the coefficient on CORRD2. Other variables such as gas price

have the expected negative sign and are significant. The coefficient on the dummy variables for

the 1-580 land development freeze and subsequent caw are not significant. Tins as an interesting

result since it impIies that the development freeze instituted by the City of Pleasanton did not

affect multi-family housing development, as at did in the single family case.

The important results are, as before, the T estimates. The results for these variables differ

from those for single family homes, demonstrating that ~t ~s important to distinguish housing by

type. The constant response coefficient for the fi.rst capaclty enhancement, T210, is posItave,

slgmficant, and of simalar magmtude as that m the single famly housing model (~’110)- This

implies that the fn.st capacity erxhancement on a corridor stm’~ulates farmly permlt activity. Unlike

the single fatmly case, however, the estimate for Tz20 is not statistically significant, maplying that

a second capacity expansion does not immediately stimulate family housing development. The

coefficients 72~ and T~ have the same signs but double the magnitudes of then" single family

housing counterparts, Ym and Tlzt, suggesting that capacity expansions strongly effect trends m

corridor family permit actiwty, but that the dtrection of these effects vanes depending on whether

the expansion is an initial or a subsequent one.

The interpretation of the land use effect for multi-family home permit approvals is the

following. At completion of the initial capacity expansion, there xs a significant impact on land

use with a sudden increase in the corridor share of multa-fam~y housing permit approvals. This

impact chssipates over tame, however, since the corridor permit share decreases with time since

project completaon. After completion of a second capacity enhancement project on the same

corridor, if this occurs, there is no sharp upward shift m perrmt approvals, but the corridor share

of permats increases gradually with lame, since 7m is posltave. The man concluslon, however,

is not in these details, but rather that a capacity enhancement stimulates multi-family housing

development, as it does single family housing.

Much of the literature on the land use impact of transportation mvestrnent and capacity

expansion has focussed upon non-residential property effects. In our analysis, the non-residential

impact is measured by the cost of perrmtted commercial (1=3) and industrial 0=4) constmctaon.

Our regressions for the corridor share of commercial and industrial pemut aclavlty are contained
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m Tables 4-4 and 4-5, respectively. In both models, sigmficant variables are restricted to certain

corridor dummy vmables and certain capacity expansion variables The models also have

comparable adjusted R2 values -- .67 in the case of the commercial model and .76 for the

indusmal.

According to the estimataon results, an initial capacity enhancement has a staustlcally

significant posmve tmpact on the corridor share of new commercial construction (731o=0 59).

Furthermore, the effect rises over Ume as the 7311 is positive and significant, but it does so at a -

decreasing rate, since 7312 Is negatave. If there is a second enhancement project on the same

comdor, it reduces the impact of the lmtlal enhancement by s/uftmg the corridor share of

commercial perrmt acuvity downward (7320=-0.45), but mr-ter a couple of years the effect rams

posture by vtrme of the positave 7321 estanaate of 0.17.

The mapact of an enhancement project on industrial permit actw~ty (again measured 

terms of construction cost) contrasts to that on commercial activity. Ftrst, the completion of an

imtial capaclty enhancement project has no lmmechate effect on the pace of land development

for industrial use: as shown m Table 4-5, the 74~0 estamate is statasucally ms~gmficant However,

an lmtlal capacity increase spurs an upward trend in the comdor share of industrial development,

since the ~/4n estamate is positive and sigmficant. The estimated Impacts of a second expansmn,

if one occurs, parallel those of the fin’st 7420 is not significant, tmplymg that there is not an

immedtate upward sluft, but 7421 is (marginally) significant, suggestang that the corridor share 

mdustrtal permat activity begins to trend upward after the expansion is completed.

4.7 Smaamary and Conclusions

There are three schools of thought regarding the impact that highway capacity expansion

has on land use. One maintains that bmldmg roadways, or expanding existing ones, results m

addmonaI land development. A second school contends that such baghway investments have no

net impact, but rather temporarily changes the rate of development, moving forward m tune

somethhag that would have taken place at some future date. The tbard school asserts that

expanding roadways have no effect on land use, that transportataon is a derived demand and that

land use changes occur independently of any expansion. The empirical work presented in this
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chapter provides support for the first and second schools, but does not conclusively mchcate

winch of these is the more correct.

Our research has mvesttgated, using a panel of data, the gnpact of highway capacity

expansion in a number of corrldors located m major urban areas of Califorma. The data set

contmned variation across corndors as well as tmae and represents as careful an attempt as

possible to test land use impact hypotheses in a rigorous staust~cal way Four dependent variables

are considered, based on constructlon perrmts for single and mukl-famaly housing units, for

commercial construction, and for industrial development. A number of addiuonal variables are

introduced in an attempt to chstmgmsh the nnpact of a highway capacity increase from land use

changes resuIUng from other factors.

We have found that lughway capaclty expansion has a strong and statistically sigmficant

effect on both residentaal and non-resldentlal land use. We found that capacity enhancement has

the effect of increasing the number of single family housing perrmts m the affected corridor

relative to the level in the regmn. If a second expansion occurs on the same comdor, its ~mpact

is sirmlar to the fn’st. In either case, after an imUal upward "shift" m single family home permits

m the comdor relative to the region, the share gradually declines. Th~s suggests that development

moves forward m Ume but may not increase in the aggregate. The results for multi-famdy

housing permits are similar. Again, there is a significant upward shift in corridor permit shares

that dissipates over tame. In the case of mulU-family housing, however, a second capacity

expansmn on the same comdor yields a chfferent impact -- there is not a sudden upward shaft,

but corridor perrmts shares do start to trend upward after the expansion as completed.

Non-residential land use changes are examined using esttmated cost of permitted

commercial and industrial construcuon. The results for these two types of development contrast.

Capaclty enhancement is found to have an immechate impact on commercml but not on industrial

land use. In the case of the former, there is an upward shift m corridor share of permit acuvlty

after completion of an initial capacity enhancement but not after completion of a second

e×pansmn. In either case, the enhancement also triggers a trend toward higher corridor permit

shares. The impact of a capacity addition on industrial land use occurs only after the hutaal

expansmn and takes the form of a gradual increase in corndor development.
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By necesslty, our analysxs has depicted the land use impacts of baghway capacity

expansion m considerable detail. We have differentiated among development types, between

mxtial and subsequent capacity expansmns, and between impacts that take the form of abrupt

s~fts ~md those that build over tune. Our results suggest that these chstmctaons are unportant-

lughway capacity expansions have dlfferent unpacts on different types of development, ~mpacts

of un~aI and subsequent expanslons differ, and impacts may include both sudden shifts and more

graduaJ trends. However, we also recogmze that the staUstical analyses on which our findings are

subject to uncertmnty, and that some of our more detailed findings rest on fairly small number

of observataons. Wlule we acknowledge considerable uncertainty over these details, our results

offer strong support for one ovemchng conclusmn: highway capacity expansion stamulates

development activity, both residential and non-residential, in the comdors served by the expanded

facdltles.
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Chapter 5:

Land Development Impacts: Case Studies

S.l Introduction

In tins chapter, case study analysls is used to assess land use impacts of Inghway capacity

expans~tons at the corridor level, where a "comdor" is defined as a grouping of commumtaes

adjacent to the Improved facility. The primary research question framing this chapter is whether

the highway expanmon projects were a sxgmficant causal factor in the growth rates of the

commumtles along the facility, m other words, dxd the highway projects reduce growth9 The case

smches include several elements. First, we documented trends m growth and development of the

communitles darectly served by an expanded Inghway facihty. Second, we investigate the

commaumtaes’ development pohcies, focussing on whether and how they relate development to

freeway congestion levels. Finally, we interview land developers with projects in the comdor

commumtaes to deterrmne ff and how the capaclty enhancement influenced these projects.

In examimng the impact of highway capacity expansmns on growth and development of

the suriounding communities, tins chapter overlaps with Chapter 4. The methodology Is, however,

entirely different Whereas Chapter 4 is concerned with stattstacal relaUonships between building

pern’~t activity and inghway expansion, here our approach is more quahtative. It is demgned to

provide a detailed picture of the factors, including but not hrmted to highway capacity expansion,

influencing development m a set of urban corridors where there have been sxgnificant inghway

capacity expansions m the last two decades. Thus, while Chapter 4 poses the questaon "Does

htghway expansmn stimulate land development?" the questmn considered m tins chapter is "What

is the complex of forces that influence land development, and how does baghway expansion fit

into this complex?" To explore this question, we rely primarily on interviews wlth and

documentaUon from key actors m the land development process, including developers themselves

and local planning agenmes. Tins trnphes a second Important difference with Chapter 4. Whereas

the results of the latter rest on formal statastacal tests, our findings m tins chapter are based on

the perceptaons of key actors. The relation between, and relatave credibfllt T of, these two types

of evidence is a source of continuing philosopincal and scientific debate. As will be seen below,
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this issue is of no small concern to the present study, since the results of the staUstacal analyses

and case stuches seem to confhct substantially.

Specifically, the results of our case study analysis appear to chscount the influence of

baghway capacity expansmns m acceIerating growth in the surrounding area. The city planners

and real estate developers interviewed for these case st-aches beheve that the highway expansion

projects m their regions were of relatavely minor importance m samulaUng development The

general consensus among these professionals is that growth rates would have been comparable

in the absence of the highway expansion Factors Identified as more important to the growth of

these areas are their attractave quahty of hfe and moderate housing prices.

5.2 Research Methodology.

A case study corndor is selected in each of Cahforma’s four major metropolitan reglons:

San Francisco, Sacramento, Los Angeles, and San Diego. Using Caltrans fmancml reports, we

identify one major freeway facility m each of these regions wbach had a capaclty-increasing

expansion project sometime dunng the penod 1970-1990

The case study analysis includes a review of documents, such as general plans and growth

management reports, related to the development of commupdtles m these corridors, as well as

discussions with planners famihar wlth growth patterns m the case study regions In addiuon, we

interview real estate developers who built projects m the San Francisco Bay Area along the

improved 1-580 comdor to elucxdate developers’ perspectives on the mteractaon between land

development and transportation improvements.

Most of the commurdties included m the study can be characterized as bedroom suburbs

that provide housing for people working m the region’s central cities. For this reason, housing

demand at the regional level is generally clted as the primary factor influencing development in

the communitaes stuched. Once job growth attracts people to the region, the search for housing

begins at the sub-regmnal level as fam/hes determine which commumtles offer homes in their

price range. Accorchng to Von Thunen’s mode1 of the bld-rent function (Sullivan. 1990), as one

moves out from the center, the price of housing falls and transportation costs (as measured by

distance or tmae) increase, keeping the sum of housing and transportation costs constant. 

freeway w~denmg project that is designed to reduce congestion w111 speed the flow of traffic,
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thereby reducing overall travel times. The addiUon of capacity on freeways would thus appear

to make land in outlying areas more valuable, and thus stimulate then" development. The case

studaes attempt to determine whether thas phenomenon m fact occurred m the subject corridors,

and assess its sagnificance relative to other factors

5.3 Land Planning and Development Trends

5.3.1 Introduction

Tlus portion of the case study analysis revolves a detailed exanunation of the growth and

development of selected commumUes along the improved haghway comdors. The analysis

focusses on one or two cities from each case study corndor and ldenufied m Table 5-1 below.

htervaews are conducted with peopie fan’uhar with the development lustory of each commumty.

We also review related planning documents and research reports in order to gain an

understanding of the forces shaping growth m the comdor cltaes.

The purpose of this portmn of the study as to deternune if any causal connection exasts

between the wldening projects and the pace of growth and development m the adjacent

communities, as seen from a planmng point of vaew. None of the plarmers interviewed beheve

that the capacity expansmn of the adiacent freeway directly accelerated the growth of then" city,

or that growth would somehow have been hindered in the absence of the amprovement.

In applying these findings to other situations, one must keep in mind at least two

11mitatlons. Firstly, planners may consider only direct effects of highway expansmn and may not

be aware of any redirect mapacts In addition, the case studies look at sltuataons where the

baghway was actually expanded, and these cannot be chrecflv compared to scenarios m which the

expansmn did not occur. The case study methodology, while generating very detaded mformataon

about the growth that has occurred, cannot make precise arguments about hypothetical situaUons.

At the building permit approval stage, most planners interviewed state that they do not deny

project approvals based on traffic impacts on the freeways Whether the approval policy would

be different in th~s regard if the freeway improvement had not occurred is speculative.
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Table 5-1.
Case Study C1taes and Planners Intervmwed

Case study regmn Cities selected Persons interviewed

San Francisco Pleasanton Brian Swift, Planmng Director

S acramento Auburn Bret Fmmng, Assistant Planner
Rocldan Kay Berrying, Associate Planner

Los Angeles Oxnard Matthew Wmegar, City Plarmer
Ventura Mark Stephens, Semor Planner

San Diego Escondido Barbara Redhtz, Prmmpal Planner
San Marcos David Acuff, Assomate Planner
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5.3.2 Case 1: San Francisco Area -- 1-580

The corridor chosen for the ftrst case study xs 1-580 between Pleasanton and Hayward m

Alameda County, as shown m Figure 5-1. Tills segment was expanded from 4 to 8 lanes. The

wldemag occurred in three phases, progressing from east to west, wlth the ftrst phase completed

m 197.’5 and the last in 1988. Plarmmg for the project began m the 1960s. In the early 1970s, it

was modified to include a 90 ft median to accommodate a Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)

extension, which is currently under constructaon.

Pleasanton is located lmmechately south of Interstate 580, m the vlcimty of the 1-580/I-680

interchange m the Liverrnore Valley. These two freeways provide access to Bay Area population

and employment centers to the north, west and south, and connect wlth growing resxdentlal areas

of the San Joaqum Valley to the east. The Csty of Pleasanton is an interesting case because it has

become a major suburban employment center, wh.tle continuing to attract resldentml development.

The City of Pleasanton was a sleepy agricultural community until around the end of

World War IL Then single fanuly subdiv~slons began to spring up m the L1vermore and adjacent

Amador and San Ramon valleys, makang Pleasanton one of the fastest growing c~taes m the state

in the 1960s (LeGates and Pellenn, 1989) The haphazard growth of that decade placed excessive

demand on the sewage system serving the area, threatemng the quality of the water supply. Ttus

lead to a moratorium on growth m Pleasanton m 1972 by the Regional Water Quality Control

Board (General Plan Supplement, 1976)o A~ quality m the valley area also deteriorated with the

rapid growth.

Development of resldentaal projects restarted with a cap of 2 per cent growth per year in

1976, when federally-assisted financing for a new sewage treatment plant was obtazned. The

residential growth cap, calculated based on sewer capacity, was made a conditaon of the federal

fundang (Growth Management Program, 1991) Populataon growth has generally exceeded the

estimates, rising from 35,I60 persons in 1980 to a population of 50,553 in 1990. DeveIopment

m Pleasanton is still controlled through the Growth Management Program.

There was very tittle nonresidential growth in Pleasanton until the road-1970s, when rxsing

land prices and office rents in San Francisco and Sihcon Valley encouraged businesses to look

elsewhere for office space The 1-580/I-680 corridor was attractave to Bay Area fu-ms because it

offered them room to e×pand their operatxons at relatlvely low land prices. In add~tton, populaUon
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growth in the Tn-Valley (a term used to refer to the Livermore, Amador, and San Ramon

Valleys) had created a large and weli-educated labor pool from winch Pleasanton businesses

could draw employees,t Due to xts proxinnty to 1-580 and 1-680, Pleasanton is also within the 30-

minute commute shed of a large percentage of the labor pool residing m Alameda, Contra Costa

and San Joaqum counties (Keyser Marston, 1988).

In addltion to reglonal (and state and national) forces outside their control, local

governments play an tmportant role m shaping growth in their commumties Common controls

exercised by local governments over development activlt~es include zoning ordinances, Issuance

of bmldmg perrmts, and the provision of city services 0.e pohce and fi_re protection) and

mfrasta~acture 0.e. water and sewer reruns, streets and roads) required for acceptable development.

In order to assess the ~mpact of local government planmng actavltaes on Pleasanton’ s growth, we

review planning documents adopted by the City of Pleasanton over the last three decades, along

w~th various reports documenting Pleasanton’s growth An interview with the city’s planning

dlrector, Brian Swift, supplements these documents.

According to these sources, populataon growth m the Tn-Valley area has been primarily

fueled by a strong regional economy that translated into increased demand for housing. Where

the new housing is built depends in large part on the availablhty and the price of land Ramd

escalation of home prices in the Bay Area in the 1970s and 1980s produced a severe undersupply

of affordable housing, while the regmn continued to attract new jobs Housing development for

Bay Area workers has spilled into outlying areas in consecutave waves, as land m central

commumties became built out or too expenslve. Planners and developers famihar w~th the City

of Pleasanton generally agree that tins phenomenon was the primary cause of the growth m then:

city.

On a subregional level, the Tn-Valley area was the focus of Bay Area development

1Much of the employment attracted to Pleasanton’s business parks involves low-paying ’back office’ work
Advances in computers and telecommumcataons have allowed these relatavely low-skall techmcal and clerical
posiuon,~ to move to low-rent facihtaes away from the centrally located ’front offices’, while still being able to
commurficate with the mare office when needed Whale clerical labor demand is primary, there are other types of
back office work, such as research and development, wbaeh requn:e httle dtrect contact with the rest of the company
or with the extra-corporate world (Nelson, 1986)
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because it had large amounts of undeveloped land and was connected to the Inner Bay Area by

the two major freeways. The freeways were important because they provided access between the

new resldentaal developments m the suburbs and jobs located in the central cities. The

Pleasantort/Livermore area attracted new populataon growth m the 1960s and 1970s because its

homes were affordable by regional standards and were only twenty to t~rty rmnutes from major

employment centers m San Jose and Oakland. Land prices have since escalated in the Tri-Valley

area, pushing developers to seek land for affordable housing to the east, in the San Joaquin

Valley

The 1976 and 1986 General Plans establish no direct hnk between transportation

investments and growth in the city through the 1970s. TransportaUon is considered a more

Important factor in the large scale office development that occurred in the early 1980s. According

to the 1986 General Plan, builchng acravity m Pleasanton "can be explained largely by its location

wltban the 1-680 corridor (p. I-5)." However, no specific freeway improvement projects (such 

the 1-580 expansion project) are mentaoned as cntacal m thls regard. With respect to

transportation maprovements, the plan only states the intention to keep traffic moving on clty

streets at acceptable levels of service, proposing that developers be requ~ed to bear a greater

share of the cost of roadway Improvements (1986 Plan:p.111-12).

The sewer capacity problems of the early 1970s produced a shift in the growth policies

of Pleasanton. Wltla restrict.tons placed on Its residentaal growth, P!easanton sought to encourage

employment-related and other non-res~denUal development that would not exacerbate its water

quahty and sewage system capacity problems An example of tbas was the rezonmg of an area

of approximately 225 acres to the immediate southwest of the 1-580/I-680 interchange for a

regional shopping center (1976 Plan Supplement" map, p. 6). The lustory of the shopping center

that was built on the site, the Stonendge Mall, will be discussed in greater detail below.

As Pleasanton directed its growth toward commercial and office development during the

1980s, the city’s excellent accesslblhty enhanced Its bid to become a major regional employment

center. The abihty to offer low rent offices, coupled wlth a well-educated populaUon and

generally uncongested (by Bay Area standards) freeways made the 1-680 corridor particularly

attractive to business park development (LeGates and Pellenn, 1989 p. 9).

The City of Pleasanton realized that its pohcles of favoring commercial and office
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development over residential construction would eventually create a slgmficant discrepancy

between the supphes of jobs and housing. The 1986 Plan notes that the mty designated land for

business park use in locations "convement to freeways, arterlal and transit comdors" to maximaze

the accessibihty of these workplaces for workers living in other commumtles (p. H-14). 

propos;ed to handle anticipated increases m traffic (resulting from large numbers of these in-

commuters) by contanued expansion and Improvement of its local ctrculataon system.

Significant increases m traffic have prompted proposals to improve several interchanges

along 1-580. It is hoped that the proposed extension of BART to Llvermore wdI also relieve

traffic congestion brought on by recent growth (1986 Plan p 11I-6). These examples hnk

transportation improvements to development with the improvements following the growth.

In conclusmn, there is no exphc~t mdlcataon m the city’s planmng documents that the

expansion of 1-580 between Hayward and Pleasanton had any darect impact, m and of itself, on

the pace of growth m Pleasanton. It does not appear that transportation investment decismns

influenced resldentaal and/or non-residential constructmn trends m this area to any sigmficant

extent The ewdence suggests that Pleasanton’s accessible locatmn would have attracted

development interest even ff the 1-580 expansion had not occurred

5.3.3 Case 2: Sacramento Area -- I-S0

The Sacramento area was one of the fastest growing parts of the state dunng the 1980s,

with rapid expansmn of the regional economy and high levels of housing construcuon. The City

of Sacramento sits on a flat plain in the Sacramento Valley. Development patterns to the east of

the clty are influenced by the Smrra foothills, but are generally unconstrained by topography in

the other directaons.

The project selected for the Sacramento area is 1-80 northeast of the clty of Sacramento,

shown m Figure 5-2. Originally four lanes, this freeway was w~dened m two projects m the

1970s. The 6-mile segment between Sacramento and Rosevflle was expanded to SLX lanes and

e~ght lanes m the eastern and western parts, respectively. This project was programmed in 1970

and completed m 1973. The 15-n~le segment between Roseville and Auburn was expanded to

six lanes in a project programmed m 1974 and completed in 1975.
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5.3.3.1 City of Roeklin

The City of Rocldin has a boom/bust lustory typical of many early western towns. Rocldm

was incorporated m 1893, with railroad-related activity encouraging much of the early econormc

development and population growth m the area. When the major railroad operations moved down

the hne to RosevilIe in 1908, Rocldin began to lose jobs and popuiatlon Over the next twenty

years, the city’s populaUon fell from 3,500 to about 350. Slowly ttungs began to turn around for

Rocldin, and the populataon grew from 759 remdents m 1940 to 1,495 m 1960

In 1960 it was announced that a "new city" called Sunset Wbatney would be constructed

lmmed.tately to the northwest of Rocldin, leading many to predict an upcommng boom an

development. Construction of the project began in 1962, but financial difficuttaes stopped work

m 1965. Six years later, collstmction m Sunset Whitney restarted with new financing, promptang

gradual growth m the project area and focussing new attelltaon on nearby Rocldln Substanuat

growth occurred in Rockh11 throughout much of the 1970s, until higher interest rates increased

bmldmg costs and slowed development toward the end of the decade (Rocklm General Plan,

1991). ’/?he Sunset Whitney development, wtth a populaUon of about 2,000 people, was annexed

into the: City of Rock.hn 111 1986. See Table 5-2 for populaUon trends m Rockh11 since 1973

The rate of development began to pick up with lower interest rates m the early 1980s. In

1985, the first phase of a major new project m the Rocldin area, the Stanford Ranch, was

approved. Ttus 3,245 acre project will eventually contain approximately 11,000 dwelling umts,

as well as several hundred acres of commercial, industrial and business space (City of Rocldin,

1992). Also planned for the site are parks, schools, a fu’e stataon, and a water plant. Most of the

land has been annexed into the city but is stall In the planmng and permitting stage of

development. Stanford Ranch is the focus of much of current day development interest m

Rockhn. The project sxte is in the north end of the city, adjacent to State Route 65.

The nataonal recession slowed housing development and populataon growth m Rockhn to

7.5 per cent m 1992, but for most of the past two decades growth has been at a double-dig~t

pace. According to city planner Kay Ben3"man, the city has sought strong growth through

aggressive marketing. Nearby Loorms, on the other hand, is trying to avoid adchtaonal populauon

growth. Residents of tbas community incorporated in 1986 in order to pursue a slow-growth

pohcy°
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Table 5-2.
City of Rocklm Populatmn Trends

Year Population Rate Year Population Rate

1973 3,440 1t.1% 1983 8,211 2.9%

1974 3,610 4.9% 1984 8,507 3.6%

1975 3,502 -3.0% i985 9,056 6.5%

1976 4,356 24 4% I986 9,820 8 4%

1977 5,004 14.9% 1987 12,244 24.7%

1978 5,625 12 4% 1988 13,970 14.1%

1979 6,475 15.1% 1989 15,413 10.3%

I980 7,226 11.6% 1990 18,142 17.7%

1981 7,438 2 9% 1991 21,640 19.3%

1982 7,980 7.3% 1992 23,253 7.5%

Source: City of Rockhn Planmng Department
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Policies stated in Rockhn’s General Plan make it clear that further growth is expected to

occur m the future. Projecting an estimated population of 36,238 (moderate growth scenario) 

48,610 (tngh growth scenario) by 2010, the plan incorporates policies that seek to accommodate

growth while avoiding slgmficant environmental impacts. Nevertheless, according to the plan,

some environmental Lrnpacts have been found to be "sigmficant and unavoidable." These include

potential impacts on "...regmnal a~r quahty ... and the cumulative regmnal impacts on traffic

ctrcula|Jon... (Rockhn General Plan, 1991)."

The Rocklm General Plan discusses several city pohcles regarding development ievels and

the circulation system Housing development is encouraged adjacent to existing developed and

servicecl areas, in order to avoid leap frog development. Another pohcy seeks to ensure that

adequate parking and access are included m approved commercial development plans. Typmally,

access reqmrements such as this, often combined with level of ser-wce standards for key

intersections, refer only to local traffic conditmns The city uses a level of servlce standard of

"C" for clty streets when consldenng projects. According to Ms Berryman, the cxty can reqmre

mtercNmge and intersection improvements and local road wldemngs for larger developments,

such as the Stanford Ranch project, that are expected to generate slgmficant traffic and lower the

level of serwce at cfiucal points.

Rockhn declsmn makers recogmze that development wlttnn the clty increases travel

demand on the regmnal transportation system, but feel that its contribution to traffic levels on

1-80 Is relatively small Adequate caoaclty on 1-80 has been extremely important to growth m

Rocklin because so many residents use the freeway to get to work m Sacramento or Roseville,

and there are no wable alternative routes. Developable areas away from 1-80 would be less

influenced by the freeway congestmn than sites adjacent to the freeway. Areas to the north of the

city, for example, could use alternate routes to access the freeway at a point below the

congeslion.

In spite of the importance of maintaining adequate freeway capaclty, the city continues

to approve new development projects that wall increase congestmn levels. According to Ms.

Berryman, development projects that generate new traffic on 1-80 would be equally l~ely to

receive approval by the city whether or not the freeway has the capamty to handle the addiuonal

traffic. If capacity Is inadequate, future widening projects or investments m alternative
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transportataon faciht~es are expected to accommodate the new demand.

5.3.3.2 City of Auburn

I-Iastoncally a small rural commumty with aa independent economy, Auburn now

identifies itself as a commuter suburb of Sacramento The city is an "easy drive" from

Sacramento jobs -- the trip to downtown Sacramento takes approximately one hour during the

commute period. This commute has never been very congested, but s~gnificant backups can occur

if there is a major accldent along the highway because there are no alternate routes. Recreatlonal

traffic is very heavy along 1-80 because this freeway Is the key route to the North Lake

Tahoe/Reno area. Commute hour traffic creates bottlenecks at a few interchanges near

Sacramento, incluchng Rosevltle Road and the 1-80/Busmess 80 junction.

Housing development m the Auburn area has mostly been m small projects. In contrast

to neighbonng Loon’us, there has been little local opposiUon to the growth, perhaps because many

of the developers are long-time local residents who are subchwding their own land. The parcels

are often sold to people who build their own custom homes -- activity by large out-of-town

developers has been sparse

The few large housing subdlvisions that have been constructed m Auburn are mostly

located along the hillsides in the southern part of town. People purchasing these homes are

primarily workers who commute to jobs in Sacramento or RoseviIle, or retirees from the Bay

Area or Los Angeles. Bret Finning, a planner and long-time resident of Auburn, beheves that

families are attracted to these housing developments because of the good views and nearby

freeway access.

In contrast to more estabhshed residents, many of the newer farmhes want to lumt growth

m the city m order to mamtmn the rural character. Whle Auburn has no formal growth control

policy (i.e. smct limits on the number of housing umt approvals issued each year) some projects

have been downsized as a result of commumty opposition. Tlus action is mainty reiated to

housing construction: for example, plans for a particular development were approved onty after

its size was reduced from 15 to 10 homes.

The growth rate m Auburn was approximately 2 per cent during the period 1960-1975

The rate of populat.ton growth in the c~ty has averaged 3 to 4 per cent more recentJy (see Table
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5-3) Ivfuch of the housing development has occurred along narrow country roads with inadequate

capacity to handle the addluonal traffic. Auburn has established a traffic rmtigation account and

requires developers to pay into the account to fund widening projects throughout the city.

Development m Auburn has often occurred by long-time residents subdavachng then- land.

In addation, the city is willing to annex unincorporated land and provide local public services

(fn-e, police, and sewer) to developments. Water service is provided by an independent agency

and appears to be m sufficient supply. Other than the lmposltaon of traffic impact fees, the city

does not condxtlon or restrict development on the basas of traffic generataon. Auburn has never

demed approval to a project based on overloading caty streets It Is even more unlikely that an

otherwLse acceptable project would be turned down for generating adchtmnal traffic on roadways~

such as 1-80, that are not under Auburn’s jurisdiction.

Because of the rapad growth m Placer County and sigmficant recreatmnal traffic along 1-

80, much investment has been made to widen and upgrade baghways in the area. In addition to

the eaxlier wxdening of 1-80 from Sacramento to Auburn, the freeway was recently widened

through the City of Auburn Work on tins sectmn, completed m 1990, revolved a realignment of

the roadway to make the downhill slope safer and make more room for truck travel. Tbas project

dad not change commute travel times for Auburn residents very much, as they generally access

the freeway from the south end of town anyway.

In adchtmn to the recent w~denmg of 1-80 mentmned above, improvements are being made

to some. state highways m the area such as I-hghways 49 and 174. There is also a proposal for

a new freeway facility, Route 102, whtch has been wxdely dascussed. The proposed freeway

would start at 1-80 north of Auburn and terminate at I-5 north of Sacramento. Tl~as route would

bypass all 1-80 corrador cornmumttes and the traffic congestaon m the area. There as a lot of

opposition m Placer County to flus new route based on feared growth-reducing impacts, and the

proposal appears to be mact~ve at the moment.

5.3.3.3 Conclusions -- Sacramento Area

Generally, the 1-80 freeway appears to be important to growth in cltaes along the comdor.

While the level of congestmn on the facallty has been relattvely low, planners m Rockhn and

Auburn agreed that increased traffic congestaon on 1-80 would not cause them to deny bmlchng
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Table 5-3
City of Auburn Populauon Trends

Year Population Rate

1970 6,570

1980 7,540

1981 7,707 2.2%

1982 7,994 3.7%

1983 8,258 3.3%

1984 8,511 3.1%

I985 8,723 2.5%

1986 8,863 1.6%

1987 9,002 1.6%

1988 9,218 2.4%

1989 9,844 6.8%

1990 10,592 7°6%

1991 10,894 2.9%

1992 t1,156 2.4%

Sources: US Census Bureau, Cahforma Department of Finance
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perrmts. In both cases, planners that they would have approved projects whether or not 1-80 had

been expanded° Rocklm appeared to expect that capacity along the comdor would keep up with

demand

In the case of Auburn, however, there are mdacations that inadequate levels of other

pubhc services, such as ftre protection and sewer servlce, could influence development levels.

In Rocldm, this does not appear to be a problem.

Growth m tins comdor has been spurred by escalating housing prices, an increase m

cnme and traffic, and other problems generally associated with urban areas, which are causing

many famihes to relocate to a more rural atmosphere Many people of retirement age are also

selhng theLr homes in the Los Angeles and San Francisco areas and mowng to a more rural

location. In addition, Mr. Finning (City of Auburn) suggested that the 1989 Loma Pneta

earthquake may have encouraged some San Francisco Bay Area residents to move out to the

countr¢.

Nortresidentaal constructaon has been attracted by the transportation network in Pincer

County. Indusmal parks in both Rockhn and Auburn are well-onented to both rail and highway

facilmes. The compleUon of the I-I~ghway 65 bypass m Rocklm "accelerated development of the

area," by facxlltaUng dehvenes to business and industry (Rocklin, 1988). In addmon, deep water

ports and international mr transportataon are available nearby m Sacramento. There ~s also a small

axrport in Auburn.

Conditions on the 1-80 freeway are ~mportant to the communities that ~t serves because

there are no alternate routes. While there are daily bottlenecks at busy interchanges, this freeway

experiences httle traffic congestion urAess there is an accident. Continued job growth m the

Sacramento is expected to bring new commuters to 1-80 comdor commumties The high quality

of life m the area will also continue to attract rettrees from other parts of the state.

5.3.4 Case 3: Los Angeles Area -- Route 101

Route 101 m Los Angeles and Ventura Cotmtles, shown m Figure 5-3, was selected for

the Los Angeles area case study. Several widening projects have occurred on the road over the

past two decades. The pomon m Los Angeles county was expanded from 4 to 8 lanes m a project

programmed m 1971 and completed in 1974 A three-phase expansmn of the Ventura portion of
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Route 101 was programmed m 1980 and completed m 1988. The project mciuded a 5-mile

sectaon from the Los Angeles County hne to Conejo summit that was expanded from four to

eight hines, and a 15-mile sectaon north of tins, ending at the junctmn w~th the Paclfic Coast

Haghway, that was widened from four to six lanes.

The roues of Ventura and Oxnard are located m Ventura County along Fhghway 101.

These two coastal crees dominate the western half of the county Oxnard ~s located at the

junctloa of Haghways 101 and 1, and Ventura Immediately to its northwest Development of

eastern Ventura County has occurred predommately m the cities of Sirra Valley and Thousand

Oaks. These latter two crees are only a few miles from the Los ,4mgeles County border, and thus

are more closely linked to growth in Los Angeles than commtmmes farther west

5.3.4.1 City of San Buenaventura (Ventura)

Tins city, named for the Spamsh Mission of San Buenaventura, has had a fatrly steady

rate of population growth over the last twenty years. The clty added about 1,000 people per year

m the 1970s, wlth growth of 2,000 to 3,000 people per year m later years (see Table 5-4) There

are some anomalies m the growth pattern -- m the early 1980s the city annexed some populated

land to ~ts north.

The City of Santa Barbara Is approximately 25 miles northwest of Ventura along Highway

101; downtown Los Angeles is 65 males to the southeast. Ventura has been heavily influenced

by growth of both the Los Angeles and Santa Barbara areas. Residential growth m the area

created concerns about adequate water supply and increased traffic congesUon on c~ty streets.

These problems led to the approval of the Ventura Growth Management Program (GMP) in 1979.

Tins program rehes on a budd-out populatmn forecast, this forecast is then used to deterrmne

what population growth should be in order to reach build-out sometame around 2010. The number

of housing unit approvals allowed each year is then calculated using an estimate of 2.5 people

per dwelling unit.

Under the GMP, allowable populatmn growth m the city should be around 800 people per

year° Residentlal growth in the mty has generally exceeded tins amount, meaning that future

bmlchng permat approvals may" be reduced. Much of the excess development is due to

"grand fathered" projects rushed through right before the GMP was approved in 1979. In addltaon,
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Table 5-4
C~ty of San Buenaventura Venture) Populatlon Trends

Year Population Rate Year Poputataon Rate

1970 57,964 1982 79,547 1.9%

1971 58,800 1 4% 1983 82,205 3.3%

1972 59,800 1.7% 1984 83,510 1.6%

1973 60,700 1.5% 1985 85,518 2 4%

1974 61,700 1.6% 1986 86,465 1.1%

1975 62,938 2.0% 1987 87,461 1.2%

1976 65,553 4.2% 1988 88,741 1.5%

1977 66,864 2.0% 1989 91,138 2.7%

1978 68,060 1.8% 1990 92,254 1.2%

1979 70,078 3.0% 1991 93,181 1.0%

1980 73,774 5.3% 1992 94,340 1.2%

1981 78,050 5.8%

Source Cahforma Department of Finance
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many projects which have been approved remain unbuilt as developers wait for demand to

increase and financing to improve. Knowing the approval process takes tame (espec/ally for large

projects), some developers obtain bmlchng permits and complete environmental assessments

during slow bmlchng permds, so that construction can begin as soon as economic conchtaons

improve.

According to city planner Mark Stephens, the GMP was developed to ensure that growth

in the city occurred m an orderly fasluon and that adequate serv/ces would be available.

ad&tton, it is intended to reduce development pressure on agricultural land by demgnatang

greenbelts m the area. Air quahty was also a major issue; on a county-w~de level, it was felt that

lmamng populataon growth would slow the increase m automobile use and emass/ons.

Until the national recesslon slowed development m Ventura, developers wished to build

more umts than the annual allowance under the GMP. Tbas situation made for a very compemive

approvals process -- over a two-year perlod the c/ty received applicatmns for around 2,000

dwelling umts. The GMP lirmts building approvals to apprordmately 370 umts per year

In adchtaon to the GMP, an unportant factor restncUng development/n Ventura was the

lack of an adequate water supply to meet increasing demand. Water shortages continue, and

severe restnctaons on the use of water are m place. The current supply would be used up enurely

ff all projects approved to date were actually built, so the city /s looking for new sources of

water° The city /s consldenng a desahnaUon plant, but will l~kely pay to import state water

instead.

In response to the continuing water supply problem and the recessmn, the GMP has

essentially been suspended since 1990, and the clty will not approve any new perrmts untd a new

water supply is found. The city expects to have a new source of water within the next year or

tWO.

Prior to the implementation of the growth management program m 1979, the C/ty of

Ventura based building penmt approvals on the availabihty of services to the site. The types of

serv/ces considered included water, sewer, drainage (this area has a bagh flood risk), parks, and

circulation. The city would complete stuches to detenmne deficiencies m services and estimate

costs to expand services to new development. Development fees would be set to fund the service

lmpro~,ements, but could be reduced if the fees would make overall development costs too high.
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The mty encourages business and employment opportunmes and tries to balance the

amount of land zoned for employment-generating activities and housing. Nonresidential projects

are not subject to the GMP. Ventura tends to compete heavily with the City of Oxnard for

commercial development, such as retail, that serves the Oxnard/Ventura market. Reglonal

plznnmg in Ventura County ensures that new development occurs m already established crees

where infrastructure is available; this city-centered development pohcy also helps the county

conserve its agncultural land.

Mr. Stephens estimates that about half of the resldents of Ventura work m the mty and

about half of the city’s workers also reside there. In addmon, the vast majority of those residents

that work outside the mty commute to jobs m nearby Oxnard, Port Hueneme or Camarillo. The

Haghway 101 freeway through the City of Ventura has never experienced traffic congesUon, so

the wldemng project had no sigmficant effect on freeway travel tunes for city residents.

5.3.4.2 City of Oxnard

Residential growth m Oxnard has also been fatrly steady, with a growth rate dunng the

1970s of approramately 2.5 per cent, dropping to 1.5 per cent in the 1980s. Oxnard has

hlstoncally been a city w~th a large proporedon of relatively low income households and a low

skilled work.force. This situation has been changing somewhat with severn newer developments

with large homes and golf courses being constructed on the west side of town Famihes

purchasing these higher-end homes tend to have jobs located in Ventura or Santa Barbara

Oxnard’s housing supply currently exceeds its job base, but the city Is trying to attract

new business and increase its tax base. About one-third of Oxnard’s labor force hold jobs outside

the city; this propomon has remained fmrly constant over the years.

Development has been very stow since the start of the recessmn; attracting new businesses

is difficult Some older residents feel that the city has grown too qmckly, and this feeling has

prompted some proposals for growth control inmataves like those m Ventura, Camanllo, and

Thousand Oaks. Oxnard wants to conserve agricultural land m the form of a greenbelt around

the clty, but allows conversion of agricultural land to urban uses within the city as tong as the

new land uses are conmstent with the General Plan.
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5.3.4.3 Development in Eastern Ventura County

Considering their proximity (within an hour’s drive) to Los Angeles, it was antacipated

that the cities of Ventura and Oxnard were likely to have developed as resadential suburbs of Los

Angeles. Dlscusslons with planners from these two citaes m&cates that housing development

there was mostly constructed for people working m Ventura or Santa Barbara counties, not Los

Angeles.

The planners beheve that growth in the cltzes of Sirra Valley and Thousand Oaks is much

more dixectly taed to regional growth m Los Angeles County and that these cities are developing

primarily as commuter suburbs for people employed in Los Angeles It appears that growth of

the Ventura/Oxnard economy generates sufficient demand for housing the western half of the

county, and that Los Angeles commuters must compete for housing m Ventura and Oxnard with

the local demand. The additional demand may mean that housing prices m Ventura and Oxnard

are higher than what commuters from Los Angeles are willing or able to afford.

The cities of Sirra Valley and Thousand Oaks both grew rapidly dunng the 1970s and

1980s as employment expansmn occurred in Los Angeles. Annual populatmn growth in the City

of Thousand Oaks, for example, averaged 11.8 per cent over the penod 1965-1975 (Thousand

Oaks, 1990). Housing m these commumUes tends to attract mostly maddle and upper-freddie

income famihes (Slmi Valley, 1988). Freeway congestion xs a concern m the Sami Valley and

Thousand Oaks areas (Sima Valley, 1988, Thousand Oaks, 1990), but these commumues continue

to approve new development and support freeway widening projects to increase capacity as

growth conUnues.

5.3.4.4l Conclusions -- Los Angeles Area

Highway 101 operates with little or no congestion in the City of Ventura, but there is

notaceable congestaon on the freeway in and east of Oxnard This freeway and Its connectmns to

the Los Angeles metropohtan area to the south and to Santa Barbara to the north were important

to growth in the Ventura/Oxnard area, but few residents of these citaes currently commute to jobs

m Los Angeles.

In general, the widening of Highway 101 seems to have reduced travel times only for

those commuters travelling from the bedroom suburbs in the eastern portion of Ventura County
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to jobs m Los Angeles Sxmi Valley and Thousand Oaks recogmze the ~mportance of the

freeways that 1wok theu" residenaal developments wlth Los Angeles employment. It appears that

they expect hlghway improvements as necessary to accommodate continued growth in commuter

traffic.

5.3.5 Case Study 4: San Diego Area -- 1-15

The San Diego project corridor is 1-15 between San Dingo and the northern suburb of

Esconchdo (the Escondldo Freeway), shown m Figure 5-4. The 10-miIe sectaon was widened from

4 to 8 lanes, with funchng committed m 1979 and constructmn completed in 1982. In adchtion,

the 8-lane Esconclido Bypass was programmed in 1972 and completed in 1977. 1-15 was also

extended north to the Riverside-San Bernadino area m the I980s.

5.3.5.1 City of Escondido

As shown m Table 5-5. Esconchdo experienced rapid growth during the 1970s and 1980s.

Much of tlus new development was housing, but some new retmt (including a regional shopping

mall) was added during tlus period. Little expansion has occurred m office or Industrial

development in recent years. Many long-term residents became unhappy with the increased traffic

congestion on city streets that resulted from the growth, and concerned about freeway congestmn

as well The city now supports managed or slow growth as a way of reducing undesn’able

mapacts. Esconchdo’s residents have been attracted to the city because of the affordable homes

and the attractive, "small-town" feel of the commumty, as well as its proximity to employment

in San Diego.

Several growth management ordinances have been adopted by the city to timer resldentaal

development. Many developers seekang to avoid the compeUUve bldding process for permit

approvals have negotiated development agreements with the city. Some of these agreements give

vesting rights to the developer for ten to fifteen years; developers are then able to delay

construcuon of the projects until market conchtions are favorable°

The city updated its general plan m 1990, and thts process resulted in downzonmg of a

significant pomon of the planning area. The build-out capaclty of the cWy was cut m half from

300,000 to about 155,000. The city’s 1992 populaUon is about 110,000, and the city expects to
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Table 5-5.
City of Escondido Population Trends

Year Population

1960 16,377

t970 36,792

t980 64,355

1989 99,000

Source. San Diego Assomataon of Governments

Table 5-6.
City of San Marcos Populauon Trends

Year Populanon Rate

1976 10,400

1977 12,100 163%

1978 14,053 16 1%

1979 14,600 3 9%

1980 17,479 19.7%

1981 17,832 2.0%

1982 18,185 2.0%

1983 18,522 1.9%

1984 I9,050 2.9%

1985 19,873 4.3%

1986 20,900 5.2%

1987 23,376 11.8%

1988 26,300 12.5%

Source: San Diego Assocxauon of Governments
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reach build-out around 2010.

Another major pohcy element of the new general plan revolved the adopUon of a set of

ten "quality of life" standards, which are designed to ensure that "...adequate schools,

infrastructure, services and open space are provided m a timely manner (City of

Escondido,1990)." Traffic and transportaUon is one of the standards considered important to

quality of life m the city According to the general plan, the city expects traffic congestion on

city streets during peak hours, especially at freeway interchanges and m the downtown area,

Accor&ng to mty planner Barbara Redhtz, Escondido Is a major exporter of workers to

jobs m San Diego, so anUclpated new housing development m Escon&do is expected to increase

travel demand along 1-15 The freeway operates at an acceptable level of service near Esconchdo

but congesUon increases as one approaches San Diego Route 78, which connects Esconclido wxth

the coast, is heavily congested dunng the peak hours. In spite of projected future traffic

congestion on these facilities, the clty does not &scourage or deny projects based on trips

generated on the freeways.

Currently, a big issue influencing growth m Escondido concerns the habitat of the

Californm gnatcatcher. The U.S Fish and Wildlife Service has demded to wmt up to six months

to detenmne whether it will declare tbas bird aa endangered spemes (S.F Chromcle,1992). Much

of the undeveloped land in Escondido’s sphere of influence is covered with vegetatton that

supports the gnatcatcher’s habitat Listing of the bird as an endangered species could potentmlly

result m restncUons on development in areas slated for future housing subchvlsmns.

5.3.5.2 City of San Marcos

The City of San Marcos encourages development to concentrate near the already

urbamzed area to take advantage of existing service infrastructure. Many areas in San Marcos

are also the habitat of the California gnatcatcher, and the Fish and Wildlife Service’s

determanation could impact where future development occurs and how much is allowed.

Population growth in San Marcos has vaned widely over the past several years, as seen m Table

5-6. Development occurred rapidly in the clty in the late 1970s but sIowed to around 2 per cent

in the early 1980s. The growth rate rose again in the mxd-1980s.

Housing development continues to be the fastest-growing sector m San Marcos; home
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buyers are attracted to the rural atmosphere of the area and the low home prices. Much of the

housing ts being constructed as large subchvisions by out-of-town developers. According to city

planner David Acuff, many newer, smaller businesses (or "infant industries") have been attracted

to San Marcos in recent years by the availability of land for expansion at low rents. The clty

conUnues to seek industries to increase the tax base and prowde jobs for local residents.

Development approval is not demed based on traffic levels on either city streets or the

freeway, but most developers pay fees to fund service improvements. Developers also have the

option of completing the infrastructure upgrades themselves In some cases, requirements for road

~mprovements are tied to actual traffic impacts. For example, one developer was requra’ed to build

a basra arterial to serve his subchvision Future traffic counts will determine if the deveIoper

needs to widen the road.

5.3.5.3 Conclusions -- San Diego Area

The crees of Escondido and San Marcos, like the rest of the San Dingo regmn, have

experienced significant population growth over the last two decades. Crees m north San Dingo

County have grown because they have been able to offer an attractive rural envlrormlent and low

housing priced for commuters. Traffic levels along 1-15 have steadily increased over the years,

but planners with the cltaes of Escondido and San Marcos inchcated that the widemng of tl~s

facility did not noticeably affect the level of service.

Demand by commuters of homes in these cittes appears to remmn strong; planners expect

to approve new development even as traffic congestion increases. It does not appear that planners

would have expected different levels of growth m North San Dingo County if the 1-15 widening

had not occurred.

5.4 Highway Capacity Expansion and Land Development: Developer Perspectives

5.4.1 Introduction

This section will discuss the results of a survey of real estate developers who built

projects in Pleasanton (Case Study 1) dunng the study period 1970-1990. The type and density

of development that occurs on a particular pmce of land will depend on many factors; this part

of the research looks at freeway expansion as one factor influencing an area’s development. As
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discussed in the introduction, one would expect, based on economac theory, that increasing

freeway capacity to a site would increase the attractaveness of the site to developers and would

inflate the land price.

In order to make a profit on developments using more expenslve land, one could expect

the land to be used more intensively (Echenique,1980). This relationstup between land price and

density, is evident m the lugh rise office buildings located on expensive, centrally-located sites.

It is possible that an increase m land value would encourage budders to increase the denslty of

their developments or construct more expensive housing with a lugher profit margin Generally,

howew~r, developers included m this survey felt that their development decisions (1 e. size, scale,

and price range) were unrelated to the 1-580 freeway expansion

The expansion project could have indirectly inflated the land values (without the

developers’ knowledge), meamng that less overall development would have occurred in the

absence of the wldenmg project. The potentaal for freeway expansion to indirectly influence

development decisions could heip explmn the difference in results of tins survey and the f’mdmgs

(related m chapter 4) of a posltave correlauon between freeway capacity increases and corridor

shares of permit activity. It is also posslble that the developers dld value the freeway

improvement project but dad not acknowledge thzs, out of concern for the political rarnificataons

of doing so.

5.4.2 The Survey Process

The projects selected for study are randomly chosen from a hst of projects obtained from

the planning departments files Telephone conversations were conducted with developers of small

and large residentzal projects, and wlth developers of two major commerclal/office/mdusmal

(C/O/I) projects in north Pleasanton along 1-580. Background information on a thtrd C/O/I

project, the massive Hacienda Business Park, was obtained from a 1989 study of Pleasanton’s

planning process (LeGates and Pellenn) and a 1988 study comparing Bay Area employment

centers produced for Hacienda (Keyser Marston)

A copy of the survey is shown m Figure 5-5. The questlonnatre covered the planning

process for the speclfic development project selected as well as general reformation based on the

developers experience with other projects. Through the survey we attempted to &scern the
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(z)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(S)

Explain briefly the planning process for the __ project -ff po~le, give dates of critical planning
decisions.

What types of features would make a site particularly attractive m you?

How does access to a freeway or highway factor into your feas~tlity analysis of a site?

Would a high level of traffic congestion (i.e. stop-and-go traffic) on nearby freeways and major
arterials discourage you from considering a particular site for development? Why or why not? Do you
know of any projects that were denied permits because of highway congestion?

Would a planned expansion of the congested facilities influence your decision? Have you ever
advocated for a particular roadway project?

Evaluate the State Route 4 area (Pittsburg/Antioch) as an alternative to the 1-580/I-680 area for
development purposes.

Were you aware of the 1-580 expansion during planning for your project?

Residential developments: Who are the homes being built for - where wilI they work?

Figure 5-5.
Developer Survey
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nnportance of various aspects of the transportataon system on development declslons, including

freeway access, the level of traffic congestion on nearby freeways, and planned transportatzon

maprow~ments.

A map of the development projects selected is shown m Figure 5-6. The next section

contmrr~ descnpUons of the mdlvidual projects Following these descriptmns are the developers’

more general comments on planning for residenUal and nonresldenUal projects. It should be noted

that these opimons are to a large extent based on developers’ overall experience m the field,

rather than the specific projects in Pleasanton that were revlewed.

The inherent differences between resldentaal and nonresldentml land uses warrant separate

treatment of projects in these categories. In adchtaon, ~t appears that major retml developments,

such as shopping centers, value the transportation system differently than other C/O/I land uses,

and such projects will therefore be discussed m a separate section

5.4.3 Descriptions of Projects/Developers Surveyed

5.4.3.1 Via Siena/Stoneridge Drive; Bren Development Company

Thts resldenUal project, currently under construction, has 112 single famaly homes on 13.7

acres. It is located m northeast Pleasanton off Stoneridge Drive and Santa Rita Road. The project

was approved in 1990, well after the first phase (near Pleasanton) of the 1-580 highway expansion

was completed.

The area is fairly flat and was zoned for bagh density residential The city wanted tugh

density, low income housing built on the sxte, but the developer deterrmned that it would make

a better profit by building single family detached homes. The price of the land was the most

important conslderaUon in choosing the site. While the site is not adjacent to the freeway, st has

reasonable access to 1-680 wa Santa Rata Road

5.4.3.2 ,Country Fair Downs; Ponderosa Homes Development Company

This development consists of 180 single fanuly homes on 38.2 acres m central Pleasanton

along t-680. This project, approved 1984, was an addation to existing development in the same

area. The developer chose tb_~s site because of the price of the land. They considered the freeway

access tbr this site, but that factor was no more important than any other. The developer was
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aware of the 1-580 highway expansion; the second phase of the wlderting was m process by the

time they began planning for this project.

5.4.3.3 Mission Park; Beraflis Development Company

This small residential project of 27 homes in located m the southern portion of Pleasanton

A 30-day opt.ton was taken out on the property while the developer performed an econormc

study. During tins study, the developer analyzed the land costs, city fees, and costs of

development (mcIudmg building costs and infrastructure) Determamng that the homes could 

built at a profit and in a price range appropriate to the neighborhood, the developer proceeded

wlth the project. This developer was aware of the 1-580 expansion, bat believes that the wxdening

did not affect his project because most of the residents purchasing the homes work m the Silicon

Valley and commute along 1-680, not 1-580.

5.4.3.4 5137 Foothill Road; Paneal Development Company

This project was purchased from another developer m 1990, when it was about halfway

tl~ough the planning stage, with the layout of the tract and the design of the homes completed.

The development plans were filed with the city by the ongmal developer m 1988 These homes

are in the mzddle and upper price range.

Tins developer generally does mill1 projects, he said he does not build m remote areas,

and that he has not built any proJects m the Highway 4 area -- another east-west comdor about

30 miles north of 1-580 -- because the homes built there are often starter homes in a lower price

range than what he typically builds. Has company generally prefers locations near major

highways, whether they are congested or not Some of the projects this developer is currently

workang on are in Dub/in (near 1-580/I-680), San Jose, Sunnyvale, Saratoga and Cupemno (near

1-280).

]Freeway access was tmportant for this project; both 1-580 and 1-680 are easily accessed

from the development. The homes were built for more affluent people who are able to pay more

to locate in a high quality neighborhood near work and shopping desfinataons. The developer

believes, that the 1-580 widening was not important to this project because the residents commute

north along 1-680 to jobs in Walnut Creek and San Ramon or south to Silicon Valley.
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5.4.3.5 Pleasanton Park; Reynolds and Brown Development Company

This project is a commerclal/indusmal business park located along 1-680 near the 1-580/I-

680 interchange. The project site is approximately 56 acres and contmns office, research and

development, warehouse, hght industrial, and commercial uses. The developer spht the property

into fore" parcels which were developed m phases, plans for these parcels were ftled with the city

m 1980, 1982, 1986 and 1989. The sphttmg of the property revolved the realignment and

Improvement of Johnson Road (a frontage road along 1-680), and improvements to the Hopyard

Road interchange at 1-680. Phases 1 and 2 have mainly research and development, warehouse,

and hght industrial uses° Phase 3 was planned for some office space, but due to a glut of office

space on the market at the ume (late t980s), this was changed to retml Phase 4, wbach ~s still

vacant, ~s also planned for retail uses.

Tilts site was chosen because of Its IocaUon along the freeway. Accessibihty was very

important for the retail, mdusmal, and warehouse development planned for the s~te. The

developer conducted a feasibihty study of this slte before purchasing st m 1980, including looking

at the amount of daily traffic using the freeway in front of the rote According to the developer,

a relatavely high level of traffic flow along the freeway was destred to provide exposure for the

retail uses They also examined demograptac charactenstacs of the area, including population,

employment, and income levels, to determine if the rote would be successful for retail businesses.

While traffic congestion on 1-580 dad not tunder people’s abihty to get to the site, the

developer dad conmbute money to the North Pleasanton Improvement Dxstrict to pay for the

roadway improvements to Johnson Road and the Hopyard interchange. The company only builds

projects on sites along major freeways because their commerciat/mdusmal projects need good

accessibility and visibility. Current projects are m Fmrfield, along 1-80 in Solano County, and in

Tracy, along 1-580 m San Joaqum County.

5.4.3.6 Stoneridge Mall; Taubman Development Company

The developer started planning for the Stoneridge Mall m 1972, and the mall opened in

1980. The rote was zoned for a reglonal shopping mall in 1972. At that time there was another

developer that wanted his site zoned for a shopping center. Both compames made presentauons

to the c~ty. Taubman’s site was selected, among other reasons, because of ~ts superior access to
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and visibility from the two freeways.

Two factors important to the development process were the sewer capacity limatatlons of

the city and transportatton improvements, including the Stonendge Boulevard overpass at 1-680,

where a full Interchange was eventually built. The lack of sewer capacity influenced the shopping

center m two ways. The du’ect impact was that the Taubman Company chd not have assurance

of sewer service for its s:te. Tbas problem was overcome when a lawsmt made by another

developer against the City of Pleasanton was settled, and the mall s:te was guaranteed sufficient

servme by the c:ty m 1978

The developer was concerned that the populaUon dens:ty m the Tri-Valley trade area was

not sufficmnt at the start of planmng -- a larger population base was needed m order to create

sufficmnt demand for the mall department stores. The sewer capac:ty lnmtation was seen as a

threat to the success of the mall because it would hinder populataon growth in the area. The

developer, however, assumed that the sewer capacity would be increased by the c:ty sometame

soon, aa~d seeing the potentaal for growth m the market area, decxded to go ahead w~th the

project. The developer’s assumption proved correct: the cltaes of Llvermore and Pleasanton

passed a bond measure and received federal assistance to finance constructaon of a p:peline to

transport treated sewage from the valley to the Bay. The additional sewage capac:ty enabled

resadenraal development to restart in 1976.

There were several elements that made tbas site attractive for a regional shopping mall.

The flat topography of the site made :t conducive for development of a shopping center, and the

clt-y was receptive to rezonmg the site for commercial use In adchtion, the Iocataon at the

junctaon of the two major freeways gave the site good exposure and visibility. The developer also

felt that Pleasanton was a "frmndly" city in winch to do business. While the s:te only had direct

access to 1-580 at the tame the project was being planned, the developer believed that local

:mprovements could be made to connect the site with 1-680 as well.

Dn’ect access to both freeways was considered critmal to the project so that It would be

convenient for people travehng on the freeways to get to the mall. Access to 1-580 was along

Football Road, which the developer planned to widen to adequately handle the additional traffic.

The developer also wanted an interchange at 1-680, but was concerned that the expanded approval

process for an new interchange on a federal interstate would comphcate the approval process for
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the mall itself.

The developer was concerned that the EPA would stymie the project, so ptans for a direct

connection to 1-680 were dropped, m order to avoid environmental assessment at the federal

level. Instead, the developer chose to only build an overcrossmg, winch was crucial to providing

adequate access to the site for Pleasanton residents Caltrans prepared an environmental impact

statement for the overcrossmg, which was approved and bmlt. A freeway interchange at

Stoneridge Drive was later added through funding by the North Pleasanton Improvement District.

The developer of the Stonendge Mall was aware and m favor of the 1-580 widening

project. While the mall would sttll have been constructed even without the widening, the

improvement was welcomed The developer was m favor of the highway expansion because the

reduced congestaon and faster travel umes would make the mp to Stonendge more convement

for customers from Castro Valley and Hayward, thereby increasing the mall’s effecUve market

area Constructaon on the mall began in 1978, by which time the widening project was already

underway.

5.4.4 General Comments on Developer Site Analysis

5.4.4.1 Residential Developments

The key concern of residential developers when evaluating a site for constructmn of

homes is whether the homes wall sell quickly at a profit for the developer. Tins concern mouvates

thetr cons~deratmn of what type of housing would be statable for a parUcular site as well as what

sites are appropriate for development. The developers interviewed for this study stress that they

avoid very remote areas with poor regmnal accessibility Nolse and vibration assocmted with

freeway traffic make sites directly along major freeways relatively unsuited for residenUal uses,

but locations a short &stance from freeway interchanges are qmte desn’able.

The proximity to freeways is not, however, considered a very tmportant factor for many

projects. Developments involving large numbers of homes winch are expected to generate a lot

of traffic need to have better access, malang a location near a freeway more desirable. In

addition, developments of homes m the Ingher price range may be tocated close to freeway

access points because the high degree of accessibihty would attract affluent home buyers who

value then" ttme highly and are able to pay more to live close to attractmns, such as employment
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centers and shopping areas. Even for the affluent, however, the quallty of the neighborhood

would still be consadered more maportant than freeway access (Ho, 1992).

Due to the lack of available land in the tight Bay Area housing market, resadential

developers cannot afford to be packy about special arnenllaes, such as direct freeway access or

topograp~c features like creeks and htlls. The most important factors considered in imtial sate

selecUon are the price and size of the property, and the nearby land uses In additaon, developers

wail not actually purchase a paece of property until they are assured that they can build on it A

developer rmght place an optmn on a piece of property that is reasonably pnced and then conduct

an analysis of various factors which would help k’am/her determine if a profitable project can be

built.

The factors considered in this analysis are generally related to development costs or to

government regulation of land, usually m the form of zomng. The developer determines what

type of use the property is zoned for, and calculates any development fees amposed by the city

as well as costs of mfrastr-ucture anprovements (on and off-sate). Outlining all of these types 

costs allows the developer to determane the general price range at which the homes need to be

sold ~1 order to make a profit. If the project appears financially feasible, the developer will

purchases the property and applies for a builchng perrmt.

The resadentaal developers mtervaewed saad that congestaon on nearby freeways would not

affect site feasibihty analysis, and would not diminish the attractiveness of a sate. Accordmg to

one developer, resadents of urban areas tend to anticapate some congestaon on freeways during

peak hours and expect this to increase then" travel time Following tins line of reasomng, traffic

congestion on a freeway would not tend to discourage people from purchasing a home m that

comdor, if the homes are reasonably priced. A lack of congestion on a freeway is unlikely to

attract homebuyers to the area unless the homes pass the other, more cntacal, tests of price, size,

and quahty.

Developers of small projects, m particular, are unl~ely to conduct a detailed evaluataon

of a site’s amemtaes~ mcluchng access to freeways. Because the budgets for small projects do not

generally include resources to evaluate the level of access to freeways and other major

transportation facihties, these developers would clearly not take the next step of considering the

level of congestwn on these facihtaes. In addiUon, small projects are not expected to produce a
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significant level of new traffic and often do not reqmre environmental impact assessment.

There Is some concern on the part of developers that congesraon on local transportation

facilitaes could hinder approval of a projects building penmt apphcation The developers were

unable, however, to relate any specific instances where a permit was denied on the basis of

excessive traffic impacts on already congested local roadways. They generally beheve that

agreements could be reached with the city to nut, gate traffic impacts through spot xmprovements

adjacent to the site. These types of rmtlgaUon measures, while they can be quite expensive, are

generally of a small scale and include addltion of lanes to access roads or freeway ramps,

signahzaUon improvements, and so forth.

Development of a project m a congested comdor may result m approval delays and

additaonal costs, including the cost of traffic impact assessment and actual costs for the

improvements on freeways mad mmn arterial at the freeway interchanges. The increasing costs

may make a potential project site relatively less attracUve for development, but the final dec~smn

depends on the overall costs.

5.4.4.2 Major Retail Developments

Retail businesses look for new opportunitms m areas of sigmficant population that are

underserved by existing retail services. Around the country, the development of large shopping

centers m the suburbs fotlowed soon after those areas experienced population growth.

Pleasanton’s major regmnal shopping center, Stoneridge Mall, opened in 1980 to serve the retail

needs of the growing Tr1-Valley populatmn.

Major shopping centers such as Stoneridge rely on wsibiht-y and accessibihty to large

numbers of people for their success, making a 1ocatmnammediatety adjacent to major freeways

of primary Importance. Average daily flow of vehicles past a retail site ~s considered a critical

measure of wslbility and exposure, so a heavy traffic flow on a freeway could be perceived as

positive. A site at the junction of two freeways wxth immedxate access to them, such as the

Pleasanton location of the Stoneridge Mall, is the ideal type of site for shopping center

developers.

As with developers of other types of large projects, retail developers would consider

funding spot maprovements to both city streets and freeways to enhance access to their develop-
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merits. Developments expected to generate a heavy amount of traffic, such as a shopping center,

are often reqmred to implement these types of measures to rmUgate the adverse traffic impacts,

but ort[y in their unmediate vicinity.

5.4.4.3 Other Commercial/Office/Industrial Developments

Developers of commerclal properties generally conmder land price, demand by businesses

for new office space, and vacancy rates of existing developments as very important to then"

feasibility analyms. The San Francisco Bay Area’s strong economlc growth created demand for

significant amounts of new office space Developers planned new projects to accommodate the

need for space for tugh-growth compames, often in such fields as financial services and hagh-

technology.

The forms of office/commaerclal development have changed slgmficantly over the past few

decades, with suburban office parks becoming increasingly common. While tradmonal downtown

areas such as San Franclsco and Oaldand continue to add to their stock of office space, much of

the region’s office growth over the last ten years occurred m suburban communities such as

Pleasanton and Sunnyvale. These outlying areas are seen as having several advantages over inner

city office complexes, partacularty for newer, smaller businesses requmng tow rent office space

with room avmlable for expansion Accorchng to a study completed for the Hacienda Business

Park, some of the merits of the Tn-Valley area that have attracted employers to the development

include: "rapid popularzon growth, excellent housing avmlabfllty, good quahty schools, untapped

labor supply, improving freeway system,= and low occupancy costs (Keyser Marston; p. 37)."

Employers have been attracted to the Tri-VaUey area m part because of growth of the

local labor force; many of the new jobs have been taken by local residents or by people who

moved to the area after starting their job. Tb.xs inchcates that few employees of Pleasanton fn’ms

need to use the 1-580 freeway for their commute In 1990, only 16 per cent of the Pleasanton

workforce commuted along 1-580 through the Dublin Canyon from San Francisco and the East

Bay. Apprommately 25-27 per cent of Pleasanton’s workers remded m the Pleasanton area, and

2Irnprovements planned or under construction at tbas Ume were mainly to the 1-680 freeway and the 1-680/Route
24 interchange The widerang of 1-580 had already been completed
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another 30 per cent hved in the nearby communities of Llvermore, Dublin and San Ramon, wbach

are accessible by the arterial street system in addztion to the freeways. Much of the remainder

commuted to Pleasanton along 1-680 from the north (Concord, Pittsburg) or from the South Bay

cities such as San Jose and Sunnyvale (1991 Growth Management Report: p. 89).

As with resldenUal properties, the importance of freeway access for office and commercial

projects depends in part on the size of the development and the leveI of traffic that wll! be

generated by the project. The Hacienda Business Park, for example, is expected to have

approximately 40 thousand employees at braid-out; the site at the junction of the 1-580 and 1-680

freeways was chosen for the park to allow easy freeway access to the freeways and imnilmze

traffic impacts on clty streets°

Proximity to the freeways is important to industrial firms because their operataons reqmre

them to be very accessible Manufacturing and warehouse/distribution facihues m particular need

adequate freeway accessibility to accommodate truck dehvefies and distribution activities. In

additaon to freeway access, however, these types of large-scale operaUons reqmre large parcels

of land at relatively low prices m order to be profitable However, as long as a suitable site could

be found near a freeway, industrial fn’ms would make their decision to locate there independent

of any traffic congestion on the facihty, according to developer Kelly Remhenberg.

5.4.5 Developer Perspectives -- Conclusions

Overall, it appears that the exastence of the two freeways and the access that these

facilities provided to the inner Bay Area and South Bay and to growing residential suburbs in

the San Joaquin Valley were very Important to Pleasanton’s population growth and the expansion

of C/O/I activlUes there. While freeway service level was mentioned as somewhat of a concern

to developers, most notabiy for the shopping center, the availability and low place of land m the

area was clearly the most important consideration.

WINe an increase in capacity of transportaUon facilities may have been perceived as a

bonus to nearby developments, ~e ability to sausfy regional demand for affordable housing and

compeUUve-rent C/O/I space appears to have been the most dominant force shaping growth and

development in Pleasanton dunng the last thirty years.
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5.5 Conclusions

This case study analysls examines growth and development trends in four corndors m

which existing highways have been expanded and attempts to relate these trends to the capacity

increase. The basic premise has been that increased growth leads to a greater number of trips,

increasing traffic congestion If it is found that an improvement of a freeway facility attracts new

growth to the corridor, the eventual result would increased traffic on transportation facilities, and

therefore l~gher levels of congesUon and air pollutiono

Research on the growth and development histories of communmes m the improved

corndors inchcates that the existence of the freeway system was very important to development

m these, commumtles. The freeways prowde critacal access between the corridor commumraes and

the rernamder of the region. In the case of Pleasanton, for example, the professionals agreed that

the clty’s locatmn at the crossroads of the two major freeways, 1-580 and 1-680, was cmclal to

the growth of its residential areas and its ablhty to attract new businesses and employment. It

appears that the strong growth of the Bay Area economy and the build-out of tuner parts of the

reglon produced excess demand for affordable land for resldentml and nonresidential uses

While the exxstence of the facLhty itself is cntacal, the link between the expansion of a

highway and growth and development m the corridor it serves appears to be much weaker, or at

least less &rect. Generally, commumties along the improved comdor were able to attract the

excess demand for housing because these outlying areas couId offer low land prices and access

vm the freeways to the regmn’s job markets. Land cost and an attracrave rural environment appear

to be the overriding factors mot~vatang housing development in all four case study regions

Outlymg areas with lots of undeveloped land generally grew faster than more developed

eomrmmittes These types of factors appear to be more darectly relevant to the project declslons

of real estate developers than the level of highway congestmn m the area. Whale the expansmn

of 1-580 is seen as a bonus to developers in the area, alI indicate that their projects would still

have been constructed m the absence of the freeway improvement.

It is possible that the development market dad place value on the freeway expansmn, but

that this influence is not easily recogmzed. Improved capacity along the freeways serving the

developments could have indarectly increased the value of the land, potentaally le~ling to

daffereat levels or types of development than would have occurred without the freeway
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Improvement. Shorter travel times (due to reduced congestion) could also be attracUve 

residents using the freeways to commute to work, allowkug them to obtain better housing by

commuting a greater distance. Also, since development decisions are bAghly cost-sensitive, any

effect of congestion on development cost, such as a reqmrement that the developer pay for

transportaUon improvements, could influence these declsions. These effects are all mdarect m the

sense that the road capacity variable influences another variable that in ram affects the

development decision. This coutd explain why the impacts of capaclty increases are not readily

apparent in the case study analysis.

Discussions with local planners m the four regmns also expressed an apparent lack of

apprecmtaon for the cumulative traffic generation mapacts of local development on the regmnal

transportataon system. Most of the commumt~es involved m th~s study mdmated that they do

specifically consider regional traffic impacts when demchng whether to approve or deny

development projects. This pohcy could restflt m unchecked increases m traffic congestion on

regional freeways, whether they are expanded or not. Alternatively, at may shift responsibihty to

developers, real estate purchasers, tenants, and others to respond to congested road conditions m

their development, purchasing, and Iocauon decisions The case stu&es presented in tbas chapter

suggest that such responses, if they occur, are not recogmzed as such by the above

decisionmakers Perhaps this shows that markets for suburban development are graded by a truly

"inwsible" hand when It comes to transportaton, and perhaps it shows a failure of such markets

in this regard.
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Chapter 6:

Area-Wide Impacts

6.1 Introduction

This chapter studies relataonsbaps between hlghway capacity and traffic on an area level

Highway expansions can affect traffic throughout a wide area. It is dxfficult for before-and-after

studies based on specific projects to detect impacts outside the immediate vicinity of the

improved segment. Although regional transportataon models can do this, they are data and

computataonally intensive, difficult to vahdate, and yleld far more detmled results than what are

reqmred for the present purpose. Most importantly, these models often exclude certain potentially

tmport~mt unpacts, such as land use change and trip generation

Area-wide models are macroscopic in nature. They estabhsh darect statistical relataonshlps

between traffic and roadway supply variables defined at the regional level. Thus, they can be

used to estamate the growth of traffic m a reglon due to roadway expansion. While such estimates

may not prove accurate for specific projects, they are invaluable in assessing the ~mpact of road

programs from a macroscopic, regional perspectave.

Previous area-wide studies have rehed on cross-sectmnal analyses. In this analysls, we use

panel data. In other words, our data set consists of multiple observations, extending over a period

of 18 years, for a set of urban areas. The use of panel data m tlus analysis provides three major

benefits for model estimatlon: (1) discnrmnation between mterregmnal and intraregmnal

chfferences, (2) eImaination of esttmataon bias due to on~atted vanabtes (variables winch affect

traffic, but are not included m our model), and (3) reduction of data multicolhnearlty, wbach

reduces; the accuracy of coefficient estamates.

In performing thas study, we encounter a slgnificant data lma~tation. While vehacle-males

traveled (VMT) data for state highways are available over a sufficient period to include

sxgmficant temporal variation in roadway supply (measured m lane-nules), data for total VMT

(including local roads) are available only for a considerably shorter span of years. Consequently,

the mare focus of our study is on how the supply of state Inghways affects traffic on state

highways. This analysis does not, however, reveal whether the effects derive primarily from
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Table 6-1.
Califorma CMSAs and MSAs

NAME

Los Angeles-Anahe~m-l~verslde

San Franclsco-Oaldand-San Jose

Bakersfield

Chaco

Fresno

Merced

Modesto

Reddmg

Sacramento

Salinas-Seaslde-Monterey

DESIGNATION

CMSA

CMSA

MSA

MSA

MSA

MSA

MSA

MSA

MSA

MSA

San Diego MSA

Sanra Barbara-Santa Mana-Lompoc MSA

Stockton MSA

VIsalia-Tulare-Porterville

Yuba City

MSA

MSA
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generation of "new traffic" or merely reflect reallocataon of traffic between state and non-state

l~ghways. To address this issue, we also analyze more hmited total VMT data, and tentatively

conclude that the state haghway VMT relataonships primarily reflect traffic generation

A second potential problem with this study revolves the darection of causality° Our

analysJLs assumes that road supply is the cause and traffic the effect, whereas m fact, traffic levels

affect road supply as well. Whale we concede that the causality is bidirectional, we do not beheve

that this substantially affects our results. State and regmnal planning processes are subject to

imperfect mformataon, lumpiness of investment, fluctuatlons m costs and revenues, politically

motavated allocataon formulas, and other "exogenous" factors that slgmficantly loosen the

coup/ang between road supply and road traffic. Tins allows us to treat roadway supply as an

exogenous variable, so long as we control for other factors, such as populataon, populatmn

density, and income, which affect both vehicle traffic and road supply

The analysis w111 be presented m three parts. Ftrst, we focus on bivariate correlation and

graphical analyses intended to give an mtuitave sense of the relationshaps contained m the data°

Next, we perform multiple regression analysis m order to isolate the impacts of road supply and

other variables on VMT m a more precise and rigorous way. Next, we shift from the state

highway VMT data considered m the ftrst two analyses to the total VMT data, agmn applying

multaple regressmn analysis Before turning to these analyses, Section 6.2 gives a brief

descriptmn of data. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 analyze state baghway VMT data, using blvariate and

multaple regression approaches, respectavely. Section 6.5 chscusses the multiple regressmn

analysis of total VMT data. Implications of our results are presented m Sectaon 6.6, while Section

6.7 offers concIusions.

6.2 Data Description

6.2ol Sources

For each of the tbarty-two urban countaes in Callfomm, annual data for vetucle aules

traveled on state highways (VMT), population (POP), real personal income per caplta (PIN),

gasohne price (GPRICE), populatmn density (DENSITY), and lane-miles of state highways

(LMILE) were collected By urban counttes, we mean counties that are within Metropolitan

Statistical Areas (MSAs), as defined by the U.S Office of Management and Budget. Table 6-1
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hsts Cahforma MSAs. The time duratmn of the data is from 1973 to 1990, except for VMT on

non-state highways which was available only for 1980, 1982, 1986, 1988, and 1989.

The data are obtained from various sources. The data for state highway VMT are provided

by Caltrans. The California Staust~cal Abstract is the source of total VMT data Population,

personal income and land areas are avmlabIe from the Cahforma Statistical Abstract, County and

C~tV Data Book [Umted States] Consohdated File, County Data 1947-1977, and County StaUstics

File 2 (CO-STAT 2): [-Umted States] Gasohne price !s obtmned from State Ener~-w Price and

Expen&ture Report by the Energy haformauon Adrmnistration. Data for lane-miles are generated

from Caltrans’ Traffic Accident Surveillance and Analysis System (TASAS) data base, 

elaborated in the next section

6.2.2 Development of Lane-Mile Data

There are three ways to obtain the county lane-male data. First, these data are available

darectly from Caltrans. Second, the data can be calculated from segment data contmned m the

Caltrans Current I-hghway File, part of the TASAS data base mamtzaned by Caltrans. Fmally

from Current Highway File and Prior Highway File, also part of TASAS, can be employed. This

tatter method reflects changes to the haghway stock resulting from deletions of reconstructed,

reahgned, or abandoned segments, as weIt as additions of segments currently m use. The lane-

mile data available dLrectly fi:om Caltrans covered ordy from 1977 to 1990, while data from

TASAS covered 1973 to 1990.

In order to decide which lane-mile data to use, we compared the three data sets obtained

in various ways, as shown in Figures 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3. All three figures show that the Caltrans

lane-miles (those obtained from CaItrans directly), and the TASAS lane-miles (those obtained

using both the Current and Prior Highway Files), are generally conslstent, while the Current lane-

miles (generated from Current Haghway File alone) are considerably lower than the others.1

ILane-miles based on the Current I-hghway File is lower because ~t measures the lane-reties currently m place
(as of 1991) that were m place in a given year TNs file does not contmn lane-miles not currently m place that were
m place in a prior year For example, ff a section of road had been strmghtened m 1978, the Current I-hghway File
would not contmn the prior, ummproved seclaon.
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In Figures 6-2 and 6-3 we also find that TASAS lane-n’ule values change smoothly over

tame. Since the Current lane-miles dad not consider the previous erdstence of tnghways that were

demohshed or abandoned, and Caltrans lane-miles tends to jump up and down and covers a

shorter tame period, we chose the TASAS lane-mile data denved from both the Current and Pnor

Highway Files for use m this research.

6.2.3 Aggregation of County Level Data

Although data are available at the county level, sigmficant economic lnteracuon between

counties in a given urban area xs to be expected. To control for these, data are aggregated into

larger regions -- Metropohtan Statastlcal Areas (MSAs), and Consohdated Statistical Areas

(CMSAs)

CMSAs are integrated regions with total populations of 1 milhon or more. Califorma

contmns 2 CMSAs - San Francasco and Los Angeles MSAs consist of integrated regions

including at least one contiguously settled urbamzed area of population 50 thousand or more. As

of 1987, Califorma contained 13 MSAs. All CMSAs and MSAs are defined in terms of countaes.

Table 6-1 lists California CMSAs and MSAs We use the term "metropolitan" to denote

aggregataon to the CMSA/MSA level.

Aggregating the county-level data, we computed VMT, POP, PIN, DENSITY, GPRICE,

and LMILE at the metropolitan level for the years 1973 to 1990. Both county and metropolitan

level data are analyzed and results compared to assess aggregation effects.

6.3 Bivariate Analysis

6.3.1 Correlation Analysis

Table 6-2 shows the correlatmn coefficients of all variables, measured at the county level,

used m this research. The correlatmn coefficmnt reflects the degree of association between two

variables. The value of 0 indicates there Is no linear correlauon between the two variables, while

the values of +1 and -1 mdacate a fully positive or negaUve correlation between the two variables.

The posmve sign means an increase m one of the two variables is associated w~th an increase

in the other variable, while the negative sign associates a negative change m one vanabte wlth

a positive change an the other.
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Table 6-2.
Correlation Coefficients, County Level

VMT LMILE POP PIN GPRICE DENSITY

VMT 1.00 0.815 0 978 0.189 -0.087 0.090

LM]3LE 0.815 1.00 0.781 -0.099 -0 015 -0.074

POP 0.978 0.781 1.00 0.159 -0 034 0.138

PIN 0.189 -0.099 0.159 1.00 -0.239 0.379

GPRICE -0.087 -0.015 -0.034 -0.239 1.00 -0.013

DENSITY 0.090 -0.074 0.138 0.379 -0.013 1.00
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From Table 6-2 we can see that state highway VMT has the strongest con’elatlon with

poputaUon (POP) and lane-miles (I,MILE), and a weak correlation with personal income 

capita (PIN). PopulaUon density (DENSITY) and gasoline price (GPRICE), whtch vanes by 

but not by region, have the weakest correlaUons w~th VMT.

There are also correlanons between lane-miles (LMILE) and population (POP), 

between personal income (PIN) and population denslty (DENSITY) The relatlonst"np between

lane-rmles and population inchcates that counues w~th larger populatlon usually have more lane-

miles of roadways. The relationstup between personal income and populaUon density mdacates

that countxes with high populatmn densxty, wluch are usually central counUes of large

metropolitan areas, have a higher personal income per capita. These correlatmns cloud the

interpretaUon of the VMT correlaUons chscussed above. For example, since POP is correlated

with LMIIJE, the correlation between LMrLE and VMT could be "spurious" -- a consequence

of both these variables being correlated with POP

Except for moderate correlataons with personal income (PIN), gasohne prme (GPRICE)

and population denslty (DENSITY) have no sigmficant correlataons w~th other variables. The

negatwe correlation between gasohne price and personal income means that higher gasoline price

~s assocmted with lower personal income. This relaUonsh~p is probably an artifact of secular

trends toward lower real gasohne prices and higher real incomes.

Table 6-3 shows the correlation coefficients of variables aggregated to the CMSA/MSA

level. Stronger correlations are evident. The correlaUon coefficient between VMT and population

increases from 0.978 to 0.990, and the coefficient between VMT and lane-n~es increases from

0.815 to 0.969. These chfferences reflect interactions between counties, which tend to increase

the "no~se" in the county-level data.

6.3.2 Graphical Analyses

Bivanate graphs, like correlataon, may also suggest possible relataonships between any two

variables. The relataonships suggested by the graphs guide development of statistmal models, m

which hypothesized relationshlps can be more rigorously tested.

From Figure 6-4, we can see that VMT generally increases with populatmn. The right-

most cluster of points corresponds to the 1973-1990 Ume series observatmns of Los Angeles
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Table 6-3.
Correlauon Coefficients, CMSA/MSA Level

VMT LMILE POP PIN GPRICE DENSITY

VMT 100 0 969 0.990 0.580 -0.072 0.613

LMILE 0 969 100 0.987 0 499 -0 010 0 538

POP 0.990 0.987 1.00 0.541 -0.032 0.597

PIN 0°580 0 499 0.541 1.00 -0.222 0.694

GPRICE -0.072 -0.010 -0.032 -0.222 1.00 -0.069

DENSITY 0.613 0.538 0.597 0.694 -0.069 1.00
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county, which had a population of 7.0 mflhon in 1973 and 8.8 million m 1990. The second fight-

most cluster of points corresponds to the 1973-1990 ftme series observataons of Orange county

and San Diego county, winch had, respecavely, populaUons of 1 6 and 1.5 milhon In 1973 and

2.3 and 2.5 milhon m 1990. Each of the other clusters also represents 18-year Ume series

observations of a county. At the bottom left comer, many clusters overlap, so it is generally not

easy to distinguish one county from the others. Figure 6-5 plots the same data as Figure 6-4, but

on a logarithmic scale. It suggests that there Is a hnear relauonstup between logarithm VMT and

logarithm populaUon, or m other words that the relauonsinp between VMT and population In log-

linear.

Figures 6-6 z.nd 6-7 show relataonships between VMT and iane-miles on linear and

logarithmic scales, respecUvely In most commes, there is a positive correlatdon between these

variables m the earher years, when lane-rates are increasing Notably, however, VMT continues

upward after lane-miles stop growing. Tins may be interpreted m several ways. First, as already

noted, the correlation between VMT and lane-miles may be spurious. Second, the latter year

increases in VMT may reflect other factors, such as populatmn, which together with lane-miles

influence VMT. Third, there may be a lagged effect, so that VMT increases m later years

represent delayed responses to earlier lane-mile increases.

Figure 6-8 plots state tughway VMT per capita against county population. There is a wide

variation in this quantity. The highest value of VMT per capita Is 8,500 veincle miles associated

with Orange county m 1978. The lowest value of VMT per caplta Is 1,500 vehicle miles

associated with San Francisco county in 1973. Overall, there is a shght negatave correlation

between VMT per capita and population. Figure 6-9 shows that the VMT per capita is increasing

over Ume, albeit at different rates for chfferent counties.

Figures 6-10 to 6-15 show plots analogous to Figures 6-4 to 6-9, but at the metropolitan

level. In Figure 6-10, the right-most cluster of points corresponds to the 1973-1990 time series

observations of the Los Angeles CMSA, which had a populatmn of 10,3 mallion in 1973 and 14.5

million m 1990. The second right-most cluster of points corresponds to the 1973-1990 time series

observations of San Francisco CMSA, winch had a population of 5.0 million m 1973 and 6.3

mflhon m 1990. Each of the other cIusters represents an 18-year ~me series observatJons for an

MSA. Observations for the MSAs are clustered together at the bottom left comer of Figure 6-10.
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Figure 6-11, like Figure 6-5, is plotted on a logarithmic scale. Again, a log-linear relationslup --

one somewhat stronger than that observed at the county level -- Is apparent The greater strength

of the metropohtan level relationships is also mchcated by Figures 6-12 and Figure 6-13. Figure

6-13, partacularly, suggests a far stronger log-linear relationship between VMT and lane-miles

at the metropohtan level than does Figure 6-7 at the county level.

Like Figure 6-8, Figure 6-14 suggests a weak, negatave, correlaUon between VMT per

capita and population. However, the highest and lowest per capita VMT, 7,200 for Merced m

1990 and 2,200 for Fresno m 1975, are both for smaller urban areas. Figure 6-15 shows that

metropofitan VMT per capita is increasing over tame, although slowly and unevenly.

6.4 Multiple Regression Analysis of State Highway VMT

6.4.1 Methodology

Each of the bivariate analyses discussed above shares a common lirmtation -- a fazlure to

control for the effects of variables other than the two specifically conslderedo As dascussed above,

this car~ lead to spurious relataonshaps, as when two variables are themselves unrelated but are

both correlated with a thud variable. In order avoid these problems, it Is necessary to adopt

mulraw~ate techmques. These are designed to simultaneously estimate the relataonships between

a dependent variable and a set of independent ones, and produce unbiased results even when the

independent v&’aables are correlated. The multivariate technique employed m tbas study is

multiple regression, wbach estimates coefficients of a hnear functaon, or model, relating the

dependent and independent variables

We estimated several equations, all of them are variations of the general model:

(1)

where:

is the VMT m area i at tame t;
is an adjustment factor for area i, estamated m the analysis;
is an adjustment factor for tmae period t, estunated in the analysis;
is the value of explanatory variable k m region i and time t;
are coefficients to be estimated;
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the outcome of a random variabIe e for region i at ttme t, assumed to be normally
distributed with mean 0.

Least squares regressmn Is used to esttmate the %, 13t , and coefficients )~k. The model is log-

linear, so coefficients can be read directly as elastaclties: a coefficient of 0.1 on variable X

lmphes that 1 percent increase m X will increase VMT by 0.1 percent In addition to the ease

of extractang elastici~ results, the log-linear model Is preferred because it always yields a

positive value for VMT, and because it predicts VMT to approach 0 when any of the x~tk’s with

posltive (negaUve) Lk coefficients approach zero (mfimty) This Is mtumvely plausxble, since 

expect VMT to go to zero when either population, or income, or lane-miles goes to zero, or when

gasoline price goes to mfimty Furthermore, the graphical analyses &scussed above suggest a log-

hnear relationsl~p between VMT, POP, and LMILE.

To understand the propemes of the above model, m pamcular its &fferences from a

standard cross-sectional one, it is useful to consider a skmplified example. Suppose we have a

model relating VMT to lane-miles ordy, and that we have VMT and lane-male data (contained

in the variable LM~E) for two regmns and two time periods. Assume miually that the data are

as given in Figure 6-16, the data labels m wbach consist of the region number (1 or 2) followed

by the time period number (1 or 2). In Figure 6-16, neither lane-miles nor VMT change from

period 1 to period 2 m elther regmn. Therefore, we cannot determine whether the mterregional

difference in VMT is a regional effect or a lane-mile effect. Now consider the data m Figure 6-

17. In tbas case, lane-miles m both regmns increase at the same rate, and VMT does likewise,

from period 1 to period 2. As before, however, these data do not yield informatmn about the

effect of lane-miles on VMT, since some unknown pomon of the VMT increase could be the

result of a tame period effect (perhaps, for example, gasohne prices went down between these two

periods). If, however, the situation is as appears in Figure 6-18, some references become possible.

Since in thts case lane-males m region 2 increase more than lane-miles m regmn 1, we can

(assuming our oversimplified model) impute the difference m VMT growth between the two

regions to the difference m lane-mile growth. SpecificaLly, we obtain:
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Figure 6-1 6
Lane-Male Effect Unobservable Mixed with Regional Effect
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LMILE22 LMILE12

where eve is the elasticity of VMT wltla respect to lane-miles

As in the above, slmplified, case, the statastacal model is esturtated by relating chfferences

m VMT growth to &fferences in lane-mile growth. The statxstical model is more complex

because it accounts for factors other than lane-miles (for example, populaUon and income),

because it deals with more than two regions and two tame penods, and because ~t includes a

stochastac error term.

Returmng to the two-regmn, two-period example, ff it were known that the regmns were

identical m every respect except for thexr quantitaes of lane-miles, it would be appropriate to

ehminate the regional effects from the models. In other words, we might assume that the

difference in VMT in Figure 6-16 results from lane-mile &fferences only. One advantage in

doing this is that lane-mile differences between regmns are substantially greater than lane-mile

changes witl~n regions. Another advantage is that, if VMT adjustments to lane-miIe changes

occur over tame, direct comparison among regmns is lxkely to give a better idea of the long-run

relataonsbap between lane-miles and VMT. Finally, ff lane-mtles added during the penod of

analysis are of a &fferent character than lane-retie stocks at the beglrmmg of the period, it Is

likely that la_ne-mile/VMT relataonships based on interregmnal variataon m lane-rmles will differ

from those based on differences m lane-mile growth within regions. For all of these reasons, ~t

is useful to compare results for models with and without the regional effects captured by the %

m equataon 1. We refer to models w~th these terms as "intraregional," and those w~thout them

as "interregmnal."

Similar arguments pertmn to the time period effects. That is, these effects may m some

ctrcumstances absorb effects of lane-mile changes. It is therefore useful to estimate the models

with and without the tame period adjustment factors (i e the [3t m equation 1).

Excluding the regmnal and time penod adjustment factors, six explanatory variables are

considered in the model The extent of the state haghway system is measured in lane-males
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(LM]LE). PopulaUon (POP) and real per capita income (PIN) are included to control for regional

population and economic growth. Population density (DENSITY) ts added to capture density

effects;. We expect that VMT increases with LMILE, POP, and PIN.2 The net impact of

DENSITY is uncertain: it may reduce the need for long-distance travel, but may also imply

increased accessibihty to the highway system Since the land areas of each reglon remain constant

over t:tme, the effect of DENSITY is absorbed by the regional adjustment factors and POP, so

DENSITY can be used only m the interreglonal model Finally, GPRICE is the average real price

of gasoline in Cahforma for a given year, and T as a secular trend variable calculated as the

difference between the year of the observauon and 1972. Since these variables are t~me but not

regmn dependent, their effects are fully absorbed by the tame adjustment factors, and they are

consequently mcluded only when the latter are not.

Thus, altogether we have four variants of the general model (i), which we estimate 

both county and metropohtan (CMSA/MSA) level. Two of the models, variants 1 and 2, are

mtraregional, while the other two, variants 3 and 4, are mterregmna!. Within the mtraregional

category, there is a model with ttme adjustment factors, variant 1, and a model m which these

factors, are replaced by GPRICE and T, variant 2 Likewise, there are two mten’egional models

-- variant 3, with tame adjustment factors, and variant 4, with GPRICE and T.

ImUally the ordinary least squares (OLS) method was used to estimate the coefficients 

the model. However, the resulting error terms are found to be autocorrelated -- that ~s elt is found

to be correlated with elt+i- When autocorrelatmn Is present, esUmatlon techmques other than OLS

yield more reliable resuks. The technique we employ xs the Yule-Walker method, an lteratlve

approach m which OLS ss used to generate an untial autocorrelataon estimate, which ~s then used

to transform the data m a manner that removes the autocorrelation, which is then used to estimate

a new model and autocorrelatmn coefficient, and so on until convergence is achieved. As it turns

out, the results from the two OLS and Yule-Walker methods differ very httle. For comparison,

2Readers unfamiliar with Iog-hnear models may wonder why the model uses total rather than per capita V]VIT
as the dependent variable. Since POP is included as a explanatory variable, and log(VMT/POP)=log(VMT)-log(POP),
it xs easy to convert between a total and per capita VMT model, simply by adding (or subtracung) 1 from the
coefficient on POP The choice of which form to estnnate is completely arbitrary, and yields idenUcat results for all
other coefficients.
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the estimated results of both methods are presented for mtrareglonal model with tame period

adjustment factors (variant 1).

6.4.2 County Level Results

The esUmated results of the four model variants, estimated on county level data, are listed

m Table 6-4 From Table 6-4 we see that the results of variant 1 and variant 2 are mmilar, with

differences between all common coefficients w~thm the coefficient standard errors.

These results indicate that, for a given region, increasing lane-miles 1 per cent will

increase VMT by about 0.5 per cent; increasing populauon 1 per cent will increase VMT by

about 0.4 percent; and increasing personal income 1 per cent wall increase VMT by about 0.3

percent. The sum of the elasucmes of lane-mites and population Is about 0.9, indicatang that

increasing population and lane-m~les 1 per cent (thus keeping the same per capita baghway supply

and income) will increase VMT by 0.9 percent

From Table 64 we see that the results of variant 3 and variant 4 are also quite consistent.

These interregional model results, however, differ considerably from those for the mterregmnal

model. In particular, the elastlcmes of populataon and personal income are tugher than those of

the intrareglonal model, while the elasncmes of lane-males are lower.

The differences between the mtraregmnal and mterregional model results suggest that

different traffic generation mechanisms are at work. The mtrareglonaI model captures the effect

of changes in lane-miles and other variables on VMT m recent years. During this permd, most

of the lane-mile increases were for congestton relief, more specifically the removal of

bottlenecks. In this sltuation, the addmon of a lane-mile as likely to have a greater impact on

level of servme, extending beyond the improved segment to segments upstream and downstream

where traffic had prevmusly been suppressed due to the bottleneck. Thus, the lane-male elasnclty

is higher. The lower poputalaon elasticity suggests that recent population growth has not had as

strong an influence on state highway VMT as do mterregional population dafferences. One

possible interpretation as that recent population growth has conmbuted less to urban sprawl.

A&ernatively, more of the traffic generated by recent population growth may be using non-state

facilities.
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Table 6-4.
Estimataon Results for County Level Analysis

I INTRAREGIONAL MODEL INTERREGIONAL MODEL
(REGIONAL ADJUSTMENT (NO REGIONAL

FACTORS) ADJUSTMENT FACTORS)
VARIABLES

TIME ADJ. TIME TIME ADJ. TIME
FACTORS (1) TREND (2) FACTORS (3) TREND (4)

OLS Y-W Y-W Y-W Y-W

INTERCEPT -1.474 -1.330 -1 491 -9.427 -9 194
(-1.10)* (-0.99) (-1.14) (-12.2) (-12.2)

LIV[[LE 0.504 0 501 0 463 0.328 0 323
(4.16) (5.83) (5.36) (10.9) (10 8)

POP 0.416 0.4i 1 0.428 0.753 0.757
(11.1) (10.9) (11.0) (28.6) (29 O)

PIN 0.246 0.242 0.272 1.060 1.029
(6.10) (5.94) (7.15) (14.1) (14.1)

DENSITY -0.078 -0.077
(-5.08) (-5.07)

GPfUCE -0.086 -0.025
(-6.73) (-0.51)

T 0.019 0.006
(14.2) (2 69)

R-SQUARE 0.9976 0.9976 0.9973 0.9541 0.9533

*t statastms in parantheses.
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The income elasticlty (ranging from 1.060 to 1.029) of the mterreglonal model is much

greater than that from the mtraregional model (ranging from 0.242 to 0.272)° This maphes that

people m bagh income regions travel much more than people in low income regions do. but,

wlth.kn the same region, when people become richer, they tend to travel only shghtly more° This

difference probably mchcates that the income variable is packing up structural differences among

counUes m the interreglonal model, while income growth wxthin a county lacks the same

structural lmphcatmns.

The differences between the rater- and mtraregional models may also reflect differences

between long-term and short-term effects. According to th~s theory, the interregaonal model

captures the effects of long-standing differences among the regmns° Demand for vehacle travel

has had a conmderable period to adjust to such differences. On the other hand, the intraregmnal

model captures shorter-term VMT response to changes m the mdependent variables. Although

thas interpretation may have some vahchty, it is inconsistent w~th the result that the intraregional

models yield higher lane-mile elasticxties than the mterregmnal ones: generally, the longer the

penod of adjustment, the stronger the effect. Other factors, such as those suggested above, are

reqmred to explain the dafference m lane-mite elasticmes obtained in tbas analysis.

6.4.3 Metropolitan Level Results

The chfference between county level analysis and metropohtan (CMSA/MSA) level

analysis is that county level analysis xs based on units winch may be only a part of a

metropohtan area and whose VMT will therefore depend on other counties, while metropolitan

level analysis is based on econon’ac umts that are relatlvely isolated and complete. Thus,

metropolitan level analysis should be able to avoid the disturbances caused by interaction among

umts and prowde a more complete picture of the relationshtp between VMT and the other

variables. On the other hand, because the s~ze distributmn of metropohtan areas is even more

skewed than that of counUes, the largest areas (San Francisco and Los Angeles), will have 

chsproportionate influence on the results, particularly in the case of the mterregional model.

Table 6-5 shows the results of metropolitan level analysis. In general, the results are

similar to those listed in Table 6-4. The main relationslups found in the county level analysis

appear to hold for metropohtan regions as well. The key differences are lower lane-male
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Table 6-5.
EstmaaUon Results for Metropohtan Level Analysis

INTRAREGIONAL MODEL INTERREGIONAL MODEL
(REGIONAL ADJUSTMENT (NO REGIONAL

FACTORS) ADJUSTMENT FACTORS)
VARIABLES

TIME ADJ. TIME TIME ADJ. TIME
FACTORS (1) TREND (2) FACTORS (3) TREND (4)

OLS Y-W Y-W Y-W Y-W

INTERCEPT -6.730 -5 795 -5 472 -7.493 -7.339
(-2.98)* (-2 46) (-2.38) (-6.42) (-6.55)

LMILE 0.612 0.576 0.541 0.237 0 237
(4.78) (4.36) (3.98) (6.77) (6.90)

POP 0.680 0.672 0.682 0.803 0.805
(6.39) (6.21) (6 12) (24.3) (25.0)

PIN 0 403 0.364 0.351 0.921 0.885
(5.43) (4.86) (5.28) (6.90) (7.06)

DENSITY -0.092 -0.090
(-3.15) (-3.19)

GPR_ICE -0 071 -0.031
(-3.78) (-0.50)

T b-- 0.013 0.012
(4.32) (4.05)

R-SQUARE 0.9986 0.9987 0 9984 0.9779 0.9775

*t statistacs m parantheses.
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elastacities in the interregional metropolitan model, and higher population and mcome elasticiraes

in the intraregionaI metropohtan model. The former &fference suggests that countms with high

lane-rmleage attract some of their traffic from other counties m the same region -- hence the net

impact at the regional level is less than the impact at the county level. The &fference in the

intrareglonal income and populaUon elasuc~ties probably reflects spillover effects -- population

and income growth m one county causing adchtional travel m neighboring ones.

6.5 Regression Analysis of Total VMT

The previous analyses considered the impacts of state ~ghway expansion on the VMT

on state htghways. Highway expansion may also have impacts on traffic travelled on county

haghways, local streets, and other non-state arteries. If, for example, freeway expansion &vetted

traffic from local streets to freeways, the impact of the expansion of total VMT would be less

than the impact on state highway VMT. Therefore, the traffic impact of freeway expansmn

cannot be completely assessed without considering traffic changes on non-state haghways

Unfortunately, VMT data for non-state highways are less readily available than state-

highway VMT data. Data are avaflab!e for only five years" 1980, t982, 1986, 1988, 1989. During

this period, moreover, there was httle change m state highway lane-mdeageo This reduces the

rehabihty of our results, pamcularly those for the mtrareglonal model.

In 1989, VMT on California state l~.ghway was 134 bilhon, while VMT on Cahfomia

non-state highways was 116 bilhon. Thus, total VMT is about double VMT travelled on state

highways. Therefore, if traffic increases on state baghways due to highway expansmn leave traffic

levels on non-state baghways unaffected, the state highway lane-mile elastimty of total VMT will

be about half that of state highway VMT. If, on the other hand, these state highway traffic

increases were accompamed by proportional increases on non-state h~ghways (due perhaps to the

increased use of the fac~ties to access the state highway system, or to traffic generataon on the

non-state system as capaclty is freed due to diwsion to the state system) then the state highway

and total elastacit~es would be the same. Finally, in the event that all increased state highway

VMT represented &version of traffic from the non-state system, total VMT would be completely

inelastac with respect to state highway lane-re_ties. While none of these pure cases will hold

completely, they provide a compass for interpreting the results that follow.
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Results of the analysis, whach was performed at the metropolitan level only, are

summarized in Table 6-6. Companng Table 6-5 with Table 6-6, we see that the LMILE elasticity

of total VMT (0.508-0.534) is just shghtly less than the LMILE elastlclty of VMT travelled 

state highways (0.541-0.576) in the mtrareglonal model, and just shghfly more (0.259 versus

0.237) m the interreglonal model. These comparisons suggest that the non-state highways are

pnman, ly complementary to the state baghways: increased use of the latter leads to increased use

of the former.

There Is one important difference m the estimation results for the lntraregional state

hlghway and total traffic models The t statistics for the latter are quite small, indeed statastlcally

insignificant. One could not, on the basis of these results alone, reject the hypothesis that

highway expansion over the 1980-89 period is unrelated to increases in total VMT. On the other

hand, the consistency of the total VMT model estimates with those for state baghway VMT, as

well as the high lane-lmle t statastics m the interregional model, suggest that the low intrareglonal

model 1, statistacs result from the small increases m lane-maleage occumng m the analysis permd

(as shown m Figure 6-12), not because the null hypothesis is actually true.

The population elasttcmes for the intraregional model of total VMT (Table 6-6) are much

larger than those for the intraregional model of state highway VMT (Table 6-5). Tins suggests

that urban areas with strong population growth In the 1980s had even stronger total VMT growth,

and that the adchtional VMT was concentrated on local facilities. Perhaps this derives from the

lack of sufficient capacity on state highways to accommodate the influx of traffic in rapidly

growing urban regions. The populataon elasticmes in the mterregmnal total and state baghway

VMT models are quite similar.

6°6 Implications of the Results

To illustrate the implications of our results, we use them to estimate contributions to VMT

growth from chfference sources during the 1973-1990 tune period. Since the data available for

total VMT are l~mlted and the results of the last section m&cate consistency In the growth

patterns’, of total and state haghway VMT, we focus on state baghway VMT is tins analysis

The mtraregional model wxth yearly adjustment factors (Model 1) is used for these

estamates. Tins model reflects the effect of changes within a region, and has the best fit of all the
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Table 6-6
EstmaaUon Results for Metropohtan Level Analysis, Total VMT

INTRAREGIONAL MODEL INTERREGIONAL MODEL
(REGIONAL ADJUSTMENT (NO REGIONAL

FACTORS) ADJUSTMENT FACTORS)
VARIABLES

TIME ADJ. TIME TIME ADJ. TIME
FACTORS (1) TREND (2) FACTORS (3) TREND (4)

OLS Y-W Y-W Y-W Y-W

INTERCEPT -I4 588 -16 454 -17.724 0 296 -0.202
(-I.05)* (-1.20) (-1 33) (0 52) (-0 37)

LMII£ 0 440 0.508 0.534 0.259 0.258
(0.55) (0.64) (0.68) (5.68) (5.72)

POP 1.898 1.980 2 046 0.806 0.802
(2.82) (2.96) (3.o8) (t8.1) (18.3)

PIN 0.003 0.004 0 084 0.056 0.139
(0.09) (0.12) (I.41) (1.16) (2.13)

DENSITY 0.046 0.041
(1.39) (1.23)

,I

GPRICE -0.166 -0.t98
(-1.31) (-1.49)

T -0 019 0.009
(-0.84) (0.68)

R-SQUARE 0.9950 0.9950 0.9950 0.9922 0.9922

*t statistacs in paratheses.
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models as well. Results for four periods -- the early 1970s, the late 1970s, the early 1980s, and

the late. 1980s -- are shown m Figure 6-19.

Figure 6-19 shows that populataon growth is the most consistent contributor to VMT

growth The relalave unportance of population decreases w~th time, however. As populatmn

becomes less important, "Other" factors become more ~mportant. Within the context of th~s

analysis, "Other" is the change resultxng from dafferences m the values of the yearly adjustment

factors A reduction m the real price of gasoline of over 50 percent between the early and late

I980s ~s certainly one of the factors causing these changes. Addmonally, factors associated w~th

changing demograpbacs and hfestyles may be playing a role.

Income growth and baghway addatmns are far smaller contributors to VMT growth.

Increases m lane-miles contributed about 7 per cent to the 90 per cent increase m state highway

VMT over the 18-year period. Ttus reflects both the small amount of lane-mileage added m t!us

period, and the relatwe inelasticity of VMT with respect to lane-miles

Figure 6-20 estamates the state highway VMT impact from adchng an adchtional lane-male

of highway m different urban regions Estamates based on both the intraregmnal and lnterreglonal

models with annual adjustment factors -- variants 1 and 3 respectively - are presented. Assuming

that the additional lane-n-ale is of a character slmilar to other recent lane-rmle addltaons, the

mtraregmnal estimates are probably more valid Based on the mtraregional model, an adchtional

lane-re_de m the San Francisco, Los Angeles, or San Diego regmns would increase VMT by

roughly 2,500 vebacle-miles per day. In smaller cities, expected traffic generataon is considerably

less -- between 500 and 1,000 daffy vehicle-relies

6.7 Summary and Conclusions

Oar results indicate that, from a regional perspective, roads do indeed generate traffic.

There Is a significant statistacal relatmnship between traffic growth and road expansion. We

estimate a 0.5 mtraregional elasticity of VMT on state highways with respect to lane-miles of

state tughways m urban regmns, and a mterreglonal elasticity of 0.2.

Other factors, such as populatmn and income, also generate traffic Our results indicate

that the population elasUclty is m the 0.7-0.8 range. The intraregmnal mcome elastlcit-y is 0 4 and

the interregional one is 0.9. Thus, while roads generate traffic, so do people and money, and
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indeed these have been the more important factors dunng the period of study. Population,

particularly, because of its strong effect on VMT and rapid growth over the past two decades,

has contributed considerably more than lane-mile growXh to the VMT increases during this

period. An even more maportant contributor, however, is a set of factors whose effects are

captured m the ume adjustment coefficients. Decbmng gasoline prices, increased two-worker

com_mutang, and increases m per capita car ownersbap are among the factors included here, but

then" relat~ve Importance ~s dafficult to know.

The differences between the mtraregional and haterregional lane-mile elasticitaes are

contrary to expectataon, which is that the latter, since it reflects a longer run response, should be

greater Our interpretauon of th~s unexpected result is based on quahtative d~fferences between

total la.ae-miles, variataon in winch draves the mterregmnal model, and lane-mile addmons since

1973, whach drive the intraregmnal model. We conjecture that lane-mile additmns during the

study period were mostly for congestmn rehef. The effect of such lane-male additaons has a

stronger impact on Inghway level of servme, and thus on traffic. Interregional varmtmn m lane-

mileage is less closely related to congestmn relief, resulting in a smaller VMT impact.

Even if the ~gher intraregmnal estimate is assumed, the elastaclty of VMT with respect

to lane-miles is well below 1. This lmphes that increases in lane-miles reduce the ratm of VMT

to lane-miles, or the regmnal "volurae-capacity ratao." Assurmng that such a ratao is a meaningful

inchcator of roadway service level at the regional level, we conclude that adding lane-miles

improves that tevel of servme. However, it should be reiterated that this xs a staUstical

generahzataon, not a hard and fast rule that apphes to any road project.

Data on total, as opposed to state highway VMT, are lmalted, and findings are thus

tentatave. However, we find no evidence that increases m state highway VMT occur at the

expense; of non-state Inghway VMT To the contrary, these systems appear to be complements,

with increased trafflc on state Inghways leachng to increases on non-state facflitms as well.
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Chapter 7:

Conclusions

7.1 Introduction

The previous chapters have presented results from a set of mvestagatlons concerning the

relationship between road supply and roadway traffic m urban areas. While umfied m theme,

these studies were carried out mchvldually and independently, each focussing on a dlfferent piece

of the supply-demand puzzle. Tbas chapter attempts to fit these pieces together. The picture that

emerges is not complete, nor is it defimtive, but it is coherent and credible. Furthermore,

although our finchngs do not lead to closure m the debate over the role of roadbuilchng m

improving urban transportataon, they do shed new light on tins important pohcy question. The

policy tmplicatlons of our results are also considered in this chapter.

7.2 I-Iighway Supply and Vehicle Traffic -- The Strength of the Effect

The most important objectave of flus research was to determine whether increases m road

supply generate traffic and, if so, to what degree Two chapters of tins report focus du’ectly on

tins issue. In Chapter 3, we consader how traffic volume on a road segment responds when lanes

are added to the segment In Chapter 6, we study the analogous questaon for a larger geograpincal

unit: how traffic levels in an urban area responds when lane-mileage is added to that area. In both

of these chapters, we expressed the relauonship in terms of elastacitaes between traffic and road

capacity. What do the various elastlc~tles estunated in these two chapters tell us?

The mum results of Chapter 3 are the time dependent traffic-capacity elastzc~taes,

summarized in Table 3.5. Although different modeIs yield different estimates, they generally

point to an elasticlties of 0.3-0 4 ten years after an adchtion of capaclty and 0.4-0.6 16 years after

such an improvement. Note that these esttmates refer only to the ~mproved segment itself: they

say nothing concermng how traffic upstream and downstream from the improved segment, or on

other complementary and substitute hnks, is affected.

The key findings of Chapter 6 are elastacities relatang urban area VMT -- on either state

highways or all roads -- to state Inghway lane-miles Unlike Chapter 3, tins analysis did not
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explicitly investigate time dependence. Nonetheless, the mtraregional model results from Chaoter

6 are roughly comparable to those from Chapter 3, because both relate changes in traffic to

changes m road supply. In order to make the comparison, we need to consider how long, on

average, the lane-miIe adchtmns that drive the mtraregional model had been in place at the time

of the observations. The intraregional model ~s estimated over an 18-year period where most of

the lane-mile addiuons occurred over the first 6 years. The estimated elaslac~ty -- in the range

0.5-0.6 for the intrareglonal, metropolitan level, state highway VMT model (see Table 6-6) 

should thus correspond to a period 6-9 years after lane-miles are added. The traffic-capacity

elastlclty for tills period estimated m Chapter 3 is m the range of 0°2-0.4

Taken together, these results lead to several conclusions. First is the obvmus yet important

fact that both segment and regionai level elasticity estimates are posmve, stat~stxcally significant,

and less than one. Our confidence m the results of the two analyses as bolstered by the fact that,

despite being based on such disparate umts of observation, they yield results consistent in all

these respects. Thus, our results strongly support the conclusmn that adchtions to the supply of

state highways generate additional traffic on state highways, but at the same Ume reduce the ratio

of traffic to capacity on these facllmes. Thas implies that adding capacity to the state highway

system leads to a system with more. but less congested, traffic°

Second, our results suggest that traffic-capacity elasticities at the regional level are

somewhat greater than those at the segment level. Our interpretatmn of ttus result is depicted m

Figure 7-1. In this slmphfied case, two points are connected by baghways of unit length, and a

segment on Route 1, of length cz, is widened. Suppose that prior to the project traffic along both

Route I and Route 2 was uniform and at a level Q vetuctes per day, and that the capacity of both

routes was C. If the widening reduces congestion, then we expect that after ~t occurs traffic on

the widened segment will increase. Let this increase be AQ~w. If the change m capacity of the

widened segment Is AC, then the traffic-capacity elasticity at the segment level will be:~

e°c - A C/ C

XThe key results of thas seclaon are most easily derived using the arc elastac~ty formulas, so these are the
ones presented The same pnnc~ple apphes for the point elasucity used in other parts of tins report, however.
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IWidened
Segment

Figure 7-1.
Hypothetical Road System and Widemng Project
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Trmffic on other parts of the network may also be affected by the widening. Traffic on the

unwidened pan of Route 1 should increase, since some of the trips attracted to the widened

portmn will also need to traverse t/us part. Assume the traffic increase on the unwldened portion

of Route 1 is AQ~uw. It is also likely that traffic on Route 2 will be reduced as a result of the

wldenmg project of Route 1, since thus will make the former relaUvely less attractive. Denote the

reduction in traffic on Route 2 as AQ2.

We can calculate the elastlcity of vehacle-rmles with respect to lane-miles for the above

two-route system as:

(aAQzW+ (1-~) AQ?W-AQ2)/2Q ((I-~) AQ?W-AQ2)/Q (2)
evL = aA C/2 C = eQc+ aA C~ C

From equation 2, it is clear that the elasUclty of VMT with respect to lane-miles will be greater

than the segment level traffic-capacity elastacity when the addmonal VMT on the unwidened

portaon of Route 1 is greater than the VMT reducuon on Route 2 More generally, the latter

elasticity will be greater when the additional traffic on pomons of the road network that are

complementary to the widened segment exceeds the traffic reduction on subsutute routes. Thus,

our empmcal results from Chapter 3 and 6 impiy that complementary traffic gmns from capacity

expansion exceed traffic losses as a result of route substatuUon.

Our most robust results on the relaUon between road supply and traffic concern how the

supply of state highways affects traffic on state highways Assuming that such a relataonshlp

exasts, it is important whether state baghway traffic generated from a capacity enhancement

represents a net increase in VMT of stmply a diversion from non-state l~ghways. We are unable

to determine this with confidence, since data on non-state highway VMT are hrmted. Based on

the analysis of total VMT conducted m Chapter 6, it appears that capacity expansion of state

haghways results in more rather than less non-state haghway VMT. We cannot, however, reject

the hypothesis that adding state htghway capacity has n._o mapact on total VMT. Thus is an

,mportant ~ssue for future research.

Our elastimty results are subject to a number of further quahficatmns. Most importantly,

they represent central tendencies, not hard and fast rules that apply to all projects. The traffic

generation of a given capamty, enhancement project will depend on factors not specifically
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addres~ed in this study including the degree of congestaon prior to the project, availability of

alternative routes and modes, and the nature of land development and availability of developable

land in the area served by the project. The elasticities presented in this study reflect averages,

based on the set of road supply ,additions made to California highways in urban areas over the

last two decades. By and large, these improvements focussed on outer suburbs rather than the

urban core, and on lane additions rather than the construction of entirely new routes. Thus, it

would be inappropriate to apply these results to assess traffic impacts of adchng lanes to the San

Francisco Bay Bridge, because of its location in the urban core, or of the proposed Route 102

bypass east of Sacramento, because this would be a new facility. Further, as traffic increases raise

prevaihng levels of congestion on state highways in urban areas, one can expect level of service

gains, and hence traffic inducement, from capacity additions to become more pronounced.

Nevertheless, it is useful to compare our results with others cited in the literature. As

noted in Chapter 2, earlier area studies, based on cross-sections of urban areas, yield widely

disparate results. The best documented analyses based on U.S. cities, those by Koppetman (1972)

and Payne-Maxie (1980), obtained elasticities of traffic with respect to highway supply of 0.13

and 0.22 respectively. Both of these studies are cross-sectional, and both use total VMT (or VMT

per capita) as the traffic variable. The most comparable results from our study are from the

interregional metropolitan total VMT models, esUmates for which appear in Table 6-6. The lane-

mile elasticity of VMT estimated from these models is 0.25. This is higher than both the

Koppelman and the Payne-Maxie estimates, but very close to the latter. Moreover, all three

estimates are quite low, bolstering the conclusion that, on a cross-sectional basis, regional traffic

is inelastic with respect to highway supply. However, we have argued that cross-sectional models

do not answer the essentaal question, which is how traffic in a given area would change if road

supply in that area changed. This is the question that our intraregional models are intended to

address, and it is notable that the elasticities obtained from these models are considerabIy higher.

In light of the disparity we fred between the lane-mile elasticities from our intraregional and

interregional models, we conclude that cross-sectional analyses such as those of Payne-Maxie and

Koppelman, as well as our own interregaonal models, do not give rehable estimates of the

sensitivity of traffic to road supply in an individual region.

The cross-national city conlparisons of Newlnan (1989) suggest an elasUcit3 of 0.7,
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assuming that all differences in per capita vehicle travel can be traced to differences in per capita

road suppty. It is hardly surprising thzt we estimate elasticities welI below that implied by

Newman’s international comparisons. As has been repeatedly noted, the value of 0.7 we calculate

from his results is based on a simple comparison of VMT and roadv, ay per capita for two

cxtrcrne clusters of cities -- one consisting of places with heavy congest.on little vehicle travel

per capita, and the other of cities with the opposite charactcristlcs. For the calculated value to be

accepted, one must assume that such variables as gasoline price, b~stofical development patterns,

land availability, income, and transit supply are either unimportant or derive entirely from

differences m road supply. Fttrthermore, even with these assump~ons, the eiasticity obtained is

likely to hold only for the very long run, not the adjustment period of a decade or so considered

in our analyses.

Perhaps the most interesting comparisons are between our results and those of Ruiter et

al. (1979). Their analysis, like ours, looks at the effects of adding highway capacity in a given

reglon. Moreover, both case study projccts considered by Rulter are incremental, adding 69 and

50 new lane-miles respecUvcly. One is the wider~ing of Route 24 east of Oakland. Contrary to

our results, it is found that this project did not increase daily traffic at the regional level

(although it did increase peak traffic). On the other hand, the other project, a new segment 

eight-lane freeway extending Route 24 into Oakland, was found to have a traffic generating

impact equivalent to a VMT-lane-mile elasticity of 0.38. This is less than, but fairly close to, the

estimates obtained from our inu,~.regional models. There are several possible reasons for the

Ruiter clastacities being less than our own. First, the Ruiter study considers total traffic rather

than traffic on state highways. It is hardly surprising that total traffic is less sensitive to state

highway lane-miles than state highway traffic is. While our own total V’MT results do not

indicate such a lower elasticity, these are, in the case of the intraregional model, statistically

unreliable. A second possible reason for Ruiter’s elasticity estimates being lower is that their

model neglects land use impacts of the capacity enhancements. As discussed below, our analysis

of building permit activity, presented in Chapter 4, suggests that such impacts may be substanUal.

There may be additaonal mechanisms by which road supply affects traffic that the Ruker model

fails to capture as well - one advantage to the empirical approach taken in the present study is

that the results implicitly account for all the causal con~ectmns between ro,~d supply and traffic.
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Finally, the Ruiter estimates are for a spemfic time period, 1975, when traffic congestaon, and

thus the effect of capacity changes on level of service, was far less than it is today, or was, on

average, over the 1973-1990 time period covered m our area-wide analysis.

In summary, our results diverge from previous studaes, but they do so for understandable

reasons. We beheve the low elastacstaes obtmned from the cross-sectmnal studies of Koppelman

and Payne-Maxae should be chscounted, since st appears from our own results that cross-sectional

analyses lead to low esumates of the relataonslmp between VMT and lane-males. We also believe

that the high elast*mty calculated from the Newman study is mvahd, since st attributes the entire

difference in traffic between two vastly dafferent groups of crees to the difference in road suppIy

The Implicataons of the Rmter study are less clear. On the one hand, the dlvergence between that

study and our own could reflect our focus on state baghway as opposed to total traffic. On the

other hand, it could be that the Rmter model neglects some of the mechamsms through winch

lane-mile addmons generate new traffic, or that the analysls year of the study xs not

representative of present condmons.

7.3 Road Supply and Land Use

While we have estabhshed, and measured, the nnpact of road supply on traffic, we have

not attempted a complete account of the mechanisms that mediate this ~mpact. As noted m

Chapter 2 (Sect,on 2.2), the number of possible mechamsms is qmte large, and there xs 

voluminous literature concerning them Large-scale regmnal transportataon models are clearly

required m order to assess the relaUve importance of the mechamsms, but in our opsmon a model

that can rehably do this has yet to be invented. We do, however, devote considerable study to

one particular mechamsm -- land-use change. Our attention to this issue is motivated by several

factors. First, since conventaonal regmnal transport planning models do not include thas hnkage,

~ts existence and magmtude has smportant maplications for the adequacy of such models for

pre&cting the impacts of road improvements on VMT. Second, data for assessing land-use impact

are readily available. Third, it is feassble m t/us context to make darect queries of the

decisionmakers -- planners and developers whose actions largely determine land use outcomes.

Our statastical analyses and decismrmaaker interviews yield decidedly different findings.

The panel analysis of buitdmg permats indscates that capacity expansion projects occasion sharp
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increases m residential and commercial development, with increases m building perrmt activity

of approximately 50 per cent m each case. Yet both planners and developers state that capacity

enhancements played a neghgible role in their decisions, even though highway access Is an

important factor m them. Rarely do different modes of inquiry yield such startlingly contrachctory

results.

How might these findings be reconciled9 The statistical analysas is subject to spunous

correlataon, but we do not know of any specific reason for such a problem m ttns particular

analysis Lflce the traffic analyses, the perrmt analysis was based on a panel data set. Although

the results for any one corridor could be greatly influenced by events coincident with the capaclt-y

enhancement, a panel data set is less subject to such dastortmns. Unless and untal a specific

source of spurious correlaraon is found, the empirical hnks between capacity and perrmt

expansion found in our study should be accepted.

The questaon thus becomes, how can this hnk exist without the knowledge of land use

planners and developers? Two types of explanataon are possible here. Fxrst, the set of informants

we interview may not accurately represent planner and developer viewpoints. Several of the

projects considered m t~s part of the study were completed a decade or more ago, an interval

over which considerable turnover of personnel and dimrmng of recoltecuons can occur. Also,

since we focus on the Bay Area for developer contacts, the wews of the developers described in

this report may not be representattve of the state as a whote.

Second, informants may not perceive linkages between development and tnghway capacity

mcreases because these are indirect. For example, the influence of land prices on development

decisions is widely acknowledged. Thus, ff these prices responded to roadway improvements, this

could lead to an impact on development° Adchtionally, since informants recogmze the Impact of

traffic condlt.mns on local roads on the development process, improvements m these con&taons

resulting from a state Inghway capacity enhancement could facilitate development. These local

traffic improvements could occur as a result of diversion to the improved state tnghway, or a

reductaon of queuing on access routes to ~t. Lastly, severn developers state that commute times

to employment centers, as well as other accessibihty factors, play an Important role in

development decisions. Although one n’nght expect that the link between capaclty expansion and

accessibdity increase would be obwous to these individuals, perhaps tins is not the case. In other
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words, developers may respond when a freeway improvement brings an area within a 30-minute

conmmte of an employment center without knowing of the role of the improvement in providing

this level of accessibility.

Assuming that the statistical results present an accurate l:’icture of the land use impacts

of capacity increases, what are the implications for traffic generation? Clearly, these land use

changes will lead to greater traffic potential along the improved corridor. However, this does not

in and of itself imply an increase either in comdor or regionaJ traffic. Along the corridor,

increases in tripmaking resulting from land use intensification may be oartly or wholly offset by

reductions in average trip lengths. At the regional level, the crucial questions are whether the

development would have occurred in another part of the region if the freeway caoaclty expansion

had not occurred, and if so where. Although we cannot answer these questions directly, it stands

to reason that development spurred by the expansion of a highway will rely more heavily on

highway travel than other types of development. In sum, there is strong reason to believe that the

land use impacts found in this study imply some increase, at both the corridor and regional level,

in the quantity of ve~cle trips. The impact on VMT is less clear, because of the potential for

subufl~an development, when suitabIy balanced between residential and non-residential land uses,

to reduce trip lengths.

7.4 Policy Implications

The fimdamental policy question motivating this research is: "ShouId we expand highway

capactty m urban areas to alleviate congestion and reduce emissions?" As was anticipated, we

have not reached a conclusion on this issue in the current study. Nonetheless, we believe that our

findings can lead to a more informed, and less polarized, debate on the issue. Toward that end,

in this section we assess how both roadbuilding advocates and their opponents might temper their

positions in light of our findings.

To the advocates, we emphasize that the capacity enhancement of existing facilities, like

the c~mstruction of new ones, generates traffic both on the improved section and in the larger

urban area. The traffic generating effect is not confined to a few "unusual" projects, but a

widespread phenomenon. There is also evidence -- though admittedly weak-- that impact is more

than the mere shifting of traffic from one part of the network to another -- inaeed there appears
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to be a net increase in traffic on the ummproved hnks as well as the improved ones. The

magmtude of the unpact grows wlth tune in such a way that it easy to confuse the traffic

generaung effect of unprovements with "mevltable" secular increases in traffic. Nonetheless,

these effects can be separated statisucally, and the former ~s sigmficant even under the most

conservative estimates. Finally, ~here as evidence that convenUonal transportation planning models

tend to underestmaate traffic generataon resulting from capacity enhancements, at least in part

because they fail to adequately account for land use impacts.

To opponents of roadbmldmg, we stress that, despate their traffic generation impact,

capacity enhancement projects result in reductaons in volume-capacW rataos, and thus amproved

level of service, over an extended penod. Increases m traffic fall wetl short of absorbing the

additional capacaty prowded. In the first several years after a capacity additmn, the adcht~onal

traffic is so low that net reductaons m emissions and energy use are baghly likely As time goes

on, traffic inducement increases and net impacts become less apparent, but our results suggest

that even 20 years after an ~nprovement servace levels are markedly hagher than they would have

been without the project In short, roadbufldmg can hardly be viewed as a futile effort to saUsfy

an msaUable demand, except perhaps m the very long run.

Thus it emerges that the valuation of highway expansmn benefits depends on the time

horLzon and the weight gaven to short-term and long-term considerations. The pro-expansion

posmon gaves priority to the near term unprovements an service and reductaon in environmental

u,-npacts -- along with other benefits -- presumed to result from these. Their opponents prefer to

accept the adverse consequences of congesUon m the present in the hope that it leads to a future

of reduced automobile dependence and impact

Our study falls far short of what would be required to fully inform such a debate. Ideally,

one would be able to forecast ermssmns over time under different pohcy scenarios. These

forecasts would need to consider both the response of traffic volume to capacity adchUons and

the associated emissmns. Such an analysas might reveal that capaclt-y addiUons would be a

dominant strategy from an air quality vaewpomt, on the grounds that by the time traffic has bmlt

up in response to the new capacity, vehicle emissions will have been reduced to the point of

negligibihty. Altematively, It may turn out that capacity expansions can reduce emissions in the

present only at the cost of greater emissions m the future. Such a trade-off would be difficult
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indeed, given the complexaty of the mechanisms by which ermssions affect hfe on tbas planet
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Appendix A.

Caltrans Comments on Draft Report

A.1 Introduction

A draft of this report was subrmtted to Caltrans for review and comment. The comments,

as received, are included at the end of the appendax. Below, we offer responses to the main

cnUcisrns of the revlewers. In general, we were struck by the sensitivity of the reviewers to the

finding that capacity enhancements generate traffic. In contrast httle attention was given to the

finding that the traffic generation effect is fan’ly modest, winch implies that adding capacity is

likely ILo result m long-term reductaons m congestion. We beheve that in the current pohcy

envrxanment, the latter conclusion is more notable than the former one Although further study

is needed, we beheve that our fin&ngs strengthen the case of those who advocate roadbmlchng

as a solutaon to urban transportation problems.

A.2 Responses to Specific Comments

A.2.1 ~"~teven Borroum

Comment: The report should focus more on the relatmnsinps to VMT per Capxta.

Response: In Chapter 6, county and metropohtan VMT is modelled as a function of lane-miles,

populauon, and other variables. As footnote 2, page 6-21, mchcates, the log-hnear total VMT

models developed in Chapter 6 are easily translated into per capita VMT modets. Furthermore,

all other coefficients of the models are unaffected by this translation. In Chapter 3, we do not

explicil.ly control for population, but do controI for overall trends m traffic growth.

Comment: When considering the effect of the price of gas, the report must accotmt for fuel

efficiency gains, and changes m one’s abihty to purchase gas.

Response: It is true that gasoline price does not fully reflect the cost of driving. However, it is

not obvmus that it is appropriate to correct by factoring m fuel efficlency. The fuel efficiency

gains of the last two decades have been acineved at the cost of Ingher purchase prices for

veincles and smaller, less comfortable, interiors. Thus a gasoline price variable that incorporate
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fuel efficiency may understate the dismcentave to driving from Ngher gasoline prices, just as the

variable we use may overstate tbJs effect. With regard to changes in abi/aty to purchase gas, the

income variable should capture tins effect. Finally, the effects of the cost of driving should be

fully captured by the time penod adjustment factors we employ in vmants 1 and 3 of our VMT

models, since there is httle reglonaI variation in ttus cost.

Comment: The report concludes that since two parameters are increasing (VMT and Iane-miles),

they must be related The report needs to more closely examine cause/effect relationstnps.

Response. We have gone to considerable lengths to avoid this obvious fallacy. In the area-wide

model (Chapter 6), we include time period adjustment factors or a tlrne trend vanable m all 

our models. We also control for other factors, such as populataon and income, that clearly affect

VMT. While there is always the possibility that our results are chstorted by spunous causation,

ttus posslbihty Is vastly reduced by the precautaons we have taken.

Comment: Does mx gears make a trend?

Response: Our data set consxsts of 18 years of data for counties m 15 metropohtan areas Even

if only six of years give useful irfformataon, this give 90 observations at the metropohtan level,

and over twice that many at the county level. This amount of data, even if ali confined to a six-

year period, can certmnly show a trend. We admit, however, that the relatmnshxps between VMT

and lane-miles (or any of the other variables included in our model) found in our analysis are

subject to change in the future.

Comment: To mmin~ze the uncertainties between areas, one should avoid comparisons and

conclusions between such areas related to total VMT.

Response: By including regmnal adjustment factors in our mtrareglonal models, we control for

the persistent dafferences between regmns, concern over which seems to motavate tbas comment.

We do make comparisons between regions, but the comparisons revolve chan~es in lane-miles

and changes in VMT. Tlus is much less prone to m~sinterpretation than the pure cross-sectaonal

analys~s that the comment unplicitly, and correctly, critlclzes. Furthermore, if regmns were

analyzed mchvidually rather than as part of a panel, we could be accused of confusing lane-mile
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effects with time period effects (see page 6-18). The pooled cross-sectional analysls Is unique 

its ability to chstmgulsh regional and tune-period effects from those of other variables.

In addition to his specific comments on our report, Mr. Borroum offered an "Alternative"

analys~ts. Our response to tills analysis is a follows:

1. The use of expenditure rather than lane-mile data adds uncertainty. There is substantial

variation m construction cost both over tune and between projects. We strongly disagree that

expenditures is "the best avaalable indicator of when system capacity was added."

2. We concur that populaUon growth leads to VMT growth. Our own ana.lysls shows that

population has contributed much more to VMT growth m the past two decades than lane-male

growth has.

3. It is inappropnate to relate comparisons of per capita VMT growth in an area to its

share of total baghway expenchtures. Although Sacramento had a smaller share of these

expenditures than the other areas, it also has a smaller populaUon.

4. We are joyful that Mr. Borroum sees how his data could be construed to support the

hypothes~s that roads generate traffic, based on the comparison between Los Angeles and San

Francisco. We also agree that the comparison between these areas points to the potentaal mr

quality benefits of haghway mvestment. If more of the San Francisco traffic growth resutted from

capac11~ increases, while more of the Los Angeles traffic growth derived from population

mcrea.,;es, we would certainly expect the San Francisco area to attain more Improvement m air

quahty.

A.2.2 Greg King

Comment: The study should be critaqued by others outside Caltrans

Response: We agree that it should and have no doubt that it wlI1 However, tins is most

appropriately done after, rather than before, publication. In our preface, we include the usual

chscla~mer that the study reflects the views of the authors, not of Caltrans.

Comment: The study seems to deviate considerabIv from those that went before it.

Response: Given the wide range of findings from previous studies, results of any new study are

lnewtably going to dewate from some of the earher ones. We cite one earlier study, Payne-Mame
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(1980), with which our results are quite consistent. Among the others, our estimates of the

sensitivity of traffic to highway supply are tugher in some cases (Koppeiman, 1972) and lower

in others (Newman, 1989).

Comment: The study does not take Into account the influence of expanded car ownership and

increased economic activity on the volume of traffic.

Response: Our area-wide modets include income as a measure of economic activity. Increased

automobile ownership (insofar as it is unrelated to income gmns), will be captured by the tame

period adjustment factors.

A.2.3 Norm Roy

Comment: The study deals with improved state highway segments only and ignores the impacts

on non-state highways.

Response: This Is generally true, and we adrmt that this is a lirmtatlon. Nonetheless, since state

highways are Caltrans’ primary responsibihty, we consider our flnchngs relevant. Also, the lilmted

ewdence available suggests that traffic chversion from non-state facIlltaes is not the primary

source of traffic generated by state highway capacity enhancements (see sectaon 6.5).

A.2.4 Chuck Chenu

Comment: Both traffic level and traffic ~rowth models use data from the Count Book and

therefore the values derived include BOTH induced (if any) and diverted traffic. The report uses

the term "induced" which is n’usleadin~.

We feel it is appropriate to use the term "induced" to include any additlonal traffic on an

expanded road segment that results from the expansion. We view diverted traffic as a subset of

induced traffic. This is obviously a question of semantics and we make It very clear that our

estimates of traffic inducement m Chapter 3 mclude traffic diverted from other facilities.

Comment: The freeway-corridor land-use model is very complex and perhaps contains too many

variables

Response: Although many variables were imtially considered, pnnclpal components analysis was
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used to lin-nt those actually included to a more manageable number. There is a free hne between

incluchng too many variables, making the model overly complex, and ormttkng relevant variables,

opemn g the posslblhty that an apparent relatxonstnp between capacity expansmn and development

is retry due to some omitted variable.

Comment’ I think tiffs relattonship (between capacit3r expansion and penmt acuvitv) is secondary

with both the addition of capamtg and the number of building penmts related to an independent

factor or pohc¥ decision

Response. Tins is certainly possible. Note however, that land use is controlled at the local level,

winie highway investment decisions are made at the county, reglonai, and state levels Land use

and transportation planning are often crmcized for their lack of coordinaUon, whereas tins

comment suggests that they are so well coordinated that Inghway expanslons projects are

completed just in time to accommodate spurts m development activity
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Attachment: Caltrans Comments as Received
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August 26,1993
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Mr. Adib Kanafani, Director
Insti~lte of Transportation Studies
Univ. of Calif., Berkeley
109 McJ.~ughlin Hall
Berkeley, -~-9422~.

Attention Mark Hansen ..... ._/

Dear ]Mr. Kar~ami:

~raft RepQr~ - ’~’he Air Ouali .ty Impacts of Urban Highway Capaci~ Expar~ion:
Traffic Generation and Land-Use Impacts"

Thank you for the opportunity to review the subject draft report. We have all
work¢~ hard to get the report to this point, and the subject matter is even more "in-the-
spot-light" now than when we started three years ago.

I have collected comments on the report from a variety of experts in the
DepaJ~ent These are attached. At minimum, I would hope that you include the
comments and responses within the firm1 report.

If desired, I could arrange a "group discussion" of the report

In addition to finalizing this report, and preparing some reader friendly
sumumry report(s), I would hope that we are able to carry forward with further
research and an expanded review process.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance, and I expect to hear from you as
to the final disposition of the report.

Sincerely,

~J. Steven Borroum

Attad~hment



Auffast 19, 1993
By: J. S~ven Borroum

SUMMARY OF

AND

COMMENTS ON

Draft Report Prepared by

University of Cs]|fornia - Berkeley

Institute of Transportation Studies

Tiffed

"The Air Quality Impacts of Urban Highway Capacity Expansion:
Traffic Generation and Land-Use Impacts"

SL~IARY OF REPORT

The question is asked ...

"Should we expand highway capacity to alleviate congestion and reduce
emissions?"

The response is,

"In San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego, about 2500 additional VMT per
day would be generated by an additional lane-mile."

~rhere is a significant statistical relationship ber~veen traffic growth and road
cxp~.cion. We estimate a 0.5 inu’aregional elasticity of VMT on state highways
with mspe~t to lane-miles on state highways in urban regions, and a inmrrcgional
elasticity of 0.2."

"... that the capacity enhancement of existing facilities, I~I~ the constraction of
new ones, generates traffic both in the vicinity of the improvement and in the
L~rger urban area."

The report goes on to state,

"... while roads generate traffic, so do people and money, ancl indeed these have
been more important factors during the period of study."



"In the first several years after a capaoity addition, the additional traffic is so low
that not reduction in emi~ious and energy use are highly Iik~y."

"... road b~ding can hardly be viewed as a futile effort to satisfy an insatiable
demand, except perhaps in the very long run."

COMMENTS ON REPORT

I. California’s population growth rate over the last 40 years of approximately 2.6%
annually seems to be unaffected by transportation and economic factors (see attached).
Taerefore, it is a foregone conclusion that overall, VMTs will increase as driven by an
ever increasing population. Only when the VMTs are examined on a per capita basis
(attached), do we see any significant deviation from the steady grow patterns exhibited 
t~th the population and total VMT trend.~ The report should focus more on the
relationships to VMT per Capita.

2. Gasoline price and personal per capita income are examined for relations to travel
growth, and are noted as generally being weak. In our examination, the "out of pocket"
costs to the driver were seen as a function of both the price of gas and the vehicle’s filel
efficiency. It is mandatory that one account for the dramatic increase in the total vehicle
fleet’s fuel efficiency when examining the true cost of gasoline. Further, we believe that
one’s ability to purchase the gas must also be accounted for. Therefore, we also adjusted
for personal per capita income. The resultant factor was what we caUed the "driving
affordability index." (See attached) As the index goes up, so does one’s ability 
purchase vehicle miles traveled. When considering the effect of the price of gas, the
report must aecount for vehicle fuel efficiency gains, and changes in one’s abifity to
purchase gas.

3° Once one considers the additional factors noted in #1 and #2, and compares the
v~sults, there appears to be a statistically significant relationship between the affordability
index and the per capita VMT (see attached). When there is a change in the affordability
index, there appears a corresponding change in the per capita VMT. This is more than
can be stated for the relationships examined in the report.

In the mid and again in the late 1970s, an affordability index drop lead to a drop in the
per capita VMT. We have just recently seen the same event occur. Starting in the late
1980s, we see a drop in the affordabil/ty index leading to a drop this past year in the per
capita VMT.

L~’gely, the report concludes that since two parameters are increasing (VMT and the
increase in lane miles), they must be related. The report needs to more closely examine
causal/effect relationships.

4. The UC Berkeley researchers were only able to identify maybe 2 to 6 years where
there seems to be a significant increase in lane-miles. There are serious questions
whether this smalI of a time frame is sufficient to identify relations. Does 6 years make
a trend.’?

5. The report draws conclusions from the comparison of VMTs between covaties and
metropolitan areas. Such cross comparisons between different areas invites what could
potentially be significant uncertainties due to the fact that ~erent areas in California
have varying amounts Jf State Highways and varying amounts of tourists ~ad other
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e.xtcmal based ~ps. To mh~imize the uncertahafies betweeR ~ one should avoid
comparisons and concluslons between such me.as related to the total VMT.

ALTERNATIVE

The analysis should focus on a comparison of trends and rel~onsh/ps among the areas.
For ¢xample (se¢ attached), the per capita VMTs for the Bay Area (Area 1) and the 
area (Area 2) both grew from 1975 to 1990 by approximately 43% and 42%, respectively.
Similarly, the per capita VMT growth rate p~tterns for San Diego County and
Sacramento County were notably higher, growing at 51% and 57% respectively. Maybe
a more central queo"don might be, why are the growth rates in San Diego and Sacramento
County higher than the two larger metropolitan areas?

F.~ndi~ares on State Hwys between 1975 & 1990
as g % of the to~ egpendRures between 1953 & 1990

16 19 9 19 19

(No~e: if the e~dimres wese annually ,mlfoHl~ this would b~ 39% for all ~g)

TOTAL PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES ON STATE HIGHWAYS, 1990 $’s

between 1953 & 1975

between 1953 & 1990

2241 2508 3036 2921 2825

1927 2504 2203 230I 2500

I include the consideration of expenditures for capital hnprovemen~ on the State
Highway System, as I continue to see th/s as the best available indicator of when system
capacity was added. While certainly a 1990 dollar spent in 1960 bought more capacity
than the smrte dollar spent in 1990 (due to added "standard" features being involved with
construction in recent years), when comparing expenditures between areas, within the
same time periods, this va~ble is negated.

What might we hypothesize from ~i.~ information7

The first hypothesis might be that the more rapidly growing areas, in terms of population,
seem to have a more rapid growth in per capita VMT. Note that Sacramento and San
Diego expefiencexl rapid growth in both population and per capita VMT. However, when
comparing Los Ange!es and Sat. FrancLqco, the Los Angeles area’s population grew much
more rapidly, but the per capita VMTs grew at nearly identical rates in both areas.



Tt~ second hypothesis might be that within the 15 year period between 1975 and 1990
there appears to be no relationship between added capacity and either population or per
capita VI~fT growth rates. During ~ years, a greater proportion of the State Highway
systean’s total capacity was added in San Francisco and San Diego as compared to
Sacramento. Yet with the lowest proportional ~ in capacity during these years,
Sacramento experienced the highest increase in per capita VMT.

It may behoove us to look further into the expenditure/capacity element on both of these
hypotheses.

O~ the fLrSt hypothesis, it appears that the San Franci~o area has consistently invested
more in added system capacity as compared to the Los Angeles area. This may have
c~ated more "available capacity" in San Francisco area, so that even with a lower
population growth ra~, this area ~ the same growth in per capita VMT as the
"more congested" Los Angeles area.

Lets consider this point a bit further relative to the air quality eiement of the initial
re.~.arch question ... an element that the UC Berkeley draft report did not explore.

In the Los Angeles area, the peak ozone levels have decreased from their high point in the
’60’s approxLmately 48% to the 1990 levels. Whereas, in the San Francisco area, the
similar high levels from the ’60’s have reduced by approximately 62%.

While the air quality gains in both areas is significam, it would appear that the additional
"available capacity" in the San Francisco area, and the area’s continued high investment
rate in the State Highway System, has positively contributed toward cleaner air. This is
~.’~o suggested, but from a different approach, by my report of April 14, 1992,
"Discussion Paper, State Highway Improvement Projects, Growth, and Air Quality."

On the second hypothesis, the Sacramento inconsistency may be at least partially
accounted for by the fact that prior to 1975, Sacramento’s investment into State Highway
system capacity was substantially higher than the other areas. In 1975, Sacramento may
have had a comparatively large amount of "available capacityf thereby, being able to
support a comparatively large increase in per capita VMT with limited additional
c~Lpacity.

In sununary, I would put forth the following hypothesis:

¯ The continued increase in our per capita VMT is largely due to our continued
good economic fortune of the last 40 years.

¯ As a metropolitan area’s population increases, this growth is a driving force to
accelerate the growth in the per capita VMT.

¯ Added highway capacity is not a major influence on either a metropolitan
area’s population or per capita VMT growth rates.

* Added highway capacity is a positive influence on a metropolitan area’s air
quality.

4



CONCLUSION

The data war~.nts further exploratlo~ Conch. reader friendly reports) should
be prepared summagizing the findings and hypoghesi~ These reports should be
published and distributed to the ~porgntion and air query dec~on makers.

NOTE

THE ATTACHED DATA .IS AGGREGATED BY COUNTY. SOME COUNTIES ARE
GROUPED TO BETTER REPRESENT A REGIONAL PERSP~.

AREA 1 IS THE GREATER LA AREA. THE COWNTIES OF

Los Angeles
Orange
Riverside
San Berrmrdino
Venmra

AREA 2 IS THE BAY AREA. THE COUNTIES OF

Alarncda
Contra Costa
Mmrin
Napa
San Francisco
San Marco
Santa Clara
Solano
Sonoma
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

OFFICE MEMO
Std. 100

DATE: 6-28-93

TO:

STEVE BORROUM
OPPD

FROM:

NORM ROYf
OT!

PHONE: 5-6798

Subject: UC Berkeley Induced Growth Study

Per your request, I’ve reviewed the draft report and have the
following comments:

The study deals with improved state highway segments only
and ignore the Impacts on non-state highways (see page 3-1,
footnote). Increases in traffic on a freeway segment most likely
was diverted from "parallel" non-freeway facilities, rather than
new travel.

On page 3-2, the authors acknowledge that the study is
"limited in several respects". Clearly, without a total corridor
analysis, i.e., state and non-state highways, conclusions about
induced growth are not valid.

Same problem with the areawide analysis in chapter 6.

Without the non-state highway impacts, no reasonable
conclusion can be made about overall congestion and emission
impacts.

In addition, attached are Chuck Chenu’s comments on this
study.

Attachment



Rsvlew of the report - Air Quality impacts of Urban Highway
Capacity Expansion: Traffic Generation and Land-Use

prepared by UC

I do not see anything substantive in the report. Totally
new traffic (purely new traffic "induced" by the
construction). Conclusions are very suspect.

Specific comments include:

3/all Both the traffic level and traffic growth models
developed by ITS use data from the Count Book and as
therefore %he values derived Include BOTH Induced (if any}
and diverted traffic. The report uses the term ’~induced~’

which is misleading.
Some assumptions made in the model d~velopment

and appllcatlon are suspect at best.:
IS sltes ~n various areas - north & south
Three year count cycle
Counts a% i-4-7-10 yr before / after pro3ect
Unlfo.~m dlrectlonal factor of 0.66
Unlform 2300 vplh capaclty

4/all The freeway - corridor land use development model
Is very complex {perhaps overly so and contalns some 20 to
25 variables). Perhaps a good academic exercise. It was
developed wlth data from elgnt corridors,

Concluslons reache~ include that capacity
enhancements (added capaclty prc3ects) have a slgn!flcant
effect on resldentlal and commer=iai building pe~mlts~ no
effect was detected on industrlai development.

I th!nk %nat thls relatlonshlp Is secondary wlth
both the addltlon of capacity and the nun~Der of bullding
permits related to an independent factor or pollcy
declsion.

6/all Analysis of data from flfteen regions indicate
such thlngs as that ther, e Is a strong relationship between
VMY, Lane Miles and Population, These relationships are
seen at the county level and are even stronger at the
regional level,

This analysis also %ndicates that the
relationship between VMT and the Prlce of Gas !s very weak.



TO: Steve Borroum, OPPD

FROM:: Greg King, ED

RE. UC-Berkeley Highway Capacity SbJdy

INFORMAL FORM I00

DATE: July 1, 1993

Per your request for a review of the above-referenced draft, I am
submltting con~nents 3ointly made by Bob Ciarkandmyseif.

The study establishes a framework for analyzing some of the crit!cal
aspects related to land use development and transportatzon. Because
the study findings may have increaslngiy ~nportant policy
Implicatlons vis-a-vls the issue of growth (or trafflc inducement,
as the consultants may prefer), we feel it Is important that thls
study should be crltiqued by others outslde Caltrans, includlng
academlc clrcles and posslbly FHWA’s Offlce of Envlronmental Pollcy.
Thls Is especlally true slnce the draft study seems to devlate
conslderably from those that went before it. The authors suggest
reasons why thls is so-- but naturally cllnging to the notion that
thelrs offers the most correct methodologlcai approach and analysls°
Personally, I wonder whether they are correct to stretch the
hls~orLcal traffic data they have used for purposes other than for
what it was intended. And your point about some of the cause and
effect relatlonships belng rather tenuous Is well taken. So what
!s the next step?

Thought mlght be g!ven to hlrlng academic reviewers under a Personal
Services contract. These could include experts such as Genevieve
Glul~o and Peter Gordon (USC), Mart~n Wachs (UCLA), Melvin Webber
and Eilzabeth Deakln (UCB), to name flve in Californla who have
established credibility in related transportation research areas.

In the case of Giullano in particular, our feeling is that she could
probably make a very good contribution in assessing the UCB study
based upon seeing some of her thoughts expressed on the toplc. Her
opinion is that new or induced growth would occur only when the
constrmct!on proDect significantly increases the propensity for
economic growth in the reglon, so it would be interestlng to have
her tame a look at the methodological assumptions of the UCB
consultants who conclude that "roads generate traffic."

A second opt!on you might consider would be to organize a forum or
rotuld table seminar with these academlcians to discuss the report in
a refereed moderator format. The advanuages to these approaches, of
course, is that it may relleve some of the burden from Caltrans
ip reconc~llng those findings of the UCB report in which we are not
±n agreement.



The authors should consider incorporating a discussion of VMT in
light of nheviews expressed by Charles Lave in "Things Won’t Get a
Lot Worse: The Future of U.S. Traffic Congestion0 ~ a published
working paper from the UC Transportation Center (1991). Lave argues
that Lhe growth of VMT is reaching an a~tote and we have
essentially seen the zenith of congestion. Therefore, the deep
concern over long-term adverse effects when new capaclty reaches
saturation could become a moot polnt.

Given the sizable increases in VMT in California, well over and above
populatlon 3umps as well as capacity Increases, the study does not
take into account the influence of expanded car ownershlp and
increased economlc activity on the volume of traffic. Too, though the
study looks at 3ob growth in the various case study cities, the
ma3ority of vehicle trlps generated in recent trends are more often
non-work related.

Regarding the personal surveys, though human perceptions are known
to change over time, the fact that so consistently developers and
community planners downplayed the role of transportation facility
expanslon as a ma3or inf!uence versus quality of llfe factors
and houslng prlces, should not be totally dlsmlssedo




